


w ith the procedures for displaying output primitives and their attributes, 
we can create variety of pictures and graphs. In many applications, 

there is also a need for altering or manipulating displays. Design applications 
and facility layouts are created by arranging the orientations and sizes of the 
component parts of the scene. And animations are produced by moving the 
"camera" or the objects in a scene along animation paths. Changes in orientation, 
size, and shape are accomplished with geometric transformations that alter the 
coordinate descriptions of objects. The basic geometric transformations are trans- 
lation, rotation, and scahng. Other transformations that are often applied to ob- 
jects include reflection and shear. We first discuss methods for performing geo- 
metric transformations and then consider how transformation functions can be 
incorporated into graphics packages. 

Here, we first discuss general procedures for applying translation, rotation, and 
scaling parameters to reposition and resize two-dimensional objects. Then, in 
Section 5-2, we consider how transformation equations can be expressed in a 
more convenient matrix formulation that allows efficient combination of object 
transformations. 

A translation is applied to a n  object by repositioning it along a straight-line path 
from one coordinate location to another. We translate a two-dimensional point by 
addlng translation distances, f, and t,, to the original coordinate position (x, y) to 
move the point to a new position ( x ' ,  y') (Fig. 5-1). 

x'  = x + t , ,  y '  = y + t, (.i 7 )  

The translat~on distance pair (t,, t,) is called a translation vector or shift vector. 
We can express the translation equations 5-1 as a single matrix equation by 

usng  column vectors to represent coordinate positions and the translation vec- 
tor: 



This allows us to write the two-dimensional translation equations in the matrix 
form: 

Sometimes matrix-transformation equations are expressed in terms of coordinate 
row vectors instead of column vectors. In this case, we would write the matrix 
representations as  P = [ x  y] and T = [ k ,  $1. Since the column-vector representa- 
tion for a point is standard mathematical notation, and since many graphics 
packages, for example, GKS and PHIGS, also use the column-vector representa- 
tion, we will follow this convention. 

Translation is a rigid-body transformution that moves objects without defor- 
mation. That is, every point on the object is translated by the same amount. A 
straight Line segment is translated by applying the transformation equation 5-3 to 
each of the line endpoints and redrawing the line between the new endpoint po- 
sitions. Polygons are translated by adding the translation vector to the coordinate 
position of each vertex and regenerating the polygon using the new set of vertex 
coordinates and the current attribute settings. Figure 5-2 illustrates the applica- 
tion of a specified translation vector to move an object from one position to an- 
other. 

Similar methods are used to translate curved objects. To change the position 
of a circle or ellipse, we translate the center coordinates and redraw the figure in 
the new location. We translate other curves (for example, splines) by displacing 
the coordinate positions defining the objects, then we reconstruct the curve paths 
using the translated coordinate points. 
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tigr~rc 5 - 1  
Translating a point from 
position P to'position P' with 
translation vector T. 
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Moving a polygon from position (a) 

5 10 IS 20 to position (b) with the translation 
(b) vector (-5.W, 3.75). 



Figure 5-3 
Rotation of an o b j t  through 
angle 0 about the pivot point 
(x,, y,). 

Figure 5-4 
Rotalion of a point from 
position (x,  y) to position 
( x ' ,  y ') through an angle 8 
relative to thecoordinate 
origin. The original angular 
displacement of the point 
from the x axis is 6. 

Rotation 

A two-dimensional rotation is applied to an object by repositioning it along a cir- 
cular path in the xy plane. To generate a rotation, we specify a rotation angle 0 
and the position (x, ,  y,l of the rotation point (or pivot point) about which the ob- 
ject is to be rotated (Fig. 5-3). Positive values for the rotation angle define coun- 
terclockwise rotations about the pivot point, as  in Fig. 5-3, and negative values 
rotate objects in the clockwise direction. This transformation can also be de- 
scribed as a rotation about a rotation axis that is perpendicular to the xy plane 
and passes through the pivot point. 

We first determine the transformation equations for rotation of a point posi- 
tion P when the pivot point is at the coordinate origin. The angular and coordi- 
nate relationships of the original and transformed point positions are shown in 
Fig. 5-4. In this fijyre, r is the constant distance of the poinl from the origin, angle 
4 is the original angular position of the point from the horizontal, and t3 is the ro- 
tation angle. Using standard trigonometric identities, we can express the trans- 
formed coordinates in terms of angles 0 and 6 as 

The original coordinates of the point in polar coordinates are 

x = r cos 4, y = r sin & (5 .5 )  

Substituting expressions 5-5 into 5-4, we obtain the kansiormation equations for 
rotating a point at position (x ,  y) through an angle 9 about the origin: 

x ' = x c o s O - y s i n 0  

y'= xsin 0 + y cos 0 

With the column-vector representations 5-2 for coordinate positions, we can write 
the rotation equations in the matrix form: 

where the rotation matrix is 

cos 0 -sin 0 
R = [  

sin t3 cos 8 1 
When coordinate positions are represented as row vectors instead of col- 

umn vectors, the matrix product in rotation equation 5-7 is transposed so that the 
transformed row coordinate vector Ix' y'l iscalculated as 

where PT = (x y], and the transpose RT of matrix R is obtained by interchanging 
rows and columns. For a rotation matrix, the transpose i s  obtained by simply 
changing the sign of the sine terms. 



Rotatton of a point about an arbitrary pivot position is iltustrated in Fig. 5-5. 
Using lhc trigonometric relationships in this figure, we can generalize Eqs. 5-6 to 
obtain the transformation equations for rotation of a point about any specified m- 
tation position (x,,!~,): 

X ' = X  , + (  a - x,) cos V - (y - y,) sin 0 

y = , + ( 1  - v , )  sin H + (y - y,) cos B (5-9) 

These general rotation equations differ from Eqs. 5-6 by the inclusion of additive 
terms, as well as the multiplicative factors on the coordinate values. Thus, the 
matrix expression 5-7 could be modified to includt: pivot coordinates by matrix 
addition of a column vector whose elements contain the additive (translational) 
terms In Eqs. 5-9. There are better ways, however, to formulate such matrix equa- 
tions, and we discuss in Section 5-2 a more consistent scheme for representing the 
transformation equations. 

A s  with translations, rotations are rigid-body transformations that move 
objects without deformation. Every point on an object is rotated through the 
same anglc. A straight line segment is rotated by applying the rotation equations 
5-9 to each ot tht' line endpoints and redrawing the line between the new end- 
point positions. Polygons are rotated by displacing each vertex through the speci- 
fied rotation angle and regenerating the polygon using the new vertices. Curved 
lines arc rotatcd by repositioning the defining p ~ r ~ t s  and redrawing the curves. 
A circle k>r ,117 ellipse, for instance, can be rotated about a noncentral axis by mov- 
ins the center position through the arc that subtcncs thc sprcified rotation angle. 
An ellipse can be rotated about its center coordinates by rotating the major and 
minor axes. 

Scaling 

A scaling transformation alters the size of an object. This operation can be car- 
ried out for polygons by multiplying the coordinate values ( x ,  y) of each vertex 
by scaling factors s, and s, to produce the transformed coordinates (x', y'): 

Scaling factor s, scales objects in the x direction, while sy scales in they direction. 
The transformation equations 5-10 can also be written in the matrix form: 

Section 5-1 

liasuc Trans(orma1ions 

-- 
.'r,qu rr 5-5 
Kotating a poinl from 
position ( x ,  y) to position 
11: y ') through an angle 8 
about rotation point ( x ,  . y,). 

whew S is the 2 by 2 scaling matrix in Eq. 5-11. 
,Any positive numeric values can be assigned to the scaling factors s, and sy. 

Values less than 1 reduce the size of objects; values greater than 1 produce an en- 
largement. Specifying a value of 1 for both s, and s, leaves the size of objects un- 
changed. When s, and s, are assigned the same value, a uniform scaling is pro- 
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F ~ p r e  5-6 
Turnmg a square (a) Into a 
rectangle (b) wlth scaling 
factors s, = 2 and by - 1. 

- - - - - . . . - - - . - . . . -. . - -, - - 
F i g ~ ~ r c  5 - 7  
A line scaled with Eq 5-12 
using s, - 3 .  = 0.5 is reduced 
in size and moved closer to 
the coordinate ongin. 

Figurr 5-8 
Scaling relatwe to a chosen 
fixed point (I,, y,) Distanm 
from each polygon vertex to 
the fixed point are scaled by 
transformation equations 
5-13. 

duced that maintains relative object proportions. Unequai values for s, and s, re- 
sult in a differential scaling that is often used in design applications, whew pic- 
tures are constructed from a few basic shapes that can be adjusted by scaling and 
positioning transformations (Fig. 5-6). 

Objects transformed with Eq. 5-11 are both scaled and repositioned. Scaling 
factors with values less than 1 move objects closer to the coordinate origin, while 
values greater than 1 move coordinate positions farther irom the origin. Figure 
5-7 illustrates scaling a line by assigning the value 0.5 to both s, a t ~ d  sr in Eq. 
5-11. Both the line length and the distance from the origin are reduced by a 
factor of 1 /2. 

We can control the location of a scaled object by choosing a position, called 
the fixed point, that is to remain unchanged after the scaling transformation. Co- 
ordinates for the fixed point (xl, y,) can be chosen as one of the vertices, the object 
centroid, or any other position (Fig. 5-8). A polygon is then scaled relative to the 
fixed point by scaling the distance from each vertex to the fixed point. For a ver- 
tex with coordinates (x: y.i, the scaled coord~nates ( x ' ,  y ') are calculated as 

We can rewrite these scaling transformations to separate. the mdtiplicative and 
additive terms: 

where the additive terms r,(l - s,) and y,(l - s,) are constant for all points in the 
object. 

Including coordinat~?~ for a hxed point in the scalin~: equations is similar to 
including coordinates for a pivot point in the rotation equations. We can set up  a 
column vector whose elements are the constant terms in Eqs. 5-14, then we add 
this column vector to the product S P in Eq. 5-12. In the next section, we discuss 
a matrix formulation for the transformation equations that involves only matrix 
mu1 tiplication. 

Polygons are scaled by applying transformations ,514 to each vertex and 
then regenerating the polygon using the transformed vertices. Other objects are 
scaled by applylng the scaling transformation equations to the parameters defin- 
ing the objects. An ellipse in standard position is resized by scaling the semima- 
jor and semiminor axes and redrawing the ellipse about the designated center co- 
ordinates. Uniform scaling of a circle is done by simply adjusting the radius. 
Then we redisplav the circle about the center coordinates using the transformed 
radius. 

5-2 
MATRlX  RFPRESENtATlONS A N D  HOMOGENEOUS 
C O O R D I N A T E S  

Many graphics applications involve sequences of geometric transformations. An 
animation, for example, might require a n  obpct to be translated and rotated at 
each increment of the motion. In design and picture construction applications, 



we perform translations, rotations, and scalings to tit the picture components into 5-2 

their proper posihons. Here we consider how the matrix representations dis- Matrix Rewesentations and 

cussed in the previous sections can be reformulatej so that such transformation iOmo~eneous Coordinates 

sequences can be efficiently processed. 
We have seen in Section 5-1 that each of the basic transformations can be ex- 

pressed in the general matrix form 

with coordinate positions P and P' represented as c..dumn vectors. Matrix MI is a 
2 by 2 array containing multiplicative factors, and M, is a two-element column 
nratrix containing translational terms. For translation, MI is the identity matrix. 
For rotation or scaling, M2 contains the translational terms associated with the 
pivot pornt or scaling fixed point. To produce a sequence of hansformations with 
these equations, such as scaling followed by rotation then translation, we must 
calculate the transformed coordinates one step at i1 time. First, coordinate posi- 
tions are scaled, then these scaled coordinates are rotated, and finally the rotated 
coordinates are translated. A more efficient approxh would be to combine the 
transformations so that the final coordinate pnsitions are obtained directly from 
the initial coordinates, thereby eliminating the calculation of intermediate coordi- 
nate values. To he able to d o  this, we need to reformulate Eq. 5-15 to eliminate the 
matrix addition associated with the translation terms in M2. 

We can combine the multiplicative and translational terms for two-dimen- 
sronal geometric transformations into a single nratrix representation by expand- 
ing the 2 by 2 matrix representations to 3 by 3 matrices. This allows us to express 
all transformation equations as matrix multiplications, providing that we also ex- 
pand the matrix representations for coordinate positions. To express any two-di- 
mensional transformation as a matrix multiplication, we represent each Cartesian 
coordinate pos~tion ( 1 .  y )  with the homogeneous coordinate triple (x , ,  y,,, h), 
where 

 IS, a general lroniogeneous coordinate representation can also be written as ( h .  
r-, h .y. ! I ) .  For two-dimensional geomctric transformations, we can choose the ho- 
mogencous parameter h to be any nonzero value. Thus, there is an infinite num- 
ber of tsquivalent homogeneous representations i o ~  each coordinate point (x ,  y). 
A co~ivtwicnt choice is simply to set h = 1. Each txcl-d~nrensional position is then 
represented with homogeneous coordinates ( x ,  y, 1 ) .  Other values for parameter h 
are needed, for example, in matrix formulations of threedimensional viewing 
transformations 

The term I~or~;c~g~i~eorts  co,~rdrrmh~s is used in mathematics to refer to the ef- 
fect of this representation on Cartesian equations. \%hen a Cartesian point ( x ,  y) is 
convrrted to a homogeneous representahon (x , ,  y,,, h), equations containing x 
and I/, such as  I i x ,  y) = 0, become homogeneous tytations in the three parame- 
ters x,, y,, and 11. 'This just means that if each of thtl three parameters is replaced 
b y  any value n times that parameter, the value 7; c,ln he factored out of the equa- 
tions. 

Exp1-esSing positions in homogeneous rmrdin.ltes allows us to represent all 
geometric transformation equations as matrix multiplications. Coordinates are 



Chapter 5 represented with three-element column vectors, and transformation operations 
Two-Dimensional Geometric are written as 3 bv 3 matrices. For Wanslation. we have 

Transformations 

which we can write in the abbreviated form 

with T(t,, 1,) as the 3 by 3 translation matrix in Eq. 5-17. The inverse of thc trans- 
lation matrix is obtained by replacing the translation parameters 1,  and 1, with 
their negatives: - t ,  and -1,. 

Similarly, rotation transformation equations about the coordinate origin are 
now written as 

The rotation transformation operator R(8) 1s the 3 by 3 matrix in Eq. 5-19 with 
rotation parameter 8. We get the inverse rotation matr~x when 8 is replaced 
with -8. 

Finally, a scaling transformation relative to the coordinate or~gin is now ex- 
pressed as the matrix multiplication 

where Sk,, s,) is the 3 by 3 matrix in Eq. 5-21 with piirameters s, and sy. Replac- 
ing these parameters w ~ t h  their multiplicative inverses ( l i s ,  and I/sJ yields the 
inverse scaling matrix. 

Matrix representations are standard methods for implementing transforma- 
tions in graphics systems. In many systems, rotation and scaling functions pro- 
duce transformations with respect to the coordinate origin, as in Eqs. 5-19 and 
5-21. Rotations and scalings relative to other reference positions are then handled 
as a succession of transformation operations. An alternate approach in a graphics 
package is to provide parameters in the transformation functions for the scaling 
fixed-point coordinates and the pivot-point coordinates General rotation and 
scaling matrices that include the pivot or fixed point are then set u p  directly 
without the need to invoke a succession of transformation functions. 



5-3 Section 5-3 

COMPOSITE TRANSFORMATIONS Compo~ire Transformal1on5 

With the matrix representations of the previous sei:tion, we can set up a matrix 
for any sequence of transformations as a composite transformation matrix by 
calculating the matrix product of the individual transformations. Fonning prod- 
ucts of transformation matrices is often referred to as a concatenation, or compo- 
sition, of matrices. For column-matrix representation of coordinate positions, we 
form composite transformations by multiplying matrices in order from right to 
left. That is, each successive transformation matrix premultiplies the product of 
the preceding transformation matrices. 

Translatons 

I f  two successive translation vectors (t,,, tyl)  and (I,,, ty2) are applied to a coordi- 
nate position P, the final transformed location P' is calculated as 

where P and P are represented as homogeneous-coordinate column vectors. We 
can verify this result by calculating the matrix product for the two associative 
groupings Also, the composite transformat~on matrix for thls sequence of trans- 
lations is 

which demonstrates that two successive translatiolr:; are additive. 

Kota t~ons  

Two successive rotations applied to pomt p product. the transformed position 

P' = R(B2) . IR(0 , )  . P' 

= {R(&) . R(0, )I  1' (.i Z r  1 

By multiplying the two rotation matrices, we can vl?rify that two successive rota- 
tions are additive: 

so that the final rotated coordinates can be calculated with the composite rotation 
matrix as 
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Scaling 

Concatenating transformation matrices for two successive scaling operations pro- 
duces the following composite scaling matrix: 

The resulting matrix in this case indicates that successive scaling operations are 
multiplicative. That is, if we were to triple the size of an object twice in succes- 
sion, the final size would be nine times that of the original. 

General Pivot-Point Rotation 

With a graphics package that only provides a rotate function for revolving objects 
about the coordinate origin, we can generate rotations about any selected pivot 
point (x, y,) by performing the following sequence of translate-rotatetranslate 
operations: 

1. Translate the object so that the pivot-point position is moved to the coordi- 
nate origin. 

2. Rotate the object about the coordinate origin. 
3. Translate the object so that the pivot point is returned to its original posi- 

tion. 

This transformation sequence is illustrated in Fig. 5-9. The composite transforma- 

TranNmnon of 
ObiSaramM 
tha Pivor Point 

IS RsturMld 
to Position 

I x,. v.) 

Figurc 5-9 
A transformation sequence for rotating an objed about a specified pivot mint using the 
rotation matrix R(B) of transformation 5-19. 



tlon ni,ltr~x for thls sequence is obtained with the cc.mcatenation 

cos H -sin tJ x , ( l  - ros 9) t y, sin 9 

9 y.(l - cos @) - x,sin 8 

I I 
which can be expressed in the form 

ivhere 'r( -x , ,  - y,) = T '(x,, y,). In general, a rotate function can be set up to ac- 
cept parameters for pivot-point coordinates, as well as the rotation angle, and to 
generate automatically the rotation matrix of Eq. 5-31 

Gentval Fixed-Po~nt Scaling 

Figure 5-10 illustrates a transformation sequence tcs produce scaling with respect 
tu a selected fixed position (x!, y,) using a scaling hmction that can only scale rela- 
lve to the coordinate origin. 

1. Translate object so that the fixed point coincichrs with the coordinate origin. 
2. Scale the object with respect to the coordinate origin. 
3. Use the inverse translation of step 1 to return the object to its original posi- 

tion. 

Concatenating the matrices for these three operations produces the required scal- 
ing matrix 

T h ~ s  transiormation is automatically generated on systems that provide a scale 
function that accepts coordinates for the fixed point 

Genw '11 Scal~ng Directions 

Section 5-3 

Cc~rnpusite Transformallons 

Parameters s, and s, scale objects along the x and y directions. We can scale an ob- 
ject in other directions by rotating the object to align the desired scaling direc- 
tions with the coordinate axes before applying the scaling transformation. 

Suppose we want to apply scaling factors with values specified by parame- 
ters sl and S2 in the directions shown in Fig. 5-11. TCI accomplish the scaling with- 



Tranmlab O b j d  
m that Ihe Fired Pdnl 

Is R e t u r d  to 
Pcnitim (x,. v,) 

Figure 5-10 
A transformation sequence for &g an object with =pea to a specified fixed position 
using the scaling matrix S(s,, s,) of transformation 5-21. 

out changing the orientation of the object, we first perform a rotation so that the 
directions for s, and s2 coincide with the x and y axes, respectively. Then the scal- 
ing transformation is applied, followed by an opposite rotation to return points 
to their original orientations. The composite matrix resulting from the product of 
these three transformations is 

s, cos2 8+ s2 sin2 8 (s2 - s,) cos 8 sin 8 0 
@sin 8 sl sin2 8+ s2 cos28 (5-35) 

0 01 1 

Figure 5-11 As an example of this scahg transformation, we turn a unit square into a 
paam- sl and parallelogram (Fig. 512)  by shttching it along the diagonal from (0, 0) to (1, 1). 

s, am to be applied in We rotate the diagonal onto they axis and double its length with the transforma- 
orthogonal directions 
defined by the angular tion parameters 8 = 4 5 O ,  s, = 1, and s2 = 2. 

displacement 6. In Eq. 535, we assumed that scaling was to be performed relative to the ori- 
gin. We could take this scaling operation one step further and concatenate the 
matrix with translation operators, so that the composite matrix would include 
parameters for the specification of a scaling fixed position. 

Concatenation Properties 

Matrix multiplication is associative. For any three matrices, A, B, and C, the ma- 
trix product A - B . C can be performed by first multiplying A and B or by first 
multiplying B and C: 

Therefore, we can evaluate matrix products using either a left-to-right or a right- 
teleft associative grouping. 

On the other hand, transformation products may not be commutative: The 
matrix product A. B is not equal to B - A, in general. This means that if we want 



Figure 5-12 
A square (a) is converted to a parallelogram (b) using the composite 
transformation matrix 5-35, with s, = 1, s2 = 2, and 0 = 45". 

to translate and rotate an object, we must be careful aboc! the order in which the 
composite matrix is evaluated (Fig. 5-13). For some special cases, such as a se- 
quence of transformations ali of the same kind, the multiplication of transforma- 
tion matrices is commutative. As an example, two successive rotations could be 
performed in either order and the final position would be the same. This commu- 
iative property holds also for two succ&sive translations or two successive scal- 
ings. Another commutative pair of operations is rotation and uniform scaling 

General Composite Transformations and Computational Efficiency 

A general two-dimensional transformation, representing a combination of trans- 
lations, rotations, and scalings, can be expressed as 

The four elements rs,, are the multiplicative rotation-scaling terms in the transfor- 
mation that involve only rotation angles and scaling factors. Elements trs, and 
trs, are the translational terms containing combinations of translation distances, 
pivot-point and fixed-point coordinates, and rotation angles and scaling parame- 
ters. For example, if an object is to be scaled and rotated about its centroid coordi- 
nates (x, y,) and then translated, the values for the elements of the composite 
transformation matrix are 

TUX, t,) . Nx,, y,, 9) . S(x,, y,, s,, s,) 

s, cos 0 -s, sin 0 x,(l - s,cos 0) + y,s, sin 0+ t, 
0 y,(l - sy cos 9) - x,s, sin t, I (5-38) 

1 

Although matrix equation 5-37 requires nine multiplications and six addi- 
tions, the explicit calculations for the transformed coordinates are 

Composite Transformations 
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Final 

- - - - - - - . . . . . . . - . . . . - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - 
Figure 5-13 
Reversing the order in which a sequence of transformation> IS 

performed may affect the transformed position of an object. In (r ) ,  an 
object is first translated, then rotated In (b), the o b j t  is mtated first, 
then translated. 

Thus, we actually only need to perform fbur multiplications and four additions 
to transform coordinate positions, This is the maximum number of computation., 
required for any translormation sequence, once the individual n~atricps h a w  
been concatenated and the elements of the composite matrix cvaluatcd. Withour 
concatenation, the md~c:dual transformations would bt applied one at a time 
and the number of calnrlations could be significantly rncrrascd. Ail cff~c~ent in: 
plementation for the trar~sformatiun operations, therefor*, is to formulate trans- 
formation matrices, concatenate any transformation sequence, and calculnt~ 
transformed coordinates using Eq. 5-39. On parallei systems, direct matrix multi 
plications wlth the composite transformation matrix of Eq. 5-37 can be equally cf- 
ficient. 

A general rigid-body transformation matrix, in\dving onlv t r a n s l a t i ~ ~ ~ i ~  
and rotations, can be expressed in the form 

where the four elements r,, are the multiplicative rotation terms, and elements tr ,  
and t ry  are the translatior~al terms. A rigid-body change in coordinate position is 
also sometimes referred to as a rigid-motion transformation. All angles and dis- 
tances between coordinate positions are unchanged by the transformation. In ad- 
dition, matrix 5-40 has the property that its upper-left 2-bv-2 submatrix is an or- 
thogonal matrix. This means that i f  we consider each rot< of the submatrix as a 
vector, then the two vectors (r,,, r,,) and (r,,, r,) form an orthogonal set of unit 
vectors: Each vector has unit length 

and the vectors are perpendicular (their dot product is 0): 



Therefore, if these unit vectors are transformed by the rotatign submatrix, (r,,, r,) sech15-3 

is converted to a unit vector along the x axis and (ryl, rW) is transformed into a Composite Transformations 

unit vector along they axis of the coordinate system: 

As an example, the following rigid-body transformation first rotates an object 
through an angle %about a pivot point (I,, y,) and then translates: 

T(t,, t,). R(x,, y,, 0) 

cos 0 -sin 0 x,(l - cos 0) + y, sin 6 + t ,  

8 y,(l - cos 0) - x, sin 6 + t, 
1 I 

Here, orthogonal unit vectors in the upper-left 2-by-2 submatrix are (cos 0, 
-sin %) and (sin 0, cos 6), and 

Similarly, unit vector (sin 0, cos 0) is converted by the transformation matrix in 
Eq. 5-46 to the unit vector (0,l) in they direction. 

The orthogonal property of rotation matrices is useful for constructing a ro- 
tation matrix when we know the final orientation of an obpct rather than the 
amount of angular rotation necessary to put the object into that position. Direc- 
tions for the desired orientation of an obpct could be determined by the align- 
ment of certain ob* in a scene or by selected positions in the scene. Figure 5-14 
shows an object that is to be aligned with the unit direction vectors u' and v'. As- 
suming that the original object orientation, as shown in Fig. 5-14(a), is aligned 
with the coordinate axes, we construd the desired transformation by assigning 
the elements of u' to the first row of the rotation matrix and the elements of v' to 
the second row. This can be a convenient method for obtaining the transfonna- 
tion matrix for rotation within a local (or "object") coordinate system when we 
know the final orientation vectors. A similar transformation is the conversion of 
object descriptions from one coordinate system to another, and in Section 5-5, we 
consider how to set up transformations to accomplish this coordinate conversion. 

Since rotation calculations q u i r e  trignometric evaluations and several 
multiplications for each transformed point, computational efficiency can become 
an important consideration in rotation hansfonktions. In animations and other 
applications that involve many repeated transformations and small rotation an- 
gles, we can use approximations and iterative calculations to reduce computa- 
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Figure 5-14 
The rotahon matrn for revolving an object from position (a) to position 
(b) can be constmcted with the values c.f thp unlt orientation vectors u' 
and v' relative tc the original orientation 

tions in the composite transformation equations. Whcn the rotation angle is 
small, the trigonometric functions can be replaced with approximation values 
based on the first few ttrrms of their power-series expansions. For small enough 
angles (less than lo0), cos 0 is approximately 1 and sln 0 has a value very close to 
the value of 8 in radians. If we are rotating in small angular steps about the ori- 
gin, for instance, we can set cos 8 to 1 and reduce transformation calculations at 
each step to two multiplications and two additions for each set of coordinates to 
be rotated: 

where sin 6 is evaluated once lor all steps, assuming the rotation angle does not 
change. The error introduced by this approximation at each step decreases as the 
rotation angle decreases. But even with small rotat~on angles, the accumulated 
error over many steps can become quite large. We can control the accumulated 
error by estimating the error in x' and y '  at each step and resetting object posi- 
tions when the error accumulation becomes too great. 

Composite transformations often involve inverse matrix calculations. Trans- 
formation sequences for general scaling directions and for reflections and shears 
(Section 5-9, for example, can be described with inverse rotation components. As 
we have noted, the inverse matrix representations for the basic geometric Erans- 
formations can be generated with simple procedvres. An inverse translation ma- 
trix is obtained by changing the signs of the translation distances, and an i n v e w  
rotation matrix is obtained by performing a matrix transpose (or changing the 
sign of the sine terms). These operations are much simpler than direct inverse 
matrix calculations. 

An implementation of composite transformations is given in the following 
procedure. Matrix M is initialized to the identity matrix. As each individual 
transformation is specified, it is concatenated with the total transformation ma- 
trix M. When all transformations have been specified, this composite transforma- 
tion is applied to a given object. For this example, a polygon is scaled and rotated 
about a given reference point. Then the object is translated. Figure 5-15 shows the 
original and final positions of the polygon transformed by this sequence. 
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Figure 5-15 
A polygon (a) is transformed ~nto 
(b) by the composite operations in 
the following procedure. 

Winclude <math.h> 
Yinclude 'graphics.hm 

typedef float Matrix3x3 131 131 : 
Matrix3x3 thenatrix: 

void matrix3~3SetIdentity (Matrix3x3 rn) 
( 
int ;, j; 

Composite Transformalions 

for li=O; ic3; i++) for lj=O: j<3; j + r )  n[il[j] = (i == j); 
) 

/ *  Multiplies matrix a times b, putting result in b ' /  
void matrix3~3PreMultiply (Matrix3x3 a. Matrix3x3 b) 
i 
int r,c: 
Matrix3x3 tmp: 

for [r = 0; r < 3: r++) 
for (C = 0; c < 3; c++) 
tm~Irllcl = 
alrlIOl'bI0l[cI t a[rlIlltbllllcl + alrlI21'bl211cl: 

for (r = 0: r < 3: r++) 
for Ic = 0; c < 3: c + + )  
blrl Icl - tmplrl lcl: 

1 

void translate2 (int tx, int ty) 
( 
Matrix3x3 m: 

rnatrix3~3SetIdentity (n) : 
m[01[21 = tx; 
m111121 = ty: 
matrix3~3PreMultiply (m, theMatrix): 



vold scale2 (float sx.  rloat sy, wcPt2 refpL: 
( 
Macrix3xl m. 

matrix3~3SetIdentity (ml: 
m101 [OI = sx; 
m[0][2] = ( 1  - sx) ' refpt.x; 
mll] Ill = sy; 

void rotate2 (float a, wcPt2 refPc) 
i 
Matrix3x3 m; 

matrix3~3SetIdentity (m): 
a = pToRadians La); 
m[Ol L O !  z cosf (a); 
m[01 111 = sin: (a) ; 
m[0] [21 = rcfPt.x - (1 - cosf (a)) + refPt.y sinf (a); 
m[1] ( 0 1  = sinf (a); 
m[ll Ill = cosf (a]; 
m[l] [Z] = refPt.y (1 - cosf (a) - refPt.x ' sinf ( a ) ;  
matrix3~3PreMultiply (m, theMatrix); 

) 

void transformPoints2 (int npts, wcPt2 'ptsl 
( 
int k: 
float tmp ; 

for (k = 0; k npts: kt+) i 
trnp = ehcMatrix101 I01 ' ptsrk] . x  * theMatrix[O) lll ' 
pts1kl.y t theMatrix[0][21; 

pts(k1.y =. theMatrix[ll [O] * ptsikl .X + theMatrixl1) I11 
pts[kl .y r theMatrix[l] 121; 

pts(k1 .x tmp;  

1 

void main (int argc, char " argv) 
( 
wcPt2 ptsi31 : { 50.0, 50.0, 150.0, 50.0, 100.0, 150.0); 
wcPt2 refPt :. (100.0. 100.0); 
long windowID -; openGraphics (*a~gv, 200, 350); 

set8ac:iground ('NHITE) ; 
setcolor (BLUE); 
pFillArea 13, prs): 
matrix3~3SetIdentity LtheMatrix); 
scale2 (0.5, 0.5, refPt): 
rotate2 (90.0, refPt); 
translate2 (0, 1 5 0 ) ;  
transformpoints2 ( 3 ,  pts) 
pFillArca (3.pts) ; 
sleep !lo); 
closeGraphics (window1D) ; 

I 
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OTHER TRANSFORMATIONS Uther Transformations 

Basic transformations such as translation, rotation, and scaling are included in 
most graphics packages. Some packages provide a few additional transforma- 
tions that are useful in certain applications. Two such transformations are reflec- 
tion and shear. 

Reflection 

Y 

A reflection is a transformation that produces a mimr image of an obpct. The 
mirror image for a two-dimensional reflection is generated relative to an axis of 
reflection by rotating the object 180" about the reflection axis. We can choose an 
axis of reflection in the xy plane or perpendicular to the xy plane. When the re- 
flection axis is a line in the xy plane, the rotation path about this axis is in a plane 
perpendicular to the xy plane. For reflection axes that are perpendicular to the xy 
plane, the rotation path is in the xy plane. Following are examples of some com- 
mon reflections. 

Reflection about the line y = 0, the x axis, is accomplished with the transfor- 
mation matrix 

14\ 

/I \\\ Original 
/ \\ Position 
: '  2 L ------- 

I \ 3  

This transformation keeps x values the same, but "flips" the y values of coordi- 
nate positions. The resulting orientation of an object after it has been reflected 
about the x axis is shown in Fig. 5-16. To envision the rotation transformation 
path for this reflection, we can think of the flat object moving out of the xy plane 
and rotating 180" through three-dimensional space about the x axis and back into 
the xy plane on the other side of the x axis. 

A reflection about the y axis flips x coordinates while keeping y coordinates 
the same. The matrix for this transformation is 

Figure 5-17 illustrates the change in position of an object that has been reflected 
about the line x = ,O. The equivalent rofation in this case is 180" through threedi- 
mensional space about they axis. 

We flip both the x and y coordinates of a point by reflecting relative to an 
axis that is perpendicular to the xy plane and that passes through the coordinate 
origin. This transformation, referred to as a reflection relative to the coordinate 
origin, has the matrix representation: 

Reflected 
Position '7'' I ' 

Figure ,516 
Reflection of an object about 
the x axis. 

Original I Refleded 
Position Position 

- 
Figuw 5-1 7 
Reflection of an object about 
they  axis. 



Original 
Position 

Reflected 
Position 

3' 

Figure 5-18 
Reflection of an object relative 
to an axis perpendicular to 
the ry plane and passing 
through the coordinate origin. 

,,;3 Original /' 
I \ Position / 

,/ \ 
/ '. 1 

2 // \'A1 // Reflected 

/ 3 ' 
/ 

/ 
/ 

-- - - - -- 
Figure 5-19 
Refledion of an object relative to an axis perpendicular to 
the xy plane and passing through point P,,,. 

An example of reflection about the origin is shown in Fig. 5-18. The reflection ma- 
tnx 5-50 is the rotation matrix R(9) with 6 = 180'. We are simply rotating the ob- 
ject in thc ry plane half a revolution about the origin. 

Reflection 5-50 can be generalized to any reflecticm point in the ry plane 
(Fig. 5-19). This reflection is the same as a 180" rotation in the xy plane using the 
reflection point as the pivot point. 

If we chose the reflection axis as  the diagonal line y = x (Fig. 5-20), the re- 
flection matrix is 

We can derive this matrix by concatenating a sequence of rotation and coordi- 
nate-axis reflection matrices. One possible sequence is shown In Fig. 5-21. Here, 
we first perform a clockwise rotation through a 45" angle, which rotates the line y 
= x onto the x axis. Next, we perform a rcflcction with respect to the x axis. The 
final step is to rotate the line y = x back to its original position with a counter- 
clockwise rotation through 45". Ar. equivalent sequence of transformations is first 
to reflect the object about the x axis, and then to rotate counterclockwise 90". 

To obtain a transfonnation matrix for reflection about the diagonal y = -x, 
we could concatenate matrices for the transformation sequence: (1) clockwise ro- 
tation by 45', (2) reflection about the y axis, and (3) counterc~ockwise rotation by 
45". The resulting transformation matrix is 

- - - - . - .. . - - - - . - . - - 
/.iprc3 .i-20 

Reflection of an obpct with 
mpect to the line y = x. 



Figure 5-22 shows the original and final positions for an object transformed with section 5-4 

thls reflection matrix. Other Transformalions 

Reflections about any line y = rnx t h in the ry plane can be accomplished 
with a combination of translatcrotate-reflect transfor~nations. In general, we first 
translate the Line so that it passes through the origin. Then we can rotate the line 
onto one of the coordinate axes and reflect about that axis. Finally, we restore the 
line to its original position with the inverse rotation and translation transforma- 
lions. 

We can implement reflections with respect to the coordinate axes or coordi- -- 
nate origin as scaling transformations with negative scaling factors. Also, ele- , 
ments of the reflection matrix can be set to values other than tl. Values whose 
magnitudes are greater than 1 shift the mirror image farther from the reflection (a) 

axis, and values with magnitudes less than 1 bring the mirror image closer to the 
reflection axis. 

Shear 
L - - J  

A transformation that distorts the shape of an object such that the transformed 
shape appears as if the object were composed of internal layers that had been -*-- 
caused to slide over each other is called a shear. Two common shearing transfor- 
mations are those that shift coordinate w values and those that shift y values. 

An x-direction shear relative to the x axis is produced with the transforma- 
tion matrix 

w 
(b) 

which transforms coordinate positions as 

Any real number can be assigned to the shear parameter sh,. A coordinate posi- 
tion (.u, y) is then shifted horizontally by an amount proportional to its distance (y 
value) from the x axis (y = 0). Setting sh, to 2, for example, changes the square in 
Fig. 5-23 into a parallelogram. Negative values for sh, shift coordinate positions 
to the left. 

We can generate x-direction shears relative to other reference lines with 

with coordinate positions transformed as 

F~gurc 5-21 
S~quence of transformations 
to produce reflection about 
the line y = x: (a) clockwise 
rotation of 4S0, (b) reflection 
about the x axis;and (c) 
counterclockwise rotation 
by 45". 

An example of this shearing transformation is given In Fig. 5-24 for a shear para- 
meter value of 1 /2  relative to the line yd = -1. 



Figure 5-23 
A unit square (a) is converted to a parallelogram (b) using the x- 
direction shear matrix 5-53 with sh, = 2. 

A y-direction shear relative to the line x = x,,+ is generated with the trans- 
Frgwe 5-22 formation matrix 
Reflection with respect to the 
line y = -x. 

which generates transformed coordinate positions 

This transformation sh~f t s  a coordinate position vertically by an amount propor- 
tional to its distance from the reference line x = x,,. Figure 5-25 illustrates the 
conversion of a square into a parallelogram with shy = 1 i'2 and x, = -1. 

Shearing operations can be expressed as sequences of basic transfomatio-. 
The x-direction shear matrix 5-53, for example, can be written as a composite 
transformation involv~ng a serles of rotation and scaling matrices that would 
scale the unit square of Fig. 5-23 along its diagonal, while maintaining the origi- 
nal lengths and orientations of edges parallel to thex axis. Shifts in the positions 
of objects relative to shearing reference lines are equivalent to translations. 

-- - - .  - 
Figure 5-24 
A unit square (a) is transformed to a shifted parallelogram (b) 
with sh, = 1!2 and y,, = - 1 in the shear matrix 5.55. 
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Transformations between 
Coordinate Systems 

Fipre 5-25 
A unit square (a) is turned into a shifted parallelogram (b) with 
parameter values shy = 1 /2  and x,, = - 1 in the y d i i o n  using 
shearing transformation 5-57. 

5-5 
TRANSFORMATIONS BETWEEN COORDINATE SYSTEMS 

Graphics applications often require the transformation of object descriptions 
from one coordinate svstem to another. Sometimes obieas are described in non- 
Cartesian reference frames that take advantage of o b p a  symmetries. Coordinate 
descriptions in these systems must then be converted to Cartesian device coordi- 
nates for display. Some examples of twedimensional nonCartesian systems are 
polar coordinates, elliptical coordinates, and parabolic coordinates. In other 
cases, we need to transform between two Cartesian systems. For modeling and 
design applications, individual obpds  may be d e h e d  in their own local Carte- 
sian references, and the local coordinates must then be transformed to position 
the objects within the overall scene coordinate system. A facility management 
program tor office layouts, for instance, has individual coordinate reference de- 
scriptions for chairs and tables and other furniture that can be placed into a floor 
plan, with multiple copies of the chairs and other items in different positions. In 
other applications, we may simply want to reorient the coordinate reference for 
displaying a scene. Relationships between Cartesian reference systems and some 
c%mrnon non-Cartesian systems are given in Appendix A. Here, we consider 
transformations between two Cartesian frames of reference. 

Figure 5-26 shows two Cartesian systems, with the coordinate origins at (0, 
0) and (xO, yo) and with an orientation angle 8 between the x and x '  axes. To trans- 
form object descriptions from xy coordinates to x'y' coordinates, we need to set 
up a transformation that superimposes the x'y' axes onto the xy axes. This is 
done in two steps: 

1. Translate so that the origin (x, yo) of the x'y' system is moved to the origin 
of the xy system. 

2. Rotate the x '  axis onto the x axis. 

Translation of the coordinate origin is expressed with the matrix operation 
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Two-D~rnensional Cmrnelric 
Transformations 

y axis 1 

A Cartesian x'y' system positioned 
at (rb y,,) with orientation 0 in an x.v 4' XD cirtesian system. 

and the orientation of the two systems after the translation operation would a p  
pear as  in Fig. 5-27. To get the axes of the two systems into coincidence, we then 
perform the clockwise rotation 

Concatinating these two transformations matrices gives us the complete compos- 
ite matrix for transforming object descriptions from the ry system to the x'y' sys- 
tem: 

An alternate method for giving the orientation of the second coordinate sys- 
tem is to specify a vector V that indicates the direction for the positive y' axis, a s  
shown in Fig. 5-28. Vector V is specified as a point in the xy reference Frame rela- 
tive to the origin of the xy system. A unit vector in the y '  direction can then be 
obtained as 

And we obtain the unit vector u along the x '  axis by rotating v 90" clockwise: 

-- 

4 Figure 5-27 
Position of the reference frames 
shown in Fig. 5-26 after translating 
the origin of the x'y' system to the 

X XaXiS coordinate origin of the xy system. 
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Transformarions beIween 
Coordinate Systems 

v , Yo \ Figure 5-28 
Cartesian system x'y'  with origin at 

. . .. - - . - - . -- : Po = (x, yo) and y' axis parallel to 
O ]  Xo xaxis vector V. 

In Section 5-3, we noted that the elements of any rotation matrix could be ex- 
pressed as elements of a set of orthogonal unit vectors. Therefore, the matrix to 
rotate the r'y' system into coincidence with the xy system can be written as 

As an example, suppose we  choose the orientation for they' axis as V = (- 1,0), 
then the x' axis is in the positive y direction and the rotation transformation ma- 
trix is 

Equivalently, we  can obtain this rotation matrix from 5-60 by setting the orienta- 
tion angle as  8 = 90". 

In an interactive application, it may be more convenient to choose the direc- 
tion for V relative to position Po than it is to specify it relative to the xy-coordi- 
nate origin. Unit vectors u and v would then be oriented as shown in Fig. 5-29. 
The components of v are now calculated as 

and u is obtained as the perpendicular to v that forms a right-handed Cartesian 
system. 

v axis 

K F i p r r  5-29 
Yo 7 A Cartesian x'y' system defined 

Po with two coordinate positions, Po 
i 

. .., -- .. --... +- ---- and P,, within an xy reference 
0 I 

Xo x axis frame. 
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T w * D ' m e " s i ~ I ~ s ~ a m ~ ~ ~  AFFINE TRANSFORMATIONS 

A coordinate transfomation of the form 

is called a two-dimensional affine transformation. Each of the transformed coor- 
dinates x' and y ' is a linear fundion of the original coordinates x and y, and para- 
meters a,, and bk are constants determined by the transformation type. Affine 
transformations have the general properties that parallel lines are transformed 
into parallel lines and finite points map to finite points. 

Translation, rotation, scaling, reflection, and shear are exampks of two-di- 
mensional affine transformations. Any general two-dimensional affine transfor- 
mation can always be expressed as  a composition of these five transformations. 
Another affine transformation is the conversion of coordinate descriptions fmm 
one reference system to another, which can be described as a combination of 
translation and rotation An affine transformation involving only rotation, trans- 
lation, and reflection preserves angles and lengths, as  well as parallel lines. For 
these three transformations, the lengths and angle between two lines remains the 
same after the transformation. 

5-7 
TRANSFORMATION FUNCTIONS 

Graphics packages can be structured so that separate commands are provided to 
a user for each of the basic transformation operations, as in p r o c e d u r e  trans- 
fo rmobjec t .  A composite transformation is then set up  by referencing individ- 
ual functions in the order required for the transfomtion sequence. An alternate 
formulation is to provide users with a single transformation hnction that in- 
cludes parameters for each of the basic transformations. The output of this func- 
tion is the composite transformation matrix for the specified parameter values. 
Both options are useful. Separate functions are convenient for simple transfoma- 
tion operations, and a composite function can provide an expedient method for 
specifying complex transfomation sequences. 

The PHIGS library provides users with both options. Individual commands 
for generating the basic transformation matrices are 

translate (trans-atevector, matrixTranslate) 
rotate (theta, matrixRotate) 
scale (scalevector, matrixscale) 

Each of these functions produces a 3 by 3 transformation matrix that can then be 
used to transform coordinate positions expressed as homogeneous column vec- 
tors. Parameter translatevector is a pointer to the pair of translation dis- 
tances 1, and ty. Similarly, parameter scalevector specifies the pair of scaling 
values s, and s,. Rotate and scale matrices ( m a t r i x T r a n s l a t e  and m a t r i x -  
Scale) transform with respect to the coordinate origin. 



We concatenate transformation matrices that have been previously set up kt ion5-7  

with the function rransformation Functions 

composeMatrix (matrix2, matrixl, matr~xout)  

where elements of the composite output matrix are calculated by postmultiply- 
ing matrix2 by matr ix l .  A composite transfornation matrix to perform a com- 
bination scaling, rotation, and translation is produced with the function 

buildTransformationMatrix (referencepoint, translatevector, 
theta, scalevector, matrix) 

Rotation and scaling are canied out with mpect to the coordinate position speci- 
fied by parameter r e f  erencepoint .  The order for the transformation sequence 
is assumed to be (1) scale, (2) rotate, and (3) translate, with the elements for the 
composite transformation stored in parameter matrix.  We can use this function 
to generate a single transformation matrix or a composite matrix for two or three 
transformations (in the order stated). We could generate a translation matrix by - 
setting sca levec to r  = (1, I), t h e t a  = 0, and assigning x and y shift values to 
parameter t r ans la t evec to r .  Any coordinate values could be assigned to pa- 
rameter r e f  erencepoint ,  since the transformation calculations are unaffected 
by this parameter when no scaling or rotation takes place. But if we only want to 
set up a translation matrix, we can use function t r a n s l a t e  and simply specify 
the translation vector. A rotation or scaling transfonnation matrix is specified by 
setting t r a n s l a t e v e c t o r  = (0,O) and assigning appropriate values to parame- 
ters referencepoint ,  the ta ,  and scalevector.  To obtain a rotation matrix, 
we set s ca levec to r  = (1,l); and for scaling only, we set t h e t a  = 0. If we want 
to rotate or scale with respect to the coordinate origin, it is simpler to set up the 
matrix using either the r o t a t e  or s c a l e  function. 

Since the function buildTransformationMatrix always generates the 
transfonnation sequence in the order (1) scale, (2) rotate, and (3) translate, the fol- 
lowing function is provided to allow specification of other sequences: 

composeTransformationMatrix (matrixIn, referencepoint, 
translatevector, theta, scalevector, matrixout) 

We can use this function in combination with the bu i  ldTransf ormationMa- 
t r i x  function or with any of the other matrix-constmction functions to compose 
any transformation sequence. For example, we could set up a scale matrix about 
a fixed point with the buildTransf o r m a t i o m a t r i x  function, then we could 
use the composeTransformationMatrix function to concatenate this scale 
matrix with a rotation about a specified pivot point. The composite rotate-scale 
sequence is then stored in matrixout.  

After we have set up a transformation matrix, we can apply the matrix to 
individual coordinate positions of an object with the function 

transfonnPoint (inpoint, matrix, outpoint) 

where parameter inpo in t  gives the initial xy-coordinate position of an object 
point, and parameter ou tpo in t  contains the corresponding transformed coordi- 
nates. Additional functions, discussed in Chapter 7, are available for performing 
two-dimensional modeling transformations. 
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Two-Dimensional Geometric 

Trandrmnalion~ RASTER METHODS F O R  TRANSFORMATIONS 

F-I~SIIIV .5-.%0 
Translating an object from 
screen positlon (a) to pos~tion 
(b) by nroving a rectangular 
block oi pixel values. 
Coordinate positions P,,,,, 
and P,,,, specify the limits 
of the rectangular block to 
be moved, and P, is the 
destination reference 
poslllon. 

The particular capabilities of raster systems suggest an alternate method for 
transforming objects. Raster systems store picture information as pixel patterns 
in the frame buffer. Therefore, some simple transformations can be carried out 
rapidly by simply moving rectangular arrays of stored pixel values from one lo- 
cat~on to another within the frame buffer. Few arithmetic operations are needed, 
so the pixel transformations are particularly efficient. 

Raster functions that manipulate rectangular pixel arrays are generally re- 
ferred to as raster ops. Moving a block of pixels from one location to another is 
also called a block transfer of pixel values. On a bilevel svstem, this operation is 
called a bitBlt (bit-block transfer), particularly when the function is hardware 
implemented. The term pixBlt is sometimes used for block transfers on multi- 
level systems (multiple bits per pixel). 

Figure 5-30 illustrates translation performed as a block transfer of a raster 
area. All bit settings in the rectangular area shown are copied as a block into an- 
other part of the raster. We accomplish this translation by first reading pixel in- 
tensities fmm a specified rectangular area of a raster into an array, then we copv 
the array back into the raster at the new location. The original object could be 
erased by filling its rectangular area with the background ~ntensity (assuming the 
object does not overlapother objects in the scene). 

Typical raster functions often provided in graphics packages are: 

COW - move a pixel block from one raster area to anothcr. 
rend - save a pixel block in a designated array. 
write - transfer a pixel array to a position in the frame buffer. 

Some implementations provide options for combining pixel values. In re~~ki r .~~  
mode, pixel values are simply transfered to the destination positions. Other OF 

tions for combining ptxd values include Boolean operations (mid, or, and t w l ~ t -  

sivc or) and b i n a ~  arithmetic operations. With the e x c l ~ l s i w  or mode, two succes- 
sive copies of a block to the same raster area restores the values that were 
originally present in that area. This technique can be u3ed to move an object 
across a scene without destroying the background. Another option for adjusting 
pixel values is to combine the source pixels with a specified mask. This alloris 
only selected positions within a block to be transferred or shaded by the patterns 

-- 

Figrtrc 5-31 
Rotating an array of pixel values. Thc original array 
orientation I S  shown in (a), the array orientation after a 
90" counterclockwise rotation IS shown in (b), and the 
array orient,~tion after a 180' rotation is shown i n  (c). 
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Rotated 
P~xel 

Arrav 

Destination 
Pixel Areas 

Dostination 
Pixel A ~ a v  

Figure 5-32 
A raster rotation for a rectangular 
block of pixels is accomplished by 
mapping the destination pixel areas 
onto the rotated block. 

Rotations in 90-degree increments are easily accomplished with block trans- 
fers. We can rotate an object 90" counterclockwise by first reversing the pixel val- 
ues in each row of the array, then we interchange rows and columns. A 180" rota- 
tion is obtained by reversing. the order of the elements in each row of the array, 
then reversing the order of the rows. Figure 5-31 demonstrates the array manipu- 
lations necessary to rotate a pixel block by 90" and by 180". 

For array rotations that are not multiples of 90•‹, we must perform more 
computations. The general p m e d u m  is illustrated in Fig. 5-32. Each destination 
pixel area is mapped onto the rotated array and the amount of overlap with the 
rotated pixel areas is calculated. An intensity for the destination pixel is then 
computed by averaging the intensities of the overlapped source pixels, weighted 
by their percentage of area overlap. 

Raster scaling of a block of pixels is analogous to the cell-array mapping 
discussed in Section 3-13. We scale the pixel areas in the original block using 
specified values for s, and s, and map the scaled rectangle onto a set of destina- 
tion pixels. The intensity of each destination pixel is then assigned according to 
its area of overlap with the scaled pixel areas (Fig. 5-33). 

. . . .  
L--L--l--{-~-;--+--~--+-~ I I I  Destination 
I I I I I 1  I I -PixelArray 
L - - L - J - - d - - A - - A - - L - - L - A  
I l l  1 1 1 1  
I I I ~ 1 1 1 1 !  

Figure 5-33 
Mapping destination pixel areas onto a waled array of 
pixel values. Scaling factors s, = s, = 0.5 am applied 
relative to fixed point (x,, y,). 
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Two-Dimensional Ceomelric 
SUMMARY 

Trmsiurrnations 
The basic geometric transformations are translation, rotation, and scaling. Trans- 
lation moves a n  object in a straight-line path from one position to another. Rota- 
tion moves an object from one position to another in a circular path around a 
specified yivot point (rotation point). Scaling changes the dimensions of an object 
relative to a specified fixed point. 

We can express two-dimensional geometric transforn~ations as 3 by 3 ma- 
trix operators, so that sequences of transformations can be concatenated into a 
single con~posite matrix. This is an efficient formulation, since it allows us to re- 
duce computations by applying the composite matrix to the initial coordinate po- 
sitions of an object to obtain the final transformed pos~tions. To d o  this, we also 
need to express two-dimensional coordinate positions as three-element column 
or row matrices. We choose a column-matrix representation for coordinate points 
because this is the standard mathematical convention and because many graph- 
ics packages also follow this convention. For two-dimensional transformations, 
coordinate positions arc: then represented with three-element homogeneous coor- 
dinates with the third (homogeneous) coordinate assigned the value I. 

Composite transformations are formed as multiplications of any combina- 
tion of translation, rotation, and scaling matrices. We can use combinations of 
translation and rotation for animation applications, and we can use combinations 
of rotation and scaling to scale objects in any specified direction. In general, ma- 
trix multiplications are not commutative We obtain different results, for exam- 
ple, if we change the order of a translate-rotate sequence. A transformation se- 
quence involving only translations and rotations is a rigid-body transformation, 
since angles and distances are unchanged. Also, the upper-left submatrix of a 
rigid-body transformation is an orthogonal matrix. Thus, rotation matrices can be 
formed by setting the upper-left 2-by-2 submatrix equal to the elements of two 
orthogonal unit vectors. Computations in rotationgl transformations can be re- 
duced by using approx~mations for the sine and cosine functions when the rota- 
tion angle is small. Over many rotational steps, however, the approximation error 
can accumulate to a significant value. 

Other transformations include reflections and shears. Reflections are trans- 
formations that rotate an object 180" about a reflection axis. This produces a mir- 
ror image of the object with respect to that axis. When the reflection axis is per- 
pendicular to the xy plane, the reflection is obtained as a rotat~on in the xy plane. 
When the reflection axls is in the xy plane, the reflection is obtained as a rotation 
in a plane that is perpendicular to the xy plane. Shear transformations distort the 
shape of an object by shifting x or y coordinate values by an amount 
to the coordinate distance from a shear reference line. 

Transformations between Cartesian coordinate sys tem are accomplished 
with a sequence of translaterotate transformations. One way to specify a new co- 
ordinate reference frame is to give the position of the new coordinate origin and 
the direction of the new y axis. The direction of the new x axis is then obtained by 
rotating they direction vector 90' clockwise. Coordinate descriptions of objects in 
the old reference frame <Ire transferred to the new reference w ~ t h  the transforma- 
tion matrix that superimposes the new coordinate axes onto the old coordinate 
axes. This transformatmn matrix can be calculated as the concatentation of a 
translation that moves the new origin to the old coordinate origin and a rotation 
to align the two sets of axes. The rotation matrix is obtained from unit vectors in 
the x and y directions tor the new system. 



Two-dimensional geometric transformations are a t h e  transformations. 
That is, they can be expressed as a linear function of coordinates x and y. Affine Fxercises 
transformations transform parallel lines to parallel lines and transform finite 
points to finite points. Geometric transformations that d o  not involve scaling or 
shear also preserve angles and lengths. 

Transformation functions in graphics packages are usually provided only 
for translation, rotation, and scaling. These functions include individual proce- 
dures for creating a translate, rotate, or scale matrix. and functions for generating 
a composite matrix given the parameters for a transformation sequence. 

Fast raster transformations can be performed by moving blocks of pixels. 
This avoids calculating transformed coordinates for an object and applying scan- 
conversion routines to display the object at the new position. Three common 
raster operations (bitBlts or pixBlts) are copy, read, and write. When a block of 
pixels is moved to a new position in the frame buffer, we can simply replace the 
old pixel values or we can combine the pixel values using Boolean or arithmetic 
operations. Raster translations are carried out by copying a pixel block to a new 
location in the frame buffer. Raster rotations in multiples of 90' are obtained by 
manipulating row and column positions of the pixel values in a block. Other 
rotations are performed by first mapping rotated pixel areas onto destination po- 
sitions in the frame buffer, then calculating overlap areas. Scaling in raster trans- 
formations is also accomplished by mapping transformed pixel areas to the 
frame-buffer destination positions. 

REFERENCES 

For additional information on homogeneous coordinates in computer graphics, see Blinn 
(I977 and 1978). 

Transformation functions in PHlGS are dixusscd in  Hopgood and Duce (1991), I loward et 
al. (1991), Caskins (1992), and Blake (1993). For information on GKS transformation funr- 
lions, see Hopgood et al. (1983) and Enderle, Kansy, and Pfaff (19841. 

EXERCISES 

5-1 Write a program to continuously rotate an object about a pivot point. Small angles are 
to be used for each successive rotation, and approximations to the sine and cosine 
functions are to be used to speed up the calculations. The rotation angle for each step 
is to be chosen so that the object makes one complete revolution in Ien than 30 sec- 
onds. To avoid accumulation of coordinate errors, reset the original coordinate values 
for the object at the start of each new revolution. 

5-2 Show tha~ the composition of two rotations is additive by concatiridting the matrix 
representations for R(0,) and R(Oz) to obtain 

5 -3  Write a sel of procedures to implement the buildT~ansformationMatrix and the 
composeTransformat~onMatrix functions to produce a composite transforma- 
tion matrix for any set of input transformation parameters. 

5-4 Write a program that applies any specified sequence of transformat~ons to a displayed 
object. The program is to be designed so that a user selects the transforniation se- 
quence and associated parameters from displayed menus, and the composite transfor- 



Chapter 5 matlon is then calculated and used to transform the object. Display the original object 

Two-Dimens~onal Ce~rne:~-c and thetransformed object in different colors or d~fferent iill patterns. 
TransfOrna gns 5-5  Modify the transformation matrix (5-35), ior scaling In an arbitrary dlrection, to In- 

clude coordinates for m y  specified scaling fixed point h, y o .  
5-6 Prove that the multiplication d transformation matrices (or each o i  the following se- 

quence of operations is commutative: 
(a) Two successive rotations. 
(b) Two successive translations. 
(c) Two successjve scalings. 

5-7 Prove that a uniform scaling (5, = 5,) and a rotation form a commutative pair of opera- 
tions but that, in general, scaling and rotation are not commutativeoperations. 

5-8 Multiply the individual scale, rotate, and translate matrices in Eq. 5-38 to verify the el- 
ements in the composite transformation matrix. 

5-9 Show that transformation matrix (5-511, for a reflection about the line y = x, is equtva- 
lent to a reflection relative to the x axis followed by 2 counterclockwise rotation of 
90'. 

5-10 Show that transformat~on matrix (5-52), for a reflection about the line y = - x ,  is 
equivalent to a reflection relatibe to they axis followed by a counterclockwise rotation 
of 90" 

5-1 1 Show that twtrzucces~ive reflections about either of,the coordinate axes is equivalent 
to a single rotation about the coordinate origin. 

5-1 2 Determine the form oi the transfonnation matrix for a reflection about an arbitrary line 
with equation y = m + b. 

5-1 .( Show that two successive reflections about any line passi-tg through the coordinate 
orig~n isequivalent to a single rotation about the origin 

5-14 Delermine a sequence of basic transformatrons that are equivalent to the x-direction 
shearing matrix (5-53). 

5-15 Determine a sequence of basic transformations that are equivalent to the ydirection 
shearing matrix (5-571 

5-10  Set up a shearing procedure to display italic characters, given a vector font definitior. 
That is, all character shapes in this font are defined with straight-line segments, and 
italic characters are formed with shearing transformations. Determine an appropriat* 
value for the shear parameter by comparing italics and plain text in some mailable 
font. Define a simple vector font for input to your routine. 

5-17 Derive the following equations for transforming a coordinate point P = (x, y : ~  in one 
Cartwan system to the coordinate values (x',  y ' )  in another C~rteslan system that is  ro- 
tated by an angle 0, as In Fig. 5-27. Project point P onto each of the four axe< and 
analyse the resulting right triangles. 

5-18 Writc a procedure to compute the elements of the matrix for transforming object de- 
scriptions from one C.~rtesian coordinate system to another. The second coordindtr 
system i s  to be deficed with an origin point Po and a vector V that gives the directton 
for the positive y'axis ot  this system. 

5-19 Set up procedures for mplementing a block transfer ol a rectangular area of a iramr 
buffer, using one i u ~ c t ~ o n  to read the area into an array and another function to cop\ 
the array into the designated transfer area. 

5-20 Determine the results cf perforn~~ng two successive block trmsfers Into the same area 
o i  a frame buffer usin): !he various Boolean operations. 

5-21 What are the results o i  performing two successive block transfers into the same area oi 
a frame buffer using the binary arithmetic operations! 



5-22 lrnplemcnt A routine to perform block 1r.7nsicvs in '1 tr,lne buiter using any sprcified 
Boolcan operation or a replacement (copy) operation E.<ercisrz 

5 - 2 3  Write a routine lo ~rnplemenl rotations In ~ntrrnients of 90" in frame-buffer block 
transfers. 

5 2 4  Write a routine to implement rotations by any specified angle in a frame-buffer block 
transier. 

5-25 Write a routine lo implement scaling as a raster lransforrnation of a pixel block. 
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w e now consider the formal mechanism for displaying views of a picture 
on an output device. Typically, a graphics package allows a user to 

specify which part of a defined pi&ke is to be display& and where that part is 
to be placed on the display device. Any convenient Cartesian coordinate system, 
referred to as the world-coordinate reference frame, can be used to define the pic- 
ture. For a two-dimensional pidure, a view is selected by specifying a subarea of 
the total picture area. A user can select a single area for display, or several areas 
could be selected for simultaneous display or for an animated panning sequence 
across a scene. The pidure parts within the selected areas are then mapped onto 
specified areas of the device coordinates. When multiple view areas are selected, 
these areas can be placed in separate display locations, or some areas could be in 
serted into other, larger display areas. Transformations from world to device co 
ordinates involve translation, rotation, and scaling operations, as well as proce- 
dures for deleting those parts of the picture that are outside the limits of a 
selected display area. 

6- 1 
THE VIEWING PIPELINE 

A world-coordinate area selected for display is called a window. An area on a 
display device to which a window is mapped is called a viewport. The window 
defines whnt is to be viewed; the viewport defines where it is to be displayed. 
Often, windows and viewports are rectangles in standard position, with the rec- 
tangle edges parallel to the coordinate axes. Other window or viewport geome- 
tries, such as general polygon shapes and circles, are used in some applications, 
but these shapes take longer to process. In general, the mapping of a part of a 
world-coordinate scene to device coordinates is referred to as a viewing transfor- 
mation. Sometimes the two-dimensional viewing transformation is simply re- 
ferred to as the window-to-viewport transformation or the windowing transformation. 
But, in general, viewing involves more than just the transformation from the win- 
dow to the viewport. Figure 6-1 illustrates the mapping of a pidure section that 
falls within a rectangular window onto a designated &angular viewport. 

In computer graphics terminology, the term wrndow originally referred to an 
area of a picture that is selected for viewing, as defined at the beginning of this 
section. Unfortunately, the same tern is now used in window-manager systems 
to refer to any rectangular screen area that can be moved about, resized, and 
made active or inactive. In this chapter, we will only use the term window to 
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Ficyrrrc 6-1 
A viewing transformation using standard rectang~es lor the window and viewport. 

refer to an area of a world-coordinate scene that has btvn selected for display 
When we consider graphical user interfaces in Chapter F, we will discuss screen 
wmdows and window-manager systems. 

Some graphics packages that provide window and viewport operations 
allow only standard rectimgles, but a more general approach is to allow the rec- 
tangular window to haw any orientation. In this case, we carry out the viewing 
transformation in several steps, as indicated in Fig. 6-2. First, we construct the 
scene in world coordinates using the output primitives and attributes discussed 
in Chapters 3 and 4. Next. to obtain a particular orientation for the window, w e  
can set up a two-dimensional viewing-coordinate system in the world-coordi- 
nate plane, and define a tvindow In the viewing-coordinate system. The viewing- 
coordinate reference frame is used to provide a method for setting up arbitrary 
orientations for rectangular windows. Once the viewing reference frame is estah- 
lishcd, we can transforw descr~ptions in world coordinntes to viewing coordi- 
nates. We then define a \.iewport in normalized coordinates (in the range from O 
to I )  and map the viewing-coordinate description of the scene to normalized co- 
ordinates. At the final step, .11I parts of the picture that he outside the viewport 
are clipped, and the contents of the viewport are transierred to device coordi- 
nates. Figure 6-3 i1lustratt.s a rotated viewing-coordinate reference frame and the 
mapping to normalized coordinates. 

By changing the position of the viewport, we can view objects at different 
positions on the display area of an output device. Also, by varying the size of 
viewports, we can change the size and proportions of displayed objects. We 
achieve zooming effects by successively mapping different-sized windows on a 
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The two-dimensional viewing-transformation pipeline. 
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Figure 6-3 
Setting up  a rotated world window in viewing coordmates and the 
corresponding normalized-coordinate viewport. 

fixed-size viewport. As the windows are made smaller, we zoom in on some part 
of a scene to view details that are not shown with larger windows. Similarly, 
more overview is obtained by zooming out from a section of a scene with succes- 
sively larger windows. Panning effects are produced by moving a fixed-size win- 
dow across the various objects in a scene. 

Viewports are typically defined within the unit square (normalized coordi- 
nates). This provides a means for separating the viewing and other transforma- 
tions from specific output-device requirements, so that the graphics package is 
largely device-independent. Once the scene has been transferred to normalized 
coordinates, the unit square is simply mapped to the display area for the particu- 
lar output device in use at that time. Different output devices can be used by pro- 
viding the appropriate device drivers. 

when iil &ordinate transformations are completed, viewport clipping can 
be performed in normalized coordinates or in device coordinates. This allows us 
to reduce computations by concatenating the various transformation matrices. 
Clipping procedures are of fundamental importance in computer graphics. They 
are used not only in viewing transformations, but also in window-manager sys- - .  
tems, in and drawkg packages to eliminate parts of a picture inside or 
outside of a designated screen area, and in many other applications. 

6-2 
VIEWING COORDINATE REFERENCE FRAME 

This coordinate system provides the reference frame for speafying the world- 
coordinate window We set up the viewing coordinate system using the procc 
dures discussed in Section 5-5. First, a viewing-coordinate origin is selected at 
some world position: Po = (x,, yo). Then we need to establish the orientation, or 
rotation, of this reference frame. One way to do this is to spec~fy a world vector V 
that defines the viewing y, direction. Vector V is called the view up vector. 

Given V, we can calculate the components of unit vectors v = (v,, VJ and 
u = (u,, UJ for the viewing y, and x, axes, respectively. These unit vectors are 
used to form the first and second rows of the rotation matrix R that aligns the 
viewing r,,y,. axes with the world x,y,, axes. 
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Figure 6 4  
A viewing-coordinate frame is moved into coincidence with the world 
frame in two steps: (a) translate the viewing origin to the world origin, 
then (b) rotate to align the axes of the two systems. 

We obtain the matrix for converting worldcoordinate positions to viewing 
coordinates as a two-step composite transformation: First, we translate the view- 
ing origin to the world origin, then we rotate to align the two coordinate refer- 
ence frames. The composite twc-dimensional transformation to convert world 
coordinates to viewing coordinate is 

where T is the translation matrix that takes the viewing origin point Po to the 
world origin, and R is the rotation matrix that aligns the axes of the two reference 
frames. Figure 6-4 illustrates the steps in this coordinate transformation. 

6-3 
WINDOW-TO-VIEWPORT COORDINATE TRANSFORMATION 

Once object descriptions have been transferred to the viewing reference frame, 
we choose the window extents in viewing coordinates and select the viewport 
limits in normalized conrdinates (Fig. 6-31. Object descriptions are then trans- 
ferred to normalized device coordinates. We do this using a transformation that 
maintains the same relative placement of objects in normalized space as they had 
in viewing coordinates. If a coordinate position is at the center of the viewing 
window, for instance, it will be displayed at the center of the viewport. 

Figure 6-5 illustrates the window-to-viewport mapping. A point at position 
(m, yw) in the window 1s mapped into position (xv, yv) in the associated view- 
port. To maintain the same relative placement in the viewport as in the window, 
we q u i r e  that 
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Figure 6-5 
A point at position (xw, yro) in a designated window is mapped to 
viewport coordinates (xu, yv) so that relative positions in the two areas 
are the same. 

Solving these expressions for the viewport position (XU,  yv), we have 

XU = XU,,, + (xw - XW,,,)SX 

where the scaling factors are 

Equations 6-3 can also be derived with a set of trnnsformtions that converts the 
window area into the viewport area. This conversion is performed with the fol- 
lowing sequence of transformations: 

1. Perform a scaling transformation using a fixed-point position of (xw,,, 
yw,,,) that scales the window area to the size of the viewpdrt. 

2. Translate the scaled window area to the position of the viewport. 

Relative proportions of objects are maintained if the scaling factors are the 
same ( s x  = s y ) .  Otherwise, world objects will be stretched or contracted in either 
the x or y direction when displayed on the output device. 

Character strings can be handled in two ways when they are mapped to a 
viewport. The simplest mapping maintains a constant character size, even 
though the viewport area may be enlarged or reduced relative to the window. 
Tt.is method would be employed when text is formed with standard character 
fonts that cannot be changed. In systems that allow for changes in character size, 
string definitions can be windowed the same as other primitives. For characters 
formed with line segments, the mapping to the viewport can be carried out as a 
sequence of line transformations. 

From normalized coordinates, object descriptions are mapped to the vari- 
ous display devices. Any number of output devices can be open in a part'cular 
application, and another window-to-viewport transformation can be performed 
for each open output device. This mapping, called the workstation transforma- 

Tranriormation 
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Figrtrc 6-6 
Mapping selected parts of a scene in normalized coord~nates to 
different video monitors with workstation transformations. 

tion, IS accomplished by selecting a window area in normalized space and a 
viewport area in the coordinates of the display device. With the workstation 
transformation, we gain some additional control over the positioning of parts of 
a scene on individual output devices. As illustrated in Fig. 1,-6, we can use work- 
station transformations to partition a view so that different parts of normalized 
space can bc displaycd on diffcrcnt output dcvices. 

6-4 
TWO-DIMENSIONAL \/IEWING FUNCTIONS 

We define a viewing reference system in a PHIGS application program with the 
following function: 

evaluateViewOrient~tionMatrix (xO, y o ,  xV,  yi ' .  
error, viewMatrixl 

where parameters xO and yo are the coordinates of the viewing origm, and para- 
meters xV and yV are the world-coordinate positions for the view up  vector. An 
integer error code is generated if the input parameters are in error; otherwise, the 
viematrix for the world-to-viewing transformation is calculated. Any number 
of viewing transformation matrices can be defined in anapplication. 

To set up  the elements of a window-to-viewport mapping matrix, we in- 
voke the fknction 

-.valuate~iewMap~inyMatrix (xwmin, M a x ,  v i n ,  Y?maX. 
-in, =ax. .pmin, yvmax, error,  view~zpping~atrix) 

Here, the window limits in viewing coordinates are chosen with parameters 
-in, -ax, ywmin, and ywmax; and the viewport limit> are set with the nor- 



niahzed coordinate positions xvmin, xvmax, w i n ,  yvmax. .4s with the W i o n 6 - 4  
viewing-transformation matrix, we can construct several window-viewport pairs Two-D~mensional Mewing 

and use them for projecting various parts of the scene to different areas of the FUnCL'OnS 

unit square. 
Next, we can store combinations of viewing and window-viewport map- 

pings for various workstations in a viruing tablr with 

setVlewRepresentation (ws, viewIndex, viewMatrlx, 
viewMappingMatrix, xclipmin, xclipmax, yclipmin, 

yclipmax, clipxy) 

where parameter ws designates the output device (workstation), and parameter 
viewIndex sets an integer identifier for this particular window-viewport pair. 
The matrices viewMatrix and viewMappingWatrix can be concatenated and 
referenced by the viewIndex. Additional clipping limits can also be specifled 
here, but they are usually set to coincide with the viewport boundaries. And pa- 
rameter c l  ipxy is assigned either the value rroclrp or the value clip. This allows 
us to turn off clipping if we want to view the parti of the scene outside the view- 
port. We can also select rloclip to speed up processing when we know that all of 
the scene is included within the viewport limits 

The function 

selects a particular set of options from the viewing table. This view-index selec- 
tion is then applied to subsequently specified output primitives and associated 
attributes and generates a display on each of the active workstations. 

At the find stage, we apply a workstation transformation by selecting a 
workstation window-viewport pair: 

setWorkstationWindow (WS, xwswindmir.. xwswixlmax, 
ywswindrnin. ywswindmax) 

setworksrationviewport (ws xwsVPortmin, xwsVPortmax, 
ywsVPortmin, ywsVPortmax) 

where parameter ws gives the workstation number. Windowioordinate extents 
are specified in the range from 0 to 1 (normalized space), and viewport limits are 
in integer devicecoordinates. 

If a workstation viewport is not specified, the unit squaxv of the normalized 
reference frame is mapped onto the largest square area possible on an output de- 
vice. The coordinate origin of normalized space is mapped to the origin of device 
coordinates, and the aspect ratio is retained by transforming the unit square onto 
a square area on the output device. 

Example 6-1 Two-Dimensional Viewing Example 

As an example of the use of viewing functions, the following sequence of state- 
ments sets up  a rotated window in world coordinates and maps its contents to 
the upper right comer of workstation 2. We keep the viewing coordinate origin at  
the world origin, and we choose the view u p  direction for the window as (1,1). 
This gives us  a viewingtoordinate system that is rotated 45" clockwise in the 
world-coordinate refemnce frame. The view index is set to the value 5. 



Chapter b evaluate~iew0rientatlonMatrix (0, 0,  1, 1. 

Two-Oiwenrional V~ewing viewError, viewMat) ; 
evaluate~~ewMappingMatrix ( - 6 0 . 5 ,  4 1 . 2 4 ,  -20 .75 ,  82.5, 0.5. 

0 . 8 .  C.7,  1 . 0 .  viewMapError, viewMapMat); 
setviewRepresentation ( 2 ,  5, viewMat, viewMapMat, 0 . 5 ,  0.8, 

0.7, 1.0, clip); 
setviewlndex L 5 )  : 

Similarly, we could set up an additional transformation with view index 6 that 
would map a specified window into a viewport at the lower left of the screen. 
Two graphs, for example, could then be displayed at opposite screen corners 
with the following statements. 

setViewIndex ( 5 ) ;  
polyline ( 3 ,  axes); 
polyline (15, data11 : 
setVievIndex ( 6 ) ;  
polyline ( 3 ,  axes); 
polyline (25, datz2): 

V~ew index 5 selects a viewport in the upper right of the screen display, and view 
index 6 selects a viewport in the lower left corner. The function p o l y l i n e  ( 3  , 
axes) produces the horizontal and vertical coordinate reference for the data plot 
in each graph. 

6-5 
CLIPPING OPERATIONS 

Generally, any procedure that identifies those portions of a picture that are either 
inside or outside of a specified region of space is referred to as a clipping algo- 
rithm, or simply clipping. The region against which an object is to clipped is 
called a clip window. 

Applications of clipplng include extracting part of a detined scene for v i e w  
ing; identifying visible surfaces in three-dimensiona1 vlews; antialiasing line seg- 
ments or object boundaries; creating objects using solid-modeling procedures; 
displaying a multiwindow environment; and drawing and painting operations 
that allow parts of a picture to be selected for copying, moving, erasing, or dupli- 
cating. Depending on the application, the clip window can be a general polygon 
or it can even have curved boundaries. We first consider clipping methods using 
rectangular clip regions, then we discuss methods for other &p-Agion shapes. 

- 

For the viewing transformation, we want to display only those picture parts 
that are within the window area (assuming that the clipping flags have not been 
set to noclip). Everything outside the window is discarded. Clipping algorithms 
can be applied in world coordinates, so that only the contents of the window in- 
terior are mapped to device coordinates. Alternatively, the ccimplete world-coor- 
dinate picture can be mapped first to device coordinates, or normalized device 
coordinates, then clipped against the viewport boundaries. World-coordinate 
clipping removes those primitives outside the window from further considera- 
tion, thus eliminating the processing necessary to transform those primitives to 
device space. Viewport clipping, on the other hand, can reducd calculations by al- 
lowing concatenation of viewing and geometric transforn>ation matrices. But 



viewport clipping does require that the transformation to device coordinates be section 6-7 

performed for all objects, including those outside the window area. On raster L~neCllpp~ng 

systems, clipping algorithms are often combined with scan conversion. 
In the following sections, we consider algorithms foi clipping the following 

primitive types 

Point Clipping 
Line Clipping (straight-line segments) 
Area Clipping (polygons) 
Curve Clipping 
Text Clipp~ng 

Line and polygon clipping routines are standard components of graphics pack- 
ages, but many packages accommodate curved objects, particularly spline curves 
and conics, such as circles and ellipses. Another way to handle curved objects is 
to approximate them with straight-line segments and apply the line- or polygon- 
clipping procedure. 

6-6 
POINT CLlPPlkG 

Assuming that the clip window is a rectangle in standard position, we save a 
point P = ( x ,  y) for display if the following inequalities are satisfied: 

where the edges of the clip window (numi,, mum,, yw,,, yiu,,,) can be either the 
world-coordinate window boundaries or viewport boundaries. If any one of 
these four inequalities is not satisfied, the point is clipped (not saved for display). 

Although point clipping is applied less often than line or polygon clipping, 
some .applications may require a pointclipping procedure. For example, point 
clipping can be applied to scenes involving explosions or sea foam that are mod- 
eled with particles (points) distributed in some region of the scene. 

LINE CLIPPING 

Figure 6-7 illustrates possible relationships between line positions and a standard 
rectangular clipping region. A lineclipping procedure involves several parts. 
First, we can test a given line segment to determine whether it lies completely in- 
side the clipping window. If it does not, we try to determine whether it lies com- 
pletely outside the window. Finally, if we cannot identify a line as completely in- 
side or completely outside, we must perform intersection calculations with one 
or  more clipping boundaries. We proc&s lines through the "inside-outside'' tests 
by checking the line endpoints. A line with both endpoints inside all clipping 
boundaries, such as the line from P, to P,, i sxved .  A line with both endpoints 
outside any one of the clip boundaries (line P,P, in Fig. 6-7) is outside the win- 
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Line clipping against a rectangular shp window. 

After Cl~pping 

lbi 

dow. All other lines cross rwe or more clipping boundaries, and may require cal- 
culation of multiple intmstution points. TCI minimize calculations, we try to de- 
vise clipping algorithms that can efficiently identify ockside lines and redow in- 
tersection calculations. 

For a line segment with endpoints (x,, yl) and (x , .  y:! nnd one o r  both end- 
points outside the clipping rectangle, the parametric reprcwntation 

could be used to determine values of parameter 11 for intersections with the clip- 
ping boundary coordinates. If the value of u for an intersection with a rectangle 
boundary edge is outside the range 0 to 1 ,  the line does not enter the interior of 
thr window ~t that boundarv. I f  the value ol u is witkin the range from 0 to 1 ,  the 
line segment does ~ndeed cross into the clipping area. T h ~ s  method can be ap- 
plied to each clipping boundary edge in turn to determine whether any part of 
the line segment is to be displayed. Line segments that are parallel to window 
edges can be handled as spt-cia1 cases. 

Clipping line segmenls with these parametric tesls requires a good deal of 
computation, and faster approaches to clippng are pms~hle. A number oi effi- 
cient line clippers have been developt,d, and J\,e survey the major algorithms in 
the next sectiim. Some all;orithrns are desipeci explicitl>. for two-dimensional 
pictures and some arc e a d t  adapted to threedimensional applicatiims. 

This is one of the oldest and most popular linc-clipping prcmdures. Generally, 
the method speeds up the pn)cessiug of line segnwnts t;? pvrforming initial tests 
that reduce the nun~hcr (11 intc.rscctions that must he calculated. Everv line end- 



point in a picture is assigned a four-digit binary code, called a region code, that 
identifies the location of the point relative to the boundaries of the clipping rec- 
tangle. Regions are set up in referehce to the boundaries as shown in Fig. 6-8. 
Each bit position in the region code is used to indicate one of the four relative co- 
ordinate positions of the point with respect to the clip window: to the left, right, 
top, or bottom. By numbering the bit positions in the region code as 1 through 
4 from right to left, the coordinate regions can be correlated with the bit posi- 
tions as  

bit 1: left 
bit 2: right 
bit 3: below 
bit 4: above 

A value of 1 in any bit position indicates that the point is in that relative position; 
otherwise, the bit position is set to 0. If a point is within the clipping rectangle, 
the region code is 0000. A point that is below and to the left of the rectangle has a 
region code of 0101. 

Bit values in the region code are determined by comparing endpoint coordi- 
nate values (x, y) to the clip boundaries. Bit 1 is set to 1 if x < nomi,. The other 
three bit values can be determined using similar comparisons. For languages in 
which bit manipulation is possible, region-code bit values can be determined 
with the following two steps: (1) Calculate differences between endpoint coordi- 
nates and clipping boundaries. (2) Use the resultant sign bit of each difference 
calculation to set the corresponding value in the region code. Bit 1 is the sign bit 
of x - bit 2 is the sign bit of xw,,, - x; bit 3 is the sign bit of y - yw,,; and 
bit 4 is the sign bit of yw,, - y. 

Once we have established region codes for all line endpoints, we can 
quickly determine which lines are completely inside the clip window and which 
are clearly outside. Any lines that are completely contained within the window 
boundaries have a region code of 0000 for both endpoints, and we trivially accept 
these lines. Any lines that have a 1 in the same bit position in the region codes for 
each endpoint are completely outside the clipping rectangle, and we trivially re- 
ject these lines. We would discard the line that has a region code of 1001 for one 
endpoint and a code of 0101 for the other endpoint. Both endpoints of this line 
are left of the clipping rectangle, as indicated by the 1 in the first bit position of 
each region code. A method that can be used to test lines for total clipping is to 
perform the logical and operation with both region codes. If the result is not 0000, 
the line is completely outside the clipping region. 

Lines that cannot be identified as completely inside or completely outside a 
clip window by these tests are checked for intersection with the window bound- 
aries. As shown in Fig. 6-9, such lines may or may not cross into the window in- 
terior. We begin the clipping process for a line by comparing an outside endpoint 
to a clipping boundary to determine how much of the line can be discarded. 
Then the remaining part of the Line is checked against the other boundaries, and 
we continue until either the line is totally discarded or a section is found inside 
the window. We set up our algorithm to check line endpoints against clipping 
boundaries in the order left, right, bottom, top. 

To illustrate the specific steps in clipping lines against rectangular bound- 
aries using the Cohen-Sutherland algorithm, we show how the lines in Fig. 6-9 
could be processed. Starting with the bottom endpoint of the line from P, to P,, 
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Figure 6-8 
Binary region codes assigned 
to line endpoints according to 
relative position with respect 
to the clipping rectangle. 
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- - 

Figure 6-9 
Lines extending from one 
coordinate region to another may 
pass through the clip window, 
or they may intersect clipping 
boundaries witho~t entering the 
window. 

we check P, against the left, right, and bottom boundaries in turn and find that 
this point is below the clipping rectangle. We then find the intersection point Pi 
with the bottom boundary and discard the line section from PI to Pi. The line 
now has been reduced to the section from Pi to P,. Since P, is outside the clip 
window, we check this endpoint against the boundaries and find that it is  to the 
left of the window. Intersection point P; is calculated, but this point is above the 
window. So the final intersection calculation yields I"', and the line from Pi to P; 
is saved. This completes processing for this line, so we save this part and go on to 
the next line. Point P3 in the next line is to the left of the clipping rectangle, so we 
determine the intersection P, and eliminate the line section from P3 to P' By 
checking region codes for the line section from Pi to P,, we find that the remain- 
der of the line is below the clip window and can be discarded also. 

Intersection points with a clipping boundary can be calculated using the 
slope-intercept form of the line equation. For a line w ~ t h  endpoint coordinates ( x , ,  
y,) and (x2, y2) ,  they coordinate of the intersection pomt with a vertical boundary 
can be obtained with the calculation 

where the x value is set either to numi, or to XIU,,, and the slope of the line is cal- 
culated as  m = (y2 - y , ) / ( x ,  - x,).  Similarly, if we are looking for the intersection 
with a horizontal boundary, the x coordinate can be calculated as 

with y set either to yw,, or to ywm,. 
The following procedure demonstrates the Cohen-Sutherland line-clipping 

algorithm. Codes for each endpoint are stored as bytes and processed using bit 
manipulations. 

i '  B i t  masks encode a p o i n t ' s  p o s i t i o n  r e l a t i v e  t o  t h e  c l i p  e d g e s .  A 
p o i n t ' s  s ta t .us  is encoded by OR'ing toge ther  a p p r o p r i a t e  b i t  masks 

/ 
Cdefine LEFT-EWE 0x1 



Xdeh~~c RIGH'T EDGE 0x2 
Xdefins BOTTOM-EKE 0x4 
Udefins TOP EDGE 0x8 

, *  Po~ncs encoded as 0000 are completely Inside the clip rectangle; 
all others ere outside at least one edge. If OR'ing two codes is 
FALSE (no bits are set in either code), the line can be Accepted. If 
the .WD operation between two codes is TRUE, the llne defuled by tiose- 
endpoints is completely outside the cllp reqion and can be Rejected. 

./ 
Ydehne INSIDE(a1 (!a) 
Ydcfine REJECT(a, b) (ahb) 
#define ACCEPTIa, b) ( ! (alb) ) 

un:,lyned char encode IwcPti pt, dcPt wlnMln. dcPt winMax) 

unsigneu char code=OxCO: 

i f  ( p t . x  winMin.x) 
<-ode = code / LEFT-EDGE; 

if 1 p t . x  > winMax.x) 
code : code I RIGHT-EKE; 

if (pt .y < winMin. yl 
code = code I BOTTOM-EDGE: 

if (pc .y > winMax. y )  
code = code 1 TOP-EDGE; 

.-eturn icode) ; 
) 

votd swapPts lwcPt2 pl, wcPt2 ' p2) 
( 

wept :  tmp; 

vo-d  swdyi'udcs (unsigned char ' c ? .  cnslgrec char ' c21 

t.mp = 'cl; *c1 = 'c2; *c2 = tmp; 
> 
vo;d clipLlnr IdcPt w i n M i n ,  JcPt winMax, wcFc2 pl, wcPcZ pZ1 
( 
unsigned char codel, code?; 
int done = FALSE, draw = FALSE: 
float m; 

while (!done) ( 
codel = encode ( p l ,  widin, winMax); 
code2 = encode (p2, win~in, winMax); 
if (ACCEPT (codel, code21 ) ( 
done = TRUE; 
draw = TRUE: 

I 
else 

i f  (REJECT lcodel, code2)) 
done : TRUE; 

else ( 

2' Ensure that pl is outside window ' /  
i f  (INSIDE (codei)) [ 



swapPts (hpl, &p2) ; 
swapcodes (&code:, ccode2); 

1 
/' Use slope (m) to find line-clipEdge intersections * /  
if (p2.x != p1.x) 
m = (p2.y - p1.y: / (p2.x - p1.x); 

if (codel & LEFT-EDGE) ( 
p1.y + =  (winI4in.x - p1.x) m; 
p1.x = v8inMin.x; 

1 
else 

i f  (codel & RIGHT-.EDGE) ( 
p1.y 4: (winMax.x - p1.x) m; 
p1.x = wirG4ax.x; 

) 
else 

i f  (codel & BOTTOMKEDCE) L 
/ *  Need to updace p1.x for non-vertical llnes only * /  

else 
i f  (codel h TOP-EDGE) { 

if (p2.x ! -  p1.x) 
p1.x += ;winMax.y - p1.y) 1 n, 

p1.y = winf4ax.y; 
1 

) 
1 
if (draw) 

lineFDA 
1 

Liang-Barsky Line Clipping 

Faster line clippers have been developed that are based on analysis of the para- 
metric equation of a line segment, which we can write in the form 

x = X, + UAX 

y = y, + uby, 0 l u  5 1  

where Ax .= x2 - X,  and h y  = yz - y,. Using these parametric equations, Cyrus 
and Beck developed an algorithm that is generally more efficient than the 
Cohen-Sutherland algorithm. Later, Liang and Barsky independently devised an 
even fister parametric line-clipping algorithm. Following the Liang-Barsky ap- 
proach, we first write the point-clipping conditions 6-5 in the parametric form: 

Each of these four inequalities can be expressed as  



where parameters p and q are defined as 

p1 = - Ax, 9, = x, - x u .  ,,,,, 
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Any line that is parallel to one oi the clipping boundaries haspk = 0 for the value 
of k  corresponding to that boundary ( k  = 1, 2, 3, and 4 correspond to the left, 
right, bottom, and top boundaries, respectively). If, for that value of k, we also 
find qk < 0, then the line is completely outside the boundary and can be elimi- 
nated from furthcr consideration. If  9, r 0, the line is inside the parallel clipping 
boundary. 

When p, *- 0, the infinite extension of the line proceeds from the outside to 
the ins~de of thc infinite extension of this particular clipping boundary If p, > 0, 
the line proceeds from the inside to the outside. For a nonzero value of pk, we can 
calculate the value of u that corresponds to the ptxnt where the infinitely ex- 
tended line intersects the extension of boundary k as 

For each line, we can calculate values fur parameters u, and u2 that define 
that part of the lint. that lies within the clip rectangle. The value of u, is deter- 
mined by looking at the rectangle edges for which the line proceeds from the out- 
side to the inside (p < 0).  For these edges, we calculnle rk = q , / p , .  The value of u, 
is taken as the largest of the set consisting of 0 and the various values of r. Con- 
versely, the value of u2 is delerrnined by examining the boundaries for which the 
line proceeds from inside to outside ( p  > 0). A vAue ~ ) f  r, is calc-dated for each of 
these boundaries, and the value nf u, is the minimum of the set cons~sting of 1 
and the calculated r  values. I f  u ,  > u2, the line is conrpletely outside the clip win- 
dow and it can be rejected. Otherwise, the endpoints of the chpped line are calcu- 
lated from the two values of parameter 11. 

This algorithm is presented in the following prc~edure. Line intersection 
parameters arc. initialized to the values r r ,  = 0 an6 u 2  = 1. For each clipping 
boundary, the appropriate values for 1) and q are calculated and used by the func- 
tion clipTr~t to determ~ne whether the line can be rejected or whether the intersec- 
tion parameters are tc).be adjusted. When / I  < 0, the p(3rameter r  is used to update 
2 , ;  when p 0, parameter r is used to update u,. I f  updating u ,  or u2 results in 
u, > II?, we reject the line. Otherwise, we update the appropriate u parameter 
only i f  the new value results in a shortening of the line. When p = 0 and q < 0, 
wc can discard the l ~ n c  since i t  is parallel to and out~jide of this boundary. I f  the 
line has not been rejected after all four values of y and q have been tested, the 
endpoints of the clipped line are determined from values of u, and u,. 

- 

lnt clipTest (flodt p,  float q. flodt u!,  fli-a. ' 112) I 



( 
float r ;  
i n t  r e t v a l  = TRUE; 

i f  ( p  < 0 . 0 )  ( 

r  : q i ~ 2 ;  

i f  l r  > ' ~ 2 1  
r e t V a l  = FALSE; 

else 
i t  (1 .  > * ~ 1 )  

'ul = r ,  
1 
e l s e  

i f  ( p  > 0.01 ( 

r = q / p ;  
i f  ( r  < ' ~ 1 )  

r e t V a l  = FALSE; 
e l s e  i f  l r  < * u 2 )  

.u2 = r ;  
1 
else 

/ *  p  = 0, s o  l i n e  is p a r a l l e l  GO c h i s  r i l p p i n g  edge * /  
i f  (q < 0 . 0 )  

/ *  L i n e  is o u t s i d e  c l i p p i n g  edge ' 
r e t V a l  = FALSE; 

r e t u r n  ( r e c v a l )  ; 
h 

void c l i p L i n e  (dcPt  wirNin,  dcPt winMax, w c ~ l 2  p l ,  wcPt2 p2) 
( 

float u l  = 0 0 ,  u2 = 1 . 0 ,  a x  = p2 .x  - p 1 . x  d y ;  

i f  I c l i p T e s t  (-dx, p 1 . x  - winMin.x, hu!, &u>iI 
i f  ( c l i p T e s t  (dx,  wint4ax.x - p l . x ,  h u l ,  h 1 . 1 2 ) )  ( 

p2.x = p 1 . x  + u2 dx: 
p2 .y  = p 1 . y  + u2 * dy;  

1 

In general, the Liang-Barsky algorithm is more efficient than the 
Cohen-Sutherland algorithm, since intersection calculations are reduced. Each 
update of parameters r r ,  and u, requires only one division; and window intersec- 
tions of the line are computed only once, when the final values of u, and u, have 
been computed. In contrast, the Cohen-Sutherland algorithm can repeatedly cal- 
culate intersections along a line path, even though the line may be completely 
outside the clip window. And, each intersection calculation requires both a divi- 
sion and a multiplication. Both the Cohen-Sutherland and the Liang-Barsky al- 
gorithms can be extended to three-dimensional clipping (Chapter 12). 



Nicholl-Lee-Nic-holl Line Clipping %ion 6-7 - 
Line Clipping 

By creating more regions around the clip window, the Nicholl-Lee-Nicholl (or 
NLN) algorithm avoids multiple clipping of an individual line segment. In the 
Cohen-Sutherland method, for example, multiple intersections may be calcu- 
lated along the path of a single line before an intersection on the clipping rectan- 
gle is located or the line is completely repcted. These extra intersection calcula- 
tions are eliminated in the NLN algorithm by carrying out more region testing 
before intersection positions are calculated. Compared to both the Cohen-Suther- 
land and the Liang-Barsky algorithms, the Nicholl-Lee-Nicholl algorithm per- 
forms fewer comparisons and divisions. The trade-off is that the NLN algorithm 
can only be applied to two-dimensional dipping, whereas both the Liang-Barsky 
and the Cohen-Sutherland methods are easily extended to three-dimensional 
scenes. 

For a line with endpoints PI and Pa we first determine the position of point 
P, for the nine possible regions relative to the clipping rectangle. Only the three 
regions shown in Fig. 6-10 need be considered. If PI lies in any one of the other 
six regions, we can move it to one of the three regions in Fig. 6-10 using a sym- 
metry transformation. For example, the region directly above the clip window 
can be transformed to the region left of the clip window using a reflection about 
the line y = - x ,  or we could use a 90" counte~lockwise rotation. 

Next, we determine the position of P2 relative to P,. To do this, we create 
some new regions in the plane, depending on the location of P,. Boundaries of 
the new regions are half-infinite line segments that start at the position of P, and 
pass through the window corners. If PI is inside the clip window and P2 is out- 
side, we set up the four regions shown in Fig. 6-11. The i n t e e o n  with the ap- 
propriate window boundary is then carried out, depending on which one of the 
four regions (L, T, R, orB) contains Pz. Of course, if both PI and P2 are inside the 
clipping rectangle, we simply save the entirr line. 

If PI is in the region to the left of the window, we set up the four regions, L, 
LT, LR, and LB, shown in Fig. 6-12. These four regions determine a unique bound- 
ary for the line segment. For instance, if P2 is in region L, we clip the line at the 
left boundary and save the line segment fmm this intersection point to P2. But if 
P2 is in region LT, we save the line segment fmm the left window boundary to the 
top boundary. If Pz is not in any of the four regions, L, LT, LR, or LB, the entire 
line is clipped. 

P, in Edge Region 

(bl 

P. In Corner Region 

Ic! 

Figure 6-10 
Three possible positions for a line endpoint P, in the NLN line-djpping algorithm. 
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F~grlrr  6 .  l l  '. LB Fiprr 6-12 
The four clipping regions '. The four clipping regions used in 
used in the N L N  algorithm the NLN algorithm when P, is 
when PI is inside the clip directly left of the  clip window. 
window and P, is outside. 

For the third case, when PI is to the left and above the clip window, we use 
the clipping regions in Fig. 6-13. In this case, we have the two possibilites shown, 
depending on the position of P, relative to the top left corner of the window. If P, 
is in one of the regions T, L, TR, 78, LR, or LB, this determines a unique clip- 
window edge for the intersection calculations. Otherwise, the entire line is re- 
jected. 

To determine the region in which PI is located, we compare the s l o p  of the 
line to the slopes of the boundaries of the clip regions. For example, if PI is left of 
the clipping rectangle (Fig. 6-12), then P, is in region LT if 

-- 
slope < slope P,P, slope PIP,, 

And we clip the entire line if 

The coordinate diiference and product calculations used in the slope tests 
are saved and also used in the intersection calculations. From the parametric 
equations 

an x-intersection posltion on the left window boundary is x = r,, with 11 = 

(xL  - x , ) / ( x ?  - xI), SO that the y-intersection position is 



-~ .. ~ 

Figurr' 6-13 
The two possible sets of cl~pp~ng regions used in theNLN algor~tlm when P, 1s aboveand 
.o the left of the clip wndow. 

And an intersection position on the top boundary has y = yf and u = 

(y, - y,)!(.k - y,), with 

In some applications, it is often necessary to clip lines against arbitrarily shaped 
polygons. Algorithms based on parametric line equations, such as the 
Liang-Barsky method and the earlier Cyrus-Beck approach, can be extended eas- 
ily convex polygon windows. We do this by modifying the algorithm to in- 
clude the parametric equations for the boundaries oi the clip region. Preliminary 
screening of line segments can be accomplished bv processing lines against the 
coordinate extents of the clipping polygon. For concave polygon-clipping re- 
gions, we can still apply these parametric clipping procedures if we first split the 
concave polygon into a set of convex poiygons. 

Circles or other curved-boundary clipping regions are also possible, but less 
commonly used. Clipping algorithms far these areas are slower because intersec- 
tion calculations involve nonlinear curve equations. At the first step, lines can be 
clipped against the bounding rectangle (coordinate extents! of the curved clip 
ping region. Lines that can be identified as completely outside the bounding rec- 
tangle are discarded. To identify inside lines, we can calculate the distance of line 
endpoints from the circle center. If the square of this distance for both endpoints 
of a line 1s less than or equal to the radius squared, we can save the entire line. 
The remaining lines arc then processed through the intersection calculations, 
which must solve simultaneous circle-line equations 

Splitting Concave Polygons 

We can identify a concave polygon by calculating the cross products of succes- 
sive edge vectors in order around the polygon perimeter. If the z component of 
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Figure 6-14 
Identifying a concave polygon by calculating cross 
products of successive pairsof edge vectors. 

some cross products is positive while others have a negative z component, we 
have a concave polygon. Otherwise, the polygon is convex. This is assuming that 
no series of three successive vertices are collinear, in which case the cross product 
of the two edge vectors for these vertices is zero. If all vertices are collinear, we 
have a degenerate polygon (a straight line). Figure 6-14 illustrates the edge- 
vector cross-product method for identifying concave polygons. 

A wctor metltod for splitting a concave polygon In the xy plane is to calculate 
the edge-vector cross products in a counterclockwise order and to note the sign 
of the z component of the cross products. If any z component turns out to be neg- 
ative (as in Fig. 6-141, the polygon is concave and we can split ~t along the line of 
the first edge vector in the crossproduct pair. The following example illustrates 
this method for splitting a concave polygon. 

- - - - -  

Example 6-2: Vector Method for Splitting Concave Polygons 

Figure 6-15 shows a concave polygon with six edges. Edge vector; for this poly- 
gon can be expressed as 

El = (1,0, O), El = (1,1,0) 

E l - 1 0 ,  E4=(0,2,0) 

Es = (-3,0,O), E,, = (0, -2,O) 

where the z component is 0, since all edges are in the xy plane. The cross product 
E , x E i  for two successive edge vectors is a vector perpendicular to the xy plane 

E, with z component equal to E,E,,  - E,,E,.,,. 

E, x E2 = (0,0, I), Ez X Es = (0,0, -2) 

E3 x E4 = (0,O. 2), E, X E5 = (0,0,6) 

E5 x E, = (0,0,6). E, x E, = (O,O, 2) 

Figure 6-15 Since the cross product Ez X E3 has a negative 2 component, we split the polygon 
Splitting a concave polygon along the line of vector E:. The line equation for this edge has a slope of 1 and a y 
using the vector method. intercept of -1. We then determine the intersection of this line and the other 
236 
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Figure 6-16 
Splitting a concave polygon using 
the ~ntational method. After 
rota-ing V3 onto the x axis, we find 
that V, is below the x axls. So we 
sp!fi&e polygon along the line 
of v,v,. 

polygon edges to split the polygon into two pieces. No other edge cross products 
are negative, so  the two new polygons are both convex. 

We can also split a concave polygon using a rotalional method. Proceeding 
counterclockwise around the polygon edges, we translate each polygon vertex VI 
in turn tn the coordinate origin. We then rotate in ;I clockwise direction so that 
the next vertex V,,, is on the x axis. If the next vertex, Vkqz ,  is below the x axis, the 
polygon is concave. We then split the polygon into two new polygons along the x 
axis and repeat the concave test for each of the two new polygons. Otherwise, we 
continue to rotate vertices on the x axis and to test for negative y vertex values. 
Figure 6-16 illustrates the rotational method for splitting a concave polygon. 

6-8 
POLYGON CLIPPING 

To clip polygons, we need to modify the line-clipping procedures discussed in 
the previous section. A polygon boundary processed with a line clipper may be 
displayed as a series of unconnected line segments (Fig. 6-17), depending on the 
orientation of the polygon to the cIipping window. What we reaIly want to dis- 
play is a bounded area after clipping, as in Fig. 6-18. For polygon clipping, we re- 
quire an algorithm that wiIl generate one or more closed areas that are then scan 
converted for the appropriate area fill. The output of a polygon clipper should be 
a sequence of vertices that defines the clipped polygcm boundaries. q\ I I ",, 

I 
! -. 
I 
I I Figure 6-17 
L -  _ _ - - _ ._ - -I Display of a polygon processed by a 

Before Clipping Aher C l i ~ p ~ n g  line-dipping algorithm 



, _ _ - _ - _ _ - _  + Before Chpping r4 Aher Clipping I ' i q ~ ~ r c  Display polygon (7- -. of IS .--. a correctly clipped 

Sutherland-Hodgenial1 f'olvgon Clipping 

We can correctly clip a polygon by processing the polygon bound jry as  a whole 
against each window edge. This could be accomplished by processing all poly- 
gon vertices against each clip rectangle boundary in turn. Beginning with the ini- 
tial set of polygon vertices, we could first clip the polygon against the left rectan- 
gle boundary to produce a new sequence of vertices. The new set of vertices 
could then k successively passed to a right boundary clipper, a bottom bound- 
ary clipper, and a top boundary clipper, as in Fig. 6-19. At each step, a new se- 
quence of output vertices is generated and passed to the next window boundary 
clipper. 

There are four possible cases when processing vertices in sequence around 
the perimeter of a polygon. As each pair of adjacent polvgon vertices is passed to 
a window boundary clipper, we make the following tests: (1) If the first vertex is 
outside the window boundary and the second vertex is inside, both the intersec- 
tion point of the polygon edge with the window boundary and the second vertex 
are added to the output vertex list. ( 2 )  If both input vertices are inside the win- 
dow boundary, only the second vertex is added to the output vertex list. (3) li the 
first vertex is inside the ~ , i n J o w  boundary and the second vertex is outside, only 
the edge intersection with the window boundary is added to the output vertex 
list. (4) If both input vertices are outside the window boundary, nothing is added 
to the output list. These four cases are illustrated in Fig. 6-20 for successive pairs 
of polygon vertices. Onct. all vertices have been processed for one clip window 
boundary, the output 11st of vertices is clipped against the next window bound- 
ary. 

O r ~ g ~ n a l  
Polygon 

Clip 
Leh 

C l ~ p  Clip 
Right Bonorn 

Clip 
TOP 

- --- -- - - - - - - - -- -- 
Figure. 6-19 
Clipp~ng a polygon against successive window boundaries. 
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Window 

I I 
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vz Figwe 6-22 

A polygon overlapping a 
restangular clip window. 

' -- Top 
Elipper - Out 

Figure 6-23 
Processing the vertices of the polygon in Fig. 6-22 through a boundary-clipping pipeline. 
After al l  vertices are processed h u g h  the pipeline, the vertex list for the clipped polygon 
is IF, V D  v3 V3I. 

case Left: i f  (p.x < wMCn.x) re tu rn  (FALSE); break; 
case Right: i f  (p .x  > -.x) re tu rn  (FALSE); break; 
case Bottom: i f  (p.y < wMin.y) re tu rn  (FALSE); break; 
case Top: i f  (p.y > w n M . y )  re tu rn  (FALSE): break; 
1 
re turn (TRUE) ; 

1 

i n t  cross  (wcPt2 p l ,  wcPt2 p2, 8dge b, dcPt M i n ,  dcPt wMax) 
( 

i f  ( ins ide  ( p l ,  b,  -in, == inside (p2, b, d n ,  Wax) 
re turn (FALSE) ; 

e l s e  re turn (TRUE); 
1 

wcPt2 in te r sec t  (wcPt2 p l ,  wcPt2 p2, Edge b, dcPt *in, dcPt wMax) 
f 

wcPt2 i P t ;  
float m; 

i f  (p1.x != p2.x) m = (p1.y - p2.y) / (p1.x - p2.x); 
switch (b) ( 
case Left : 

iP t .x  - dl in .x ;  
iP t .y  = p2.y + (wi4in.x - p2.x) m; 
break ; 

case Right: 
i P t . x  = wHax.x; 



i P t . y  = p2.y + (wb4ax.x - p2.x) ' m ;  
break; 

case Bottom: 
iP t .y  = wt4in.y; 
i f  (p1.x  ! =  p2.x) iPt .x  = p2.x + (Wt4in.y - p2.y) / m; 
e l s e  i P t . x  = p2.x: 
break; 

case Top: 
iP t .y  = wMsx.y; 
i f  (p1.x ! =  p2.x) iP t .x  = p2.x + (wMax.y - p2.y) / m; 
e l s e  i P t . x  = p2.x; 
break; 

1 
re turn  ( i P t )  ; 

1 

void c l ippo in t  (wcPt2 p, Edge b, dcPt d i r , ,  dcPt wNax, 
wcPt2 W t ,  i n t  c n t ,  wcPt2 f i r s t [ ] ,  wcPt2 ' s )  

( 
wcPt2 i P t :  

/ *  If  no previous point e x i s t s  fo r  t h i s  edge, save t h i s  po in t .  * /  
i f  ( ! f i r s t tb l )  

l i r s t [b ]  = hp; 
e l s e  

/' Previous point  e x i s t s .  If ' p '  and previous po in t  cross  edge, 
find in t e r sec t ion .  C l ip  against  next boundary, i f  any. I f  
no more edges, add in t e r sec t ion  t o  output l i s t .  * /  

i f  ( c r o s s  (p, s l b l ,  b, d i n ,  wMax)) ( 
i P t  = i n t e r sec t  (p,  a rb ] .  b, wMin. !Max); 
i f  (b < Top) 

c l ippo in t  ( i P t ,  b t l ,  wMin, Max,  W t ,  cn t ,  f irst , ,  s )  ; 
e l s e  ( 

pOut[*cntl = . iPt;  ( * c n t ) + + ;  
1 

1 

s [b l  = P ;  I' Save ' p '  a s  most recent  point  f o r  t h i s  edge ' /  

/ *  For a l l ,  i f  point  is ' i n s ide '  proceed t o  next c l i p  edge, i f  any * /  
i f  ( i n s i d e  (p,  b, wMin, d a x ) )  

i f  ( b  < Top) 
c l ippo in t  (p ,  b + l ,  d i n ,  f i x ,  pout,  c n t ,  f irst ,  s ) ;  

e l s e  ( 
pout ['cntl = p; I*cnt)++;  

1 
1 

void c l o s e c l i p  (dcPt wMin, dcPt wMax, wcPt2 ' pout,  
i n t  cnt ,  wcPt2 f i r s t [ ] ,  wcPt2 S )  

( 
wcPt2 i ;  
Edge b; 

f o r  ( b  = Left:  b  <= Top; b++)  ( 
i f  ( c ross  ( s [ b l ,  *frrst[bI,  b, d i n .  Max) ) ( 

i = i n t e r s e c t  ( s [ b ] ,  * f i r s t [b l ,  b, M i n ,  wMax!; 
i f  ( b  < Top) 

c l ippo in t  ( i ,  b+ l ,  wMin, Max,  pout,  cnt .  f irst .  s); 
e l s e  ( 

pOutI'cnt1 = i; (*cn t )++ ;  
f 

1 



i n t  cl ipPolygon (dcPt wMin, dcPt wKax, Lnt n ,  wcPtZ ' pIn,  wc?t2 ' pout) 

/ *  ' f i rs t '  holds pointer  t o  f irst  point proce5sed agalnst  a c l i p  
edge. ' s  holds most recent ~ o i n t  proce+sed against  an edge ' /  

wcPt2 ' first1N-EmEl = ( 0 ,  0. 0 ,  0 ) SIN-E:DGEl: 
i n t  i ,  cnt = 0 ;  

for  (i.0; i < n ;  i + + )  
c l ippoint  ( p I > [ i J .  L e f t ,  wMin, wMax, pout hcnt ,  f i rs t ,  s l ;  

c:oseClip IwMin, wMax, p3ut. Lcnt., f i rs t ,  s !  . 
return Lcnt); 

) 

Convex polygons are correctly clipped by the Sutherland-Hodgeman algo- 
rithm, but concave polygons may be displayed with extraneous lines, as demon- 
strated in Fig. 6-24. This occurs when the clipped polygon should have two or 
more separate sections. But since there is only one output vertex list, the last ver- 
tex in the list is always joined to the first vertex. There are several things we 
could d o  to correctly display concave polygons. For one, we could split the con- 
cave polygon into two or more convex polygons and process each convex poly- 
gon separately. Another possibility is to modify the Sutherland-Hodgeman ap- 
proach to check the final vertex list for inultiple vertex points along any clip 
window boundary and mrrectly join pairs of vertices. Finally, we could use a 
more general polygon clipper, such as either the Weiler-Atherton algorithm or 
the Weiler algorithm described in the next section. 

Wc~ler-Athcrton Polygc:n Clipping 

Here, the vertex-processing procedures for window boundaries are modified so 
that concave polygons are displayed correctly. This clipping procedure was de- 
veloped as a method for identifying visible surfaces, and so it can be applied 
with arbitrary polygon-clipping regions. 

The basic idea in this algorithm is that instead of always proceeding around 
the polygon edges as vertices are processed, we sometimes want to follow the 
window boundaries. Wh~ch path we follow depends on the polygon-processing 
direction (clockwise or counterclockwise) and whether tile pair of polygon ver- 
tices currently being processed represents an outside-to-inside pair or an inside- 

Window 
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Frgurc 6-24 
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Sedion 6-8 

Polygon Clipping 

Figure 6-25 
Clipping a concave polygon (a) with the Weiler-Atherton 
algorithm generates the two separate polygon areas 
in (3). 

to-outside pair. For clockwise processing of polygon vertices, we use the follow- 
ing rules: 

For an outside-to-inside pair of vertices, follow the polygon boundary. 
For an inside-to-outside pair of vertices,. follow the window boundary in 
a clockwise direction. 

In Fig. 6-25, the processing direction in the Weiler-Atherton algorithm and the re- 
sulting clipped polygon is shown for a rectangular clipping window. 

An improvement on the Weiler-Atherton algorithm is the Weiler algorithm, 
which applies constructive solid geometry ideas to clip an arbitrary polygon 
against any polygondipping region. Figure 6-26 illustrates the general idea in 
this approach. For the two polygons in this figure, the correctly dipped polygon 
is calculated as the intersection of the clipping polygon and the polygon object. 

Other Polygon-Cli pping Algorithms 

Various parametric line-clipping methods have also been adapted to polygon 
clipping. And they are particularly well suited for clipping against convex poly- 
gon-clipping windows. The Liang-Barsky Line Clipper, for example, can be ex- 
tended to polygon clipping with a general approach similar to that of the Suther- 
land-Hodgeman method. Parametric line representations are used to process 
polygon edges in order around the polygon perimeter using region-testing pmce- 
dures simillr to those used in line clipping. 

F~grrre 6-26 
Cllpping a polygon by determining 
the intersection of two polygon 

area areas 
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Fipw 6-28 
Text clipping using .J 
bounding rectangle about the 
entire string. 

Areas with curved boundaries can be clipped with methods similar to those dis- 
cussed in the previous .sections. Curve-clipping procedures will involve nonlin- 
ear equations, however, and this requires more processing than for objects with 
linear boundaries. 

The bounding rectangle for a circle or other curved object can be used first 
to test for overlap with a rectangular clip window. If the bounding rectangle for 
the object is completely inside the window, we save the object. I f  the rectangle is 
determined to be completely outs~de the window, we discard the object. In either 
case, there is no further computation necessary. But if the bounding rectangle test 
fails, we can l w k  for other computation-saving approaches. For a circle, we can 
use the coordinate extents of individual quadrants and then octants for prelimi- 
nary testing before calculating curve-window intersections. For an ellipse, we can 
test the coordinate extents of individual quadrants. Figure 6-27 illustrates circle 
clipping against a rectangular window. 

Similar procedures can be applied when clipping a curved object against a 
general polygon clip region. On the first pass, we can clip the bounding rectangle 
of the object against the bounding rectangle of the clip region. I f  the two regions 
overlap, we will need to solve the simultaneous line-curve equations to obtain 
the clipping intersection points. 

TEXT CLIPPING 

There are several techniques that can be used to provide text clipping in a graph- 
ics package. Thc clipping technique used will depend on the methods used to 
generate characters and the requirements of a particular application. 

The simplest method for processing character strings relative to a window 
boundary is to use the all-or-none string-clipping strategy shown in Fig. 6-28. If  all 
of the string is inside a clip window, we keep it. Otherwise, the string is dis- 
carded. This procedure is implemented by considering a bounding rectangle 
around the text pattern. The boundary positions of the rectangle are then com- 
pared to the window boundaries, and the string is rejected if there is any overlap. 
This method produces the fastest text clipping. 

An alternative to rejecting an entire character string that overlaps a window 
boundary is to use the all-or-none chnracter-clipping strategy. Here we discard only 
those characters that are not completely inside thc window (Fig. 6-29). In this 
case, the boundary limits of individual characters are compared to the window. 
Any character that either overlaps or is outside a window boundary is clipped. 

A final method for handling text clipping is to clip the components of indi- 
vidual characters. We now treat characters in much the same way that we treated 
lines. If an individual character overlaps a clip window boundary, we clip off the 
parts of the character that are outside the window (Fig. 6-30). Outline character 
fonts formed with line segments can be processed in this way using a line- 
clipping algorithm. Characters defined with bit maps would be clipped by com- 
paring the relative position of the individual pixels in the character grid patterns 
to the clipping boundaries. 



6-1 1 
EXTERIOR CLIPPING Summary 

So far, we have considered only procedures for clipping a picture to the interior 
of a r e e n  by eliminating everything outside the clipping region. What is saved 
by these procedures is inside the region. In some cases, we want to do the reverse, 
that is, we want to clip a picture to the exterior of a specified region. The picture 
parts to be saved are those that are outsrde the region. This is referred to as exte- 
rior clipving. 

A typical example of the application of exterior clipping is in multiple- 
window systems. To correctly display the screen windows, we often need to 
apply both internal and external clipping. Figure 6-31 illustrates a multiple- 
window display. Objects within a window are clipped to the interior of that win- 
dow. When other higher-priority windows overlap these objects, the objects are 
also clipped to the exterior of the overlapping windows. 

Exterior cfipping is used also in other applications that require overlapping 
pictures. Examples here include the design of page layouts in advertising or pub- 
lishing applications or for adding labels or design patterns to a picture. The tech- 
nique can also be used for combining graphs, maps, or schematics. For these ap- 
plications, we can use exterior clipping to provide a space for an insert into a 
larger picture. 

Procedures for clipping objects to the interior of concave p o h o n  windows 
can also make use of external clipping. Figure 6-32 shows a line P,P, that is t& 
clipped to the interior of a concave window with vertices V,V,V,V,V,. tine PIP2 
can be clipped in two passes: (1) First, P,P, is clipped to the interior of the convex 
polygon V,V,V,V,o yield the clipped segment P;P, (Fig. 6-32(b)). (2) Then an 
external clip of PiP', is performA against the convex polygon V,V,V, to yield 
the final clipped line segment P;'P2. 

RING 3 

STRING 4 

I 

Before Clipping 

After Clipping 

I igrrre 6-29 
Text clipping using a 
bounding &tangle about 
individual characters. 

SUMMARY 1 ' 
In this chapter, we have seen how we can map a two-dimensional world- 
coordinate scene to a display device. The viewing-transformation pipeline in- 

Before Clipping 

I I 
After Clipping 

Figure 6-31 
A multiple-window screen display 6-30 
showing examples of both interior ~ext  clipping performed on 
and exterior clipping. (Courts!/ of the components of individual 
Sun Micmystems). characten. 
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Exterior Clip 
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F i p w  6-32 
C h p p n g  line Fr, to the interior of a concave polygon M.IIII \vrtices VlV,V3V,V, (a), using 
ccrn\.rx pnlvgons V,V,V,V, (b) and V,V,V, (c), to products the  clipped lirrc PYP:. 

cludes constructing the \\.orld-coord~natc scene using modeling transformations 
transferring wortci-coordinates to \ziewing coordinates, ]napping the vieiving- 
coordinate descriptions r , f  objects to normalized de\.ice aordinates, and finally 
mapping to device coordinates. Normalized coord~nates 'Ire specified in the 
range from 0 to 1, and tliev are used to make viewing pxkages independent ot 
particular output device5 

Viewing coordinates are specified by giving the \txvlcl-coordinate pos~t~on  
of the viewing origin and the view up vector that delmes the direction ot the 
viewing y axis. These parameters are used to construct t:le viewing transforma- 
tion niatrix that maps world-coordinate object descriptions to viewing coordi- 
nates. 

A window is then 21-t up  in viewing coordinates, and a vie;vport is specilicd 
in normalized device co~vdinates. Typically, the window and \.iewport are rcc- 
tangles in standard posit~on (rectangle boundaries are parallel to the coordinatc 
axes). The mapping from \.iewing coordinates to normallzed device coordinates 
is then carried out so that relative positions in the window are maintained in the 
viewport. 

Viewing functions In graphics programming package are used to create 
one or more sets of v ~ e ~ i n g  parameters. One function is typically provided tu 
calculate the elements of the niatrix for transforming world coordinates to view- 
ing coordinates. Anothcr function is used to set up the window-to-viewport 
transformation matrix, and a third function can be used to specify combinations 
of viewing transformations and window mapping in a viewing table. We can 



Illcn s c l ~ i t  ditfvrcnt \-icwing combin,~tion> L,): y~~"a i t \  111g p.irticular view indices 
listed in the \.ic,wing table. ~umni,wv 

Wlicn objects arc displayed on the o~l tput  li,-v~cc', all parts of a scene out- 
side the \\-indow (and the ;iewport) ,Ire clipped oil unless \\.c set clip parameters 
to turn ofi clipping. I11 many packages, clipping I >  aone  in normalized device co- 
ordinates so  t h ~ t  all transforniations can be concatenated into a single transfor- 
niatiun operation before applying the clipping algc)r~thms. The clipping region IS 

commonly referred to as the clipping window, or iii the clipping rectangle when 
the window and viewport are standard rectangles 3evcral algorithnls have bwn  
developed for clipping objects against the clip-winciow boundaries. 

Line-clipping algorithms include the Cohen-Sutherland method, the 
Liang-Barsky method, and the Nicholl-Let-Nichc~ll method. The Cohen-Suther- 
land method is widely u s d ,  since it was one of t l ic  first line-clipping algorithms 
to b r  developed Region codes are used to idtmliiv tlic position of line endpoints 
relativc to the rectangular, c l~pping window bouncl,~ric.s. Lines that cannot be ini- 
mediately identified as conipletely insdc  the winciuw or completely outside arc 
then clipped against window boundaries. Liang and Barsky use a parametric line 
representation, similar to that of the earlier Cyril--Beck algorithm, to set u p  a 
more cfficicnt II~P-clipping p roced~~re  that red~lre.; intersrction calculations. The 
Nicholl-LecNicholl algorithm uses more region testing in the sy plane to reduce 
~nterseclion calculations even further. Paranictric 11 :ic clipping is easily extended . .  . 

to convex clipping windows and to three-dimens~o~~,il  clipping windows. 
Line clipping can also be carried out for concave, polygon clipping win- 

dows and for clippirig windows with curved h~undar ies .  With concave poly- 
gons, we can use either the vector niethod or the r11:ational method to split a con- 
cave polygon into a number of convex polygons. \I1ith curved clipping windows, 
we calculate line intersections using the curve equ,itions. 

Polygon-clipp~ng algorithms include the Sulhcrland-Hodgeman method. 
the Liang-Barsky method, and the Wcilcr-Athcrtc,ri nwthod. In the Suther- 
land-Hodgeman clipper, vertices 0 1  a convex polygon a r t  processed in order 
against the four rectangular \ v~ndow boundaries t,, product. a n  output vertex list 
for thcb clipped polygon. Liang and Barsky use para~;irtric line equations to repre- 
sent the con\?ex polygon edges, and they use simihr testing to that performed :n 
line clipping t o  produce an outpuc \,ertex list for the clipped polygon. Both the 
Weiler-Atherland niethod and the We~ler method c,orrectly clip both convex ar.d . - 
concave polygons, and these polygon clippers also allow the clipping window to 
be a general polygon. The Weiler-Atherland algorithm processes polygon ver- 
tices in order to produce one or more lists of output polygon vertices. The Weilrr 
method performs dipping by finding the intersectwn region of the two polygons. 

Objects with curved boundaries are procesjai against rectangular clipping 
w ~ n d o w s  by calculating intersections using the curve equations. These clipping 
procedures are slower than I ~ n e  clippers or polyp(m clippers, because the curve 
equations are nonlmear. 

The fastest text-clipping method is to complctelv clip '1 string if  any part of 
the string 1s outside any  window boundary. Another niethod for text clipping is 
to use the all-or-none approach with the individual characters in a string. A third 
method is to apply either point, line, polygon, or u r v e  clipping to the individual 
characters in a string, depending on whether characters are defined as point 
grids or as outline fonts. 

In somc applicat~ons, such as creating picture insets and managing multi- 
ple-screen windows, exterior clipping is performed. In this case, all parts of 
scene that arc inside a window are clipped and the exterior parts are saved. 



Chapter 6 

Two-Dlrnenslonal bewing 
REFERENCES 

Line-cllpping algorithms arc? discussed in Sproull and Sutherland (19681, Cyrus and Beck 
[1978), and Liang and Barsky (1984). Methods for improving the speed of the 
Cohen-Sutherland lineclippi ng algorithm are given in Duvanenko (1 990). 

Polygon-clipping methods are presented in Sutherland and Hodgeman (1974) and in Liang 
and Barsky (1983). General techniques for clipping arbitrarily shaped polygons against 
each other are given in Weiler and Atherton (1977) and in Weiler (19801. 

Two-dimensional viewing operations in PHlGS are discussed in Howard et al. (1991), Gask- 
Ins (1 992), Hopgood and Duce (1991 ), and Blake (1 993). For information on GKS viewing 
operations, see Hopgood et al. (1983) and Enderle et al. (1984). 

EXERCISES 

6-1. Write a procedure to to implement the evaluateViewOrientationMatrix func- 
tion that calculates the elements of the matrix for transforming world coordinates to 
viewing coordinates, given the viewing coordinate origln Po and the view up vector V. 

6-2. Derive the window-to-viewpon transformation equations 6-3 by f~rst scaling the win- 
dow to the slze of the viewpon and then translating the scaled window to the view- 
port position. 

6-3. Write a procedure to ~mplement the evaluateViewMappinqMatrix function that 
calculates the elements of a marrix for performing the window-to-viewport transforma- 
tion. 

6 4 .  Write a procedure to implement the setViewRepresencation function to concate- 
nate v i ewMat r i x  and viewMappingMatrix and to store the result, referenced by 
a spe(iiied view index, in a viewing table. 

6-5. Write a set of procedures to implement the viewing pipeline without clipp~ng and 
without the workstat1011 transformation. Your program should allow a scene to be con- 
structed with modeling-coordinate transformations, a specified viewing system, and a 
specified window-vewport pair. As an option, a viewing table can be implemented to 
store different sets of viewing transformalion parameters. 

6-6. Derive the matrix representation for a workstation transformation. 

6-7. Write a set of procedures to implement the viewing pipeline without clipping, but in- 
cluding the workstation transformation. Your program should allow a scene to be con- 
structed with modeling-coordinate transformations, a specified viewing system, a 
specified window-viewport pair, and workstation transformation parameters. For a 
given world-coordinate scene, the composite viewing transformation matrix should 
transform the scene to an output device for display. 

6-8. Implement the Cohen-Sutherland line-clipplng algorithm. 

6-9. Carefullydiscuss the rarionale behind the various tests and methods for calculating the 
intersection parameters u, and u, in the Liang-Barsky line-cllpping algorithm. 

6-10. Compare the number of arithmetic operations performed in the Cohen-Sutherland 
and the Liang-Barsky I~ie-clipping algorithms for several different line orientations rel- 
ative to a clipping window. 

6-1 1. Write a procedure to ~niplement the Liang-Barsky line-clipping algorithm. 

6-12. Devise symmetry transformations for mapping the inlersec:tion calculations for the 
three regions in Fig. 6-1 0 to the other six regons of the xy p l~ne.  

6-1 3.  Set up a detailed algorithm for the Nicholl-Lee-Nicholl approach to line clipping for 
any input pair of line endpo~nts. 

6-14. Compare the number ol arithmetic operations performea in NLN algor~thm to both the 
Cohen-Sutherland and the Liang-Barsky line-clipping algorithms for several different 
line orientations relatlve to a clipping window. 



6-1 5. Write a routine to identify concave p$ygons by calculating cross products of pairs of 
edge vectors. Exercises 

6-1 6. Write a routine to split a concave polygon using the vector method. 

6-1 7 .  Write a routine to split a concave polygon using the rotational method 

6-1 8 Adapt the Liang-Barsky line-clipping algorithm to polygon clipping. 

6-19. Set up a detaled algorithm for Weiler-Atherton polygon clipping assuming that the 
clipping w~ndow is a rectangle in standard position. 

6-20. Devise an algorithm for Weiler-Atherton polygon clipping, where the clipping win 
dow can be any specified polygon. 

6-21 Write a routine to c l ~ p  an ell~pse against a rectangular window. 

6-22. Assuming that all characters in a text strlng have the same width, develop a text-clip- 
ping algor~thm that cl~ps a string according to the "all-or-none character-clipping" 
strategy. 

6-23. Develop a text-clipping algorithm that clips ind~vidual characters assuming that the 
characters aredefined in a pixel grid of a specified w e .  

6-24. Wr~te a routine to implement exterior clipping on any part of a defined picture using 
any specified window. 

6-25 Wr~te a routine to perform both interior and exterior clipping, given a particular win- 
dow-system display. Input to the routine is a set of window positions on the screen, 
the objects to be displayed in each w~ndow, and the window priorities. The individual 
objects are to be clipped to fit into their respective windows, then clipped to remove 
parts with overlapping windows of higher display pr~ority. 





F or a great many applications, it is convenient to be able to create and ma- 
nipulate individual parts of a picture without affecting other picture parts. 

Most graphics packages provide this capability in one form or another. With the 
ability to define each object in a picture as a separate module, we can make modi- 
fications to the picture more easily. In design applications, we can try out differ- 
ent positions and orientations for a component of a picture without disturbing 
other parts of the picture. Or we can take out parts of the picture, then we can 
easily put the parts back into the display at a later time. Similarly, in modeling 
applications, we can separately create and position the subparts of a complex ob- 
ject or system into the overall hierarchy. And in animations, we can apply trans- 
formations to individual parts of the scene so that one object can be animated 
with one type of motion, while other objects in the scene move differently or re- 
main stationary. 

7-1 
STRUCTURE CONCEPTS 

A labeled set of output primitives (and associated attributes) in PH1GS is called a 
structure. Other commonly used names for a labeled collection of primitives are 
segme~rls (GKS) dnd ohlects (Graphics Librar) on S~Licon Graphics systems). In this 
section, we consider the basic structure-managing functions in PHIGS. Similar 
operations are available in other packages for handling labeled groups of priml- 
tives in a picture. 

Basic S I r i ~ c l ~ ~ r e  Functions 

When we create a structure, the coordinate positions and attribute values specl- 
fied for the structure are stored as a labeled group in a system structure list called 
the central structure store. We create a structure with the function 

The label for the segment is the positive Integer assigned to parameter id.  In 
PHIGS+, we can use character strings to label the st~uctures instead of using inte- 
ger names. This makes i t  easier to remember the structure identifiers. After all 
primitives and attributes have been listed, the end of the structure is signaled 
with the c l o s e S t r u c t u r e  statement. For example, the following program 



Chapter 7 statements define structure 6 as the line sequence specit'ied in polyline with the 
Struclures 2nd Hierzrchical designated line type and color: 

Modelmg 

openstrucrure i c ) :  

ser;Llnetypc (It); 
setPolylin~ColourIndex ( l c ) ;  
polyline (i?, pts): 

closebtructure; 

Anv number of structures can be created for a picture, but only one structure can 
be open (in the creation process) at a time. Any open structure must be closed be- 
fore a new structure can be created. This requirement eliminates the need for a 
structure identification number in the c1oseStruct:lre statement. 

Once a structure has been created, it can be displayed on a selected output 
device with the function 

poststrucrure (ws, id, priority) 

where parameter ws i s  the workstation identifier, id  is the structure name, and 
p r i o r i t y  is assigned a real value in the range from 0 to I .  Parameter p r i o r i  ty 
sets the display priority relative to other structures. When two structures overlap 
on an output display device, the structure with the higher priority will be visible. 
For example, if structures 6 and 9 are posted to workstation 2 with the following 
priorities 

then any parts of structure 9 that overlap structure 6 will be hidden, since struc- 
ture 6 has higher priority If two structures are assigned the same priority value, 
the last structure to be posted is given display precedence 

When a structure is posted to an active workstation, the primitives in the 
structure are scanned and interpreted for display on the selected output device 
(video monitor, laser printer, etc.). Scanning a structure list and sencling the 
graphical output to a workstation is called traversal. A list of current attribute 
values for primitives is stored in a data structure called a traversal state list. As 
changes are made to posted structures, both the system structure list and the tra- . 

versa1 state list are updated. Th~s  automatically modiiies the display of the 
posted structures on the workstation. 

To remove the display of a structure from a part~cular output device, we in- 
voke the function 

unpostStructure lws, id) 

This deletes the structure from the active list of structures for the designated out- 
put device, but the system structure list is not affected. On a raster system, a 
structure is removed from the display by redrawing the primitives in the back- 
ground color. This process, however, may also affect the display of primitives 
from other structures that overlap the structure we want to erase. To remedy this, 
we can use the coordinate extents o f  the various structures in a scene to deter- 



mine which ones overlap the structure we are erasing. Then we can simply re- ~~ 7-1 

draw these overlapping structures after we have erased the shucture that is to be Structure Concepts 

unposted. A11 structures can be removed from a selected output device with 

If we want to remove a particular structure from the system structure list, 
we accomplish that with the function 

Of course, this also removes the display of the structure h m  all posted output 
devices. Once a structure has been deleted, its name can be reused for another set 
of primitives. The entire system structure list can be cleared with 

It is sometimes useful to be able to relabel a structure. This is accomplished 
with 

One reason for changing a structure label is to consolidate the numbering of the 
structures after several structures have been deleted. Another is to cycle through 
a set of structure labels while displaying a structure in multiple locations to test 
the structure positioning. 

Setting Structure Attributes 

We can set certain display characteristics for structures with workstation filters. 
The three properties we can set with filters are visibility, highlighting, and the ca- 
pability of a structure to be selected with an interactive input device. 

Visibility and invisibility settings for structures on a particular workstation 
for a selected device are specified with the function 

where parameter i n v i s s e t  contains the names oi structures that will be invisi- 
ble, and parameter v i s s e t  contains the names of those that will be visible. With 
the invisibility filter, we can turn the display of structures on and off at selected 
workstations without actually deleting them from the workstation lists. This al- 
lows us, for example, to view the outline of a building without all the interior de- 
tails; and then to reset the visibility so that we can view the building with all in- 
ternal features included. Additional parameters that we can specify are the 
number of structures for each of the two sets. Structures are made invisible on a 
raster monitor using the same procedures that we discussed for unposting and 
for deleting a structure. The difference, however, is that we d o  not remove the 
structure from the active structure list for a device when we are simply making i t  
invisible. 

Highlighting is another convenient structure characteristic. In a map dis- 
play, we could highlight all cities with populations below a certain value; or for a 



Chapter 7 landxape layout, we could highlight certain varieties of shrubbery; or in a circuit 
Strucrures and Hierarchlcal diagram, we could highlight all components within a specific voltage range. This 

is done with the function 

set~ighiigh~ingfilter (ws, devcode, highlighcset, 
nohighlightset) 

Parameter h i g h l i g h t s e t  contains the names of the structures that are to be 
highlighted, and parameter n o h i g h l  i g h t S e  t contains the names of those that 
are not to be highlighted. The kind of highlighting used to accent structures de- 
pends on the type and capabilities of the graphics system. For a color video mon- 
itor, highlighted structures could be displayed in a brighter intensity or in a color 
reserved for highlighting. Another common highlighting implementation is to 
turn the visibility on and off rapidly so that blinking structures are displayed. 
Blinlung can also be accomplished by rapidly alternating the intensity of the 
highlighted structures between a low value and a high value. 

The third display characteristic we can set for structures is pickubility. This 
refers to the capability of the structure to be selected by pointing at it or position- 
ing the screen cursor over i t .  If we want to be sure that certain structures in a dis- 
play can never be selected, we can declare them to be nonpickable with the pick- 
ability filter. In the next chapter, we take up the topic of Input methods in more 
detail. 

7-2 
EDITING STRUCTURES 

Often, we would like to modify a structure after it has bren created and closed. 
Structure modification is needed in design applications to try out different graph- 
ical arrangements, or to change the design configuration In response to new test 
data. 

If additional primitives are lo be added to a structure, this can be done by 
simply reopening the structure with the openscruc ture .  :.nc::hn and append- 
ing the required statements. As an example of simple appending, the following 
program segment first creates a structure with a single f i l l  area and then adds a 
second fill area to the structure: 

openstructure (shape) ; 
setInteriorStyle (solid) ; 
setInteriorColourIndex 1 4 1 ,  
fillArea (n:, vertsl); 

~1oseStructure; 

openstructure (skdpe) ; 
setIntericrCty1~ (hollow). 
flllArea ( n 2 .  verts21; 

closeStructure; 

This sequence of operatwns is equivalent to initially cre'lting the structure with 
both fill areas: 



openstructure (shape) ; 
setInteriorStyle (solid); 
setInteriorColourIndex ( 4 ) ;  
fi11Area (nl, vertsl); 
setInteriorStyle (hollow): 
fi11Area (n2, v e r t s 2 )  ; 

closeStructure; 

In addition to appending, we may also want sometimes to delete certain 
items in a structure, to change primitives or attribute settings, or to insert items at 
selected positions within the structure. General editing operations are carried out 
by accessing the sequence numbers for the individual components of a structure 
and setting the edit mode. 

Structure Lists and the Element Pointer 

Individual items in a structure, such as output primitives and attribute values, 
are referred to as structure elements, or simply elements Each element is as- 
signed a reference position value as it IS entered into the structure. Figure 7-1 
shows the storage of structure elements and associated position numbers created 
by the following program segment. 

openstructure (gizmo): 
set~inetype (ltl) ; 
set~olylineColaurIndex ( 1 ~ 1 ) :  
polyline (nl, ptsl); 
setLinetype (lt2) ; 
set~olylineColourIndex ( 1 ~ 2 ) :  
polyline (n2, pts2); 

closestructure: 

Structure elen~ents are numbered consecutively with integer values starting 
at 1, and the value 0 indicates the position just before the first element. When a 
structure is opened, an element pointer is set up and assigned,a position value 
that can be used to edit the structure. If the opened structure is new (not already 
existing in the system structure list), the element pointer is set to 0. If the opened 
structure does already exist in the system list, the element pointer is set to the po- 
sition value of the last element in the structure. As elements are added to a struc- 
ture, the element pointer is incremented by 1. 

We can set the value of the element pointer to any position within a struc- 
ture with the function 

n aim0 structure 

Section 7-2 

tdlr~ng Structures 

l i p  rlP 7- 1 
Element position values for 
stnlcture gizmo. 



Chapter 7 where parameter k can be assigned any integer value from O to the maximum 
Structures dnd Hierarchical number of elements in the structure. It is also possible to position the element 

Modeling pointer using the following offset function that moves the pointer relative to the 
current position: 

w ~ t h  dk assigned a positwe or negative integer offset from the present position of 
the pointer. Once we have positioned the element pointer, we can edit the struc- 
ture at that position. 

Setting the Ed~t Modt3 

Structures can be modified in one of two possible modes. This is referred to as 
the edit mode of the slnlcture. We set the value of the edit mode with 

setEd;tMode (mode) 

where parameter mode is assigned either the value inserl, or Ihe value replalace. 

Inserting Structure Elenicnts 

When the edit mode is set to irisat, the next item entered into a structure will be 
placed in the position immediately following the element pointer. Elements in 
the structure list following the inserted item are then automatically renumbered. 

To illustrate the ~nsertion operation, let's change the standard line width 
currently in structure gizmo (Fig. 7-2) to some other value. We can d o  this by in- 
serting a line width statement anywhere before the first polyline command: 

openstructure (gizmo); 
setEditMode ( i n s e r t ) :  
setElemertPointer ( 0 ) ;  
setLinewidt h ( l w )  : 

Figure 7-2 shows the mcdified element list of gizmo, created by the previous in- 
sert operation. After this insert, the element pointer is assigned the value 1 (the 
position of the new line-width attribute). Also, all elements after the line-width 
statement have been renumbered, starting at the value 2. 

element - 
~oin ler  

6 setPolylinecolourIndex (lc21 

7 polyline (n2, pts2) 

Fi,yrrris 7-2 
Modified element list and position 
of the element pomter after 
inserting a line-width attribute 
into structure gizmo. 



When a new structure is created, the edit mode is automatically et to the seaion 7-2 

value insert. Assuming the edit mode has not been changed from this lefault Edil~n~Struclures 

value before we reopen this structure, we can append items at the end of the ele- 
ment list wlthout setting values for either the edit mode or element pointer, as 
demonstrated at the beginning of Section 7-2. This is because the edit mode re- 
mains at the value insert and the element pointer for the reopened structure 
points to the last element in the list. 

Replacmg Structure Elements 

When the edit mode is set to the value replace, the next item entered into a struc- 
ture is placed at the position of the element pointer. The element originally at that 
position is deleted, and the value of the element pointer remains unchanged. - 

As an example of the replace operation, suppose we want to change the 
color of the second polyline in structure gizmo (Fig. 7-1). We can d o  this with the 
sequence: 

openstructure (gizrnc); 
setEditMode (replace) ; 
setElementPointer (5); 
setPolylineColourIndex (lc2New) ; 

Figure 7-3 shows the element list of gizmo with the new color for the second 
polyline. After the replace operation, the element pointer remains at position 5 
(the position of the new line color attribute). 

Deleting Structure Elements 

We can delete the element at the current position of the element pointer with the 
function 

This removes the element from the structure and sets the value of the element 
pointer to the immediately preceding element. 

As an example of element deletion, suppose we decide to have both poly- 
lines in structure gizmo (Fig. 7-1) displayed in the same color. We can accom- 
plish this by deleting the second color attribute: 

0 gizmo structure 

1 setLinetype (ltl) 

2 setPolylineColour1ndew (lcll 
- 

3 polyline in l ,  p t s l )  
Fig~rrr. 7-3 

1 c-rr.i?etype (1t2) 
Modified element list and position 
of the element pointer alter ' (lczNw' changing the color of the second 

61 w l v l i n e  in2, ptsZl polyline in structure gizmo. 



Chapter 7 openstructure (sizrno); 

Structures and Hierarchical set~lement~ointer (5); 
Modeling deleteElement; 

The element pointer is then reset to the value 4 and all following elements are 
renumbered, as shown in Fig. 7-4. 

A contiguous group of structure elements can be deleted with the function 

where integer parameter kl gives the beginning position number, and k2 speci- 
fies the ending position number. For example, we can delete the second polyline 
snd associated attributes in structure gizmo with 

And all elements in a structure can be deleted with the function 

Labeling Structure Elenients 

Once we have made a number of modifications to a structure, we could easily 
lose track of the element positions. Deleting and inserting elements shift the ele- 
ment position numbers. To avoid having to keep track of new position numbers 
as modifications are made, we can simply label the different elements in a struc- 
ture with the function 

label (k) 

where parameter k is an integer position identifier. Labels can be inserted any- 
where within the structure list as an aid to locating structure elements without re- 
ferring to position number. The label function creates structure elements that 
have no effect on the structure traversal process. We simply use the labels stored 
in the structure as edit~ng references rather than using th? individual element po- 
sitions. Also, the labeling of structure elements need not be unlque. Sometimes it 
is convenient to give two or more elements the same label value, particularly if 
the same editing operations are likely to be applied to several positions in the 
structure. 

0 gizmo structure 

? I  setLinetvpe Iltl) 1 
F i p r r  7-4 

Modified element list and position 
of the element pointer after deleting 
the tolor-attribute statement for the 
second polyline in structilre gizmo. 



To illustrate the use of labeling, we create structure 1abeledGizmo in the *ion 7-2 

following routine that has theelements and position numbers as shown in Fig. 7-5. Editing Structures 

openstructure (1abeledGizrno); 
label (objectlLinetype) ; 
setLinetype (ltl) ; 
label (objectlColor); 
set~olylineColourIndex (lcl); 
label (object11 ; 
polyline (nl. ptsl); 
label (object2Linetype) ; 
setLinetype (lt2) ; 
label (object2Color); 
setPolylineColourIndex ( 1 ~ 2 ) ;  
label (object2); 
polyline (n2, pts2); 

closeStructure: 

Now if we want to change any of the primitives or attributes in this structure, we 
can do it by referencing the labels. Although we have labeled every item in this 
structure, other labeling schemes could be used depending on what type and 
how much editing is anticipated. For example, all attributes could be lumped 
under one label, or all color attributes could be given the same label identifier. 

A label is  referenced with the function 

which sets the element pointer to the value of parameter k. The search for the 
label begins at the current element-pointer position and proceeds forward 
through the element list. This means that we may have to reset the pointer when 
reopening a structure, since the pointer is always positioned at the last element in 
a reopened structure, and label searching is not done backward through the e l e  
ment list. If, for instance, we want to change the color of the second object in 
structure labeledGizmo, we could reposition the pointer at the start of the ele- 
ment list after reopening the structure to search for the appropriate color at- 
tribute statement label: 

0 1abeledGirmo structure 

1 label LobjectlLlnetype) 

6 polyline (nl, ptsl) 

7 label (obiect2Linet~~el 

Fiprre 7-5 
A set of labeled objects and 

element - associated position numbers stored 
in structure 1abeledGizmo. 
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Structures and H~erarch~cal setElementPointer LO) ; 
setEditMode (replace); 

Deleting an item referenced with a label is similar to the replacement opera- 
tion illustrated in the last o p e n s t r u c t u r e  routine. We first locate the appropri- 
ate label and then offset the pointer. For example, the color attribute for the sec- 
ond polyline in structure 1abeledGizmo can be deleted with the sequence 

openstructure (labeledcizmo); 
setElementPolnter ( 0 ) ;  
setEditMode (replace]; 
setElernentPointerAtLabe1 (object2Color); 
offsetElementPointer (1): 
deleteElement ; 

We can also delete a group of structure elements between specified labels with 
the function 

After the set of elements is deleted, the element pointer is set to position kl 

Copying Elements from One Structure to Another 

We can copy all the entries from a specified structure into an open structure with 

, copyA11ElementsF1omStructure (id) 

The elements from structure i d  are inserted into the open structure starting at 
the position immediately following the element pointer, regardless of the setting 
of the edit mode. When the copy operation is complete, the element pointer is set 
to the position of thelast item inserted into the open structure. 

7-3 
BASIC MODELING CONCEPTS 

An important use of structures is in the design and representation of different 
types of systems. Architectural and engineering systems, such as building lay- 
outs and electronic circuit schematics, are commonly put together using com- 
puter-aided design methods. Graphical methods are used also for representing 
economic, financial, organizational, scientific, social, and environmental systems. 
Representationsfor these systems are often constructed to simulate the behavior 



of a system under various conditions. The outcome of the simulation ran serve as 
an instructional tool or as a basis for malung decisions about the system. To be ef- 
fective in these various applications, a graphics package must possess efficient 
methods for constructing and manipulating the graphical system representations. 

The creation and manipulation of a system representation is termed model- 
ing. Any single representation is called a model of the system. Models for a sys- 
tem can be defined graphically, or they can be purely descriptive, such as a set of 
equations that defines the relationships between system parameters. Graphical 
models are often refemd to as geometric models, because the component parls 
of a system are represented with geometric entities such as lines, polygons, or cir- 
cles. We are concerned here only with graphics applications, so we will use the 
term model to mean a computer-generated geometric representation of a system. 

Model Representations 

Figure 7-6 shows a representation for a logic circuit, ilhstrating the features com- 
mon to many system models. Component parts of the system are displayed as 
geometric structures, called symbols, and relationships between the symbols are 
represented in this example with a network of connecting lines. Three standard 
symbols are used to represent logic gates for the Boolean operations: and, or, and 
not. The connecting lines define relationships in terms of input and output flow 
(from left to right) through the system parts. One symbol, the and gate, is dis- 
played at two different positions within the logic circuit. Repeated positioning of 
a few basic symbols is a common method for building complex models. Each 
such occurrence of a symbol within a model is called an instance of that symbol. 
We have one instance for the or and not symbols in Fig. 7-6 and two instances of 
the and symbol. 

In many cases, the particular graphical symbols choser, to rrprrsent the 
parts of a system are dictated by the system description. For circuit models, stan- 
dard electrical or logic symbols are used. With models representing abstract con- 
cepts, such as political, financial, or economic systems, symbols may be any con- 
venient geometric pattern. 

Information describing a model is usually provided as a combination of 
geometric and nongeometric data. Geometric information includes coordinate 
positions for locating the component parts, output primitives and attribute func- 
tions to define the structure of the parts, and data for constructing connections 
between the parts. Nongeometric information includes text labels, algorithms d e  
scribing the &rating characteristics of the model and rules for det&mining the 
relationships or connections between component parts, if these are not specified 
as geometric data. 

I 

Binary 
Input 
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Basic Modeling Concepts 

Figure 7-6 
Model of a logic circuit. 



Chapter 7 There are two methods for specifying the information needed to construct 
Structures and Hierarchical and manipulate a model. One method is to store the infomation in a data slruc- 

ture, such as a table or linked list. The other method is to specify the information 
in procedures. In general, a model specification will contain both data structures 
and procedures, although some models are defined completely with data struc- 
tures and others use only procedural specifications. An application to perform 
solid modeling of objects might use mostly information taken from some data 
structure to define coordinate positions, with very few procedures. A weather 
model, on the other hand, may need mostly procedures to calculate plots of tem- 
perature and pressure variations. 

As an example of how combinations of data structures and procedures can 
be used, we consider some alternative model specifications for the logic circuit of 
Fig. 7-6. One method is to define the logic components in a data table (Table 7-l), 
with processing procedures used to specify how the network connections are to 
be made and how the circuit operates. Geometric data in this table include coor- 
dinates and parameters necessary for drawing and positioning the gates. These 
symbols could all be drawn as  polygon shapes, or they could be formed as com- 
binations of straight-line segments and elliptical arcs. Labels for each of the com- 
ponent parts also have been included in the table, aithough the labels could be 
omitted if the symbols are displayed as commonly recognized shapes. Proce- 
dures would then be used to display the gates and construct the connecting lines, 
based on the coordinate positions of the gates and a specified order for connect- 
ing them. An additional procedure is used to produce the circuit output (binary 
values) for any given input. This procedure could be set up  to display only the 
final output, or it could be designed to display intermediate output values to il- 
lustrate the internal functioning of the circuit. 

Alternatively, we might specify graphical informat~on for the circuit model 
in data structures. The connecting lines, as well as the sates, could then be de- 
fined in a data table that explicitly lists endpoints for each of the lines in the cir- 
cuit. A single procedure might then display the circuit and calculate the output. 
At the other extreme, we could completely define the model in procedures, using 
no external data structures. 

Symbol Hierarchies 

Many models can be organized as a hierarchy of symbols. The basic "building 
blocks" for the model are defined as simple geometric shapes appropriate to the 
type of model under consideration. These basic symbols can be used to form 
composite objects, called modules, which themselves can be grouped to form 
higher-level modules, and so on, for the various components of the model. In the 

TABLE 7-1 
A DATA TABLE DEFINING THE STRUCTURE AND 
POSITION ( ) F  EACH GATE IN THE CIRCUIT Of FIG. 7 - 6  

Symbol Geornetr~c Identrtyrr~g 
Code Oescrrptron 1 dbel 

Gate 1 ~(Ioord~nates and other paramete-sl dnd 
Gate 2 0 1  

Gate 3 not 
Gate 4 m d  
-- 



simplest case, we can describe a model by a one-level hierarchy of component -ion 7-3 

parts, as in Fig. 7-7. For this circuit example, we assume that the gates are p s i -  Ba5ic Modeling Concepts 

tioned and connected to each other with straight lines according to connection 
rules that are speclfied with each gate description. The basic symbols in this hier- 
archical description are the logic gates. Although the gates themselves could be 
described as hierarchis-formed from straight lines, elliptical arcs, and text- 
that sort of description would not be a convenient one for constructing logic cir- 
cuits, in which the simplest building blocks are gates. For an application in which 
we were interested in designing different geometric shapes, the basic symbols 
could be defined as straight-line segments and arcs. 

An example of a two-level symbol hierarchy appears in Fig. 7-8. Here a fa- 
cility layout is planned as an arrangement of work areas. Each work area is out- 
fitted with a collection of furniture. The basic symbols are the furniture items: 
worktable, chair, shelves, file cabinet, and so forth. Higher-order objects are the 
work areas, which are put together with different furniture organizations. An in- 
stance of a basic symbol is defined by specifymg its size, position, and orientation 
within each work area. For a facility-layout package with fixed sizes for objects, 
only position and orientation need be speclfied by a user. Positions are given as 
coordinate locations in the work areas, and orientations are specified as rotations 
that determine which way the symbols are facing. At the second level up the hi- 
erarchy, each work area is defined by speclfylng its size, position, and orientation 
within the facility layout. The boundary for each work area might be fitted with a 
divider that enclo- the work area and provides aisles within the facility. 

More complex symbol hierarchies are formed by repeated grouping of syrn- 
bol clusters at each higher level. The facility layout of Fig. 7-8 could be extended 
to include symbol clusters that form different rooms, different floors of a build- 
ing, different buildings within a complex, and different complexes at widely s e p  
arated physical locations. 

Modeling Packages 

Some general-purpose graphics systems, GKS, for example, are not designed to 
accommodate extensive modeling applications. Routines necessary to handle 
modeling procedures and data struc&es are often set up as separate modeling 
packages, and graphics packages then can be adapted to interface with the mod- 
eling package. The purpose of graphics routines is to provide methods for gener- 

- 
I iguw ;-; 
A one-level hierarchical description of a circuit formed with logic gates. 



F i p r c  7-8 
A two-level hierarchical description of a facility layout. 

ating and manipulating final output displays. Modeling routines, by contrast, 
provide a means for defining and rearranging model representations in terms of 
symbol hierarchies, wluch are then processed by the graphics routines for dis- 
play. Systems, such as PHIGS and Graphics Library (GL) on Silicon Graphics 
equipment, are designed so that modeling and graphics functions are integrated 
into one package. 

Symbols available in an application modeling package are defined and 
struchmd according to the type of application the package has been designed to 
handle. Modeling packages can be designed for either twedimensional or three- 
dimensional displays. Figure 7-9 illustrates a two-dimensional layout used in cir- 
cuit design. An example of threedimensional molecular modeling is shown in 
Fig. 7-10, and a three-dimensional facility layout is given in Fig. 7-11. Such three- 
dimensional displays give a designer a better appreciation of the appearance of a 
layout. In the following sections, we explore the characteristic features of model- 
ing packages and the methods for interfacing or integrating modeling functions 
with graphics routines. 

F i p r e  7-9 
Two-dimensional modeling layout used in circuit 
design. (Courtesy of Surnmographics) 
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Figure 7-10 
One-half of a stereoscopic image 
pair showing a threedimensional 
molecular model of DNA. Data 
supplied by Tamar Schlick, NYU, 
and Wima K. Olson, Rutgers 
University; visualization by Jeny 
Greenberg, SDSC. (Courtesy of 
Stephanie Sides, San Dicp Supmompurer 
Center.) 

- 

F@rt 7-11 
A three-dimensional view of an office layout. Courtesy of 
Intergraph Corporation. 

7-4 
HIERARCHICAL MODELING WITH STRUCTURES 

A hierarchical model of a system can be created with structures by nesting the 
structures into one another to form a tree organization. As each structure is 
placed into the hierarchy, it is assigned an  appropriate transformation so that it 
will fit properly into the overall model. One can think of setting up an office facil- 
ity in which furniture is placed into the various offices and work areas, which in 
turn are placed into depaments, and so forth on up  the hierarchy. 

Local Coordinates and Modeling Transformations 

In many design applications, models are constructed with instances (transformed 
copies) of the geometric shapes that are defined in a basic symbol set. instances 
are created by positioning the basic symbols within the world-coordinate mfer- 
ence of the model. The various graphical symbols to be used in an application are 
each defined in an independent coordinate reference called the modeling-coordi- 
nate system. Modeling coordinates are also referred to as local coordinates, or 
sometimes master coordinates. Figure 7-12 illustrates local coordinate definitions 



Chapdcr 7 for two symbols that could be used in a two-dimensional facility-layout applica- 
Structures and Hieramhiul tion. 

MOde11n8 . To construct the component parts of a graphical model, we apply transfor- 
mations to the localcoordinate definitions of svmbols to produce instances of the 
symbols in world coordinates. ~ransfonnatio& applied io the modeling-rdi- 
nate definitions of symbols are referred to as modeling transformations. Tpi- 
cally, modeling transformations involve translation, rotation, and scaling to G i -  
tiona symbol in world coordinates, but other transformations might also be used 
in some applications. 

Modeling Transformations 

We obtain a particular modeling-transformation matrix using the geometric- 
transformation functions discussed in Chapter 5. That is, we can set up the indi- 
vidual transformation matrices to accomplish the modeling transformation, or 
we can input the transformation parameters and allow the system to build the 
matrices. In either case, the modeling package toncatenates the individual trans- 
formations to construct a homogeneous-coordinate modeling transformation ma- 
hix, MT. An instance of a symbol in world coordinates is then produced by ap- 
pIying MT to modelingcoordinate positions (P,) to generate corresponding 
world-coordinate positions (P,): 

Structure Hierarchies 

As we have seen, modeling applications typically require the composition of 
basic symbols into groups, called modules; these modules may be combined into 
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higher-level modules; and so on. Such symbol hierarchies can be created by em- *ction 7-4 

bedding structures within structures at each successive level in the tree. We can H~erarchical Modeling with 

First define a module (structure) as a list of symbol instances and their transfor- S"uc'ures 

mation parameters. At the next level, we define each higher-level module as a list 
of the lower-module instances and their transformation parameters. This process 
1s continued u p  to the root of the tree, which represents the total picture in world 
coordinates. 

A structure is placed within another structure with the function 

executestruccure ( i d )  

To properly orient the structure, we first assign the appropriate local transforma- 
tion to structure id. This is done with 

setLocalTransformation ( m l ~ ,  type) 

where parameter m l t  specifies the transformation matrix. Parameter type is as- 
signed one of the following three values: pre, post, or replace, to indicate the type 
of matrix composition to be performed with the current modeling-transformation 
matrix. If we simply want to replace thecurrent transformation matrix with l m t ,  
we set parameter type to the value replace. If we want the current matrix to be 
premultipled with the local matrix we are specifying in this function, we choose 
pre; and similarly for the value post. The following code section illustrates a se- 
quence of modeling statements to set the first instance of an object into the hier- 
archy below the root node. 

The same procedure is used to instance other objects within structure id0 
to set the other nodes into this level of the hierarchy. Then we can create the next 
level down the tree by instancing objects within structure id1 and the other 
structures that are in idO. We repeat this process until the tree is complete. The 
entire tree is then displayed by posting the root node: structure id0 in the previ- 
ous example. In the following procedure, we illustrate how a hierarchical struc- 
ture can be used to model an object. 

void main I )  
( 
enum { Frame, Wheel, Bicycle ) ;  
int nPcs: 
wcPt2 pts 12\61; 
pMacrix3 m: 
/ '  Roucines to generate geometry ' /  
extern void getwheelvertices (inc ' nPcs. >u:cPc2 ptsl : 
excern void grtFrameVertices line . nPcs, .,:cP~2 pts): 
t'' Make the wheel structure * /  



getwheelvertices tnPts, prsl; 
openstructure ( W e e l )  : 
setLineWidth ( 2  : I :  
polyline (nPts. ~ t s )  : 
closestructure; 
/ *  Make the frame structure * i  
getFrameVertices fnPts. pts); 
openstructure (Frame) ; 
setLineW1dt.h ( : ! . I ) )  : 
polyline (nPts I ts) ; 
closeStructure- 

I *  Make the bicy:le * i  
openstructure iB:cycle) ; 
/ *  Include the flame ', 
exe~'ut2Structure (?:amel: 
' *  Position and :xlude rear wheel " 
matrixSetIdentrtj (m); 
m [ 0 , 2 1  : =  .1.0; - I :  21 :: -0.5: 
setLocalTransfor~iat~onMatr1x (m, REPLACE); 
executestr~cture (Wheel): 
/ *  Position and i~clude front wheel 'I 
m [ 0 , 2 ]  : -  1.0; m [ 1 , 2 1  : =  -0.5; 
setLocalTransformstlonmatrlx (m. REP1,ACE): 
executestructu~e (Xheel); 
clos~Structure; 

> 

We delete a hierdrchy with the function 

deleteStrucru:e?le: work I i d )  

+here pal.arnt.ter i d  refvrences the root stn~cture of the tree. This deletes the root 
node of the hierarchy and all structures that have been placed below the root 
using the e x e c u t e ~ t : . ~ c t u r - e  function, assuming that the hierarchy is orga- 
nized as a tree. 

SUMMARY 

A structure (also called a segment or an object in some systems) is a labeled 
group of output statemcsnts and associated attributes. Fv des~gning pictures as 
sets of stmctures, we can easily add, delete, or manipulate picture components 
independently of each mother. As structures are created. they are entered into a 
central structure store. Structures are then displayed h!. posting them to various 
output devices with a w p e d  priorities. When two structures overlap, the struc- 
ture with the higher prioritv is displayed over the structure with the lower prior- 
ity. 

We can use workst,~twn filtcrs to set attributes, such as visibility and high- 
lighting, for structures. With the visibility iilter, we can turn off the display of a 
structure while retaining i t  in the structure list. The highlighting filter is used to 
emphasize a displayed structure with blinking, color, or high-intensity patterns. 

Various editing o p a t i o n s  can be applied to structures. We can reopen 
structures to carry nut alppend, insert, or delete operat iox Locations in a struc- 
ture are referenced w ~ t h  the element pointer. In addition. we ~ndividually label 
the primitives or attrihut~ts In a structure. 



The term model, in graphics applications, refers to  a graphical representa- 
t ion for some system. Components o f  the system are represented as symbols, de- Exercisrs 

fined i n  l t r a l  (modeling) coordinate reference frames M a n y  models, such as elec- 
trical circuits, are constructed by placing instances o f  the symbols at selected 
locations. 

Many  models are constructed as symbol hierarchies. A bicycle, for instance, 
can be constructed w i th  a bicycle frame and the wheels. The frame can include 
s ~ c h  parts as t h r  handlebars and the pedals. And the wheels contain spokes, 
rims, and tires. We can construct a hierarchial model by nesting structures. For 
example, we can set up a bike structure that contains a frame structure and a 
wheel structure. Both the frame and wheel structures can then contain pr imit ives 
and addit ional structures. We continue this nesting d o w n  to structures that con- 
tain only output  pr imit ives (and attributes). 

As each structure is  nested w i th in  another structure, an associated model- 
ing transformation can be set tor the nested structure. This transformation de- 
scribes the operations necessary to  properly orient and scale the structure to fit 
into the hierarchv. 
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EXERCISES 

7 - 1 .  Write a procedure for creating and man~pulating the ~niormation In a central structure 
store. Th~s procedure is to be ~nvoked by funct~ons such as openst ruc ture ,  
d e l e t e S t r x c t u r e .  and changeStructure1dent.ifier. 

. ' - 2 .  Write A roittine for storing inforrnat~on in a traversal stale list. 

;-I. Write a routine tor erasing a specified structure on d raster system, given the coordi- 
nate extents tor all displayed structures in a scene 

7 - 4 .  Writr a procedure to implement the un2osts t rucLure  function on a raster system. 

y . 5 .  Write a procrdure to implement the d e l e t e s t r u c t a r e  function on a raster system. 

T-6 Write a procedure lo implernenl highlighting as a blmuing operation. 

' 7 Write a set of routines for editing structures. Your routlnes should provide tor the fol. 
low~ng types of editing: appending, insening, replacing, and deleting structure ele- 
ments. 

i - P .  r11,cuss model representat~ons that would be appropriate for several distinctly dlfter- 
ent k~nds ot systems. Also discuss how graphical representations might be imple- 
mented for eacb system. 

7-9 Tor a Iog~<-<ir<uit modeling application, such as that tn Fig. 7-6, glve a deta~led graph- 
KIJI descript~on of the standard logic symbols to be u,ed in constructing a display of a 
t i r t u~ l .  

7-10, Develop a modeling package for electrical des~gn that will allow a user to position 
c~lcctrical sy~nhols w~thin a c~rcuit network. Only tranilations need be applied to place 
an Instance of one of the electr~cal menu shapes into the network. Once a componenl 
ha5 been p l xed  in the network, it is to be connected to other specified component5 
with straight linr segments. 

7 - 1  1 Dvvw 'I two-thnlensional facility-layout package. A iienu of furniture shapes is to he 



Chapter 7 provided to a de,.gner, who can place the objects in any location w~thin a single room 

S~ructures and H~erarchical (one-level hierarchy I .  Instance rransformations can be l~~n i t ed  to translations and  rot^- 

Modellng tions. 

7-12 Dev~se a two-d~meris~onal fac~l~ty-layout package that presents a menu of furn~ture 
shapes A two-le~el h~erarchv 1s to be used so that turnlwre Items can be placed Into 
varlous work areas and the work areas can be arranged w ~ t h ~ n  a larger area Instance 
transforrnat~ons may be llrn~ied to translat~ons and rotatlcms, bul scal~ng could be used 
~f furn~ture Items of d~fferent s~zes are to be ava~lable. 





T he humanxomputer intertace for most systems involves extensive graph- 
ics, regardless ot the application. Tspically, generiil svstems now conslst of 

wmdows, pull-down .rnd pop-up menus, icons, and pointing devices, such as a ~. ~ 

mouse or spaceball, tor positioning the screen cursor. P.>pular graphical user in- 
terfaces include X Windows, Windows, Macintosh, OpenLook, and Motif. These 
interfaces are used in a variety of applications, including word processing, 
spreadsheets, databases and file-management systems, presentation systems, and 
page-layout systems. In graphics packages, specialized interactive dialogues are 
designed for individual applications, such as engineering design, architectural 
design, data visualization, drafting, business graphs, and artist's paintbrush pro- 
grams. For general graphics packages, interfaces are usually prov~ded through a 
standard system. An example is the X Window System ~ntcrface with PHIGS. In 
this chapter, we take a look at the basic elements of graphical user mteriaces and 
the techniques for interactive dialogues. We alsoconsider how dialogues in 
graphics packages, in particular, can allow us to construct and manipulate pic- 
ture components, select menu options, assign parameter values, and select and 
position text strings. h variety of input delrices exists, and general graphics 
packages can be designcbd to interface with various devices and to provide exten- 
sive d ia lope  capabilities. 

THE USER DlALOGlJE 

For a particular application, the rrser's rrroiid serves as the basis for the deslgn ot 
the dialogue. The user's model describes what the svstem is designed to acconi- 
plish and what graphics operations are available. I t  state; the type of objects that 
can be displayed and how the objects can be manipulated. For example, if the 
graphics system is to bc used as a tool for architectural design, the model de- 
scribes how the package can be used to construct and dispIay views of buildings 
by positioning walls, doors, windows, and other buildin!; components. Similarly, 
for a facilitv-layout system, objects could be defined as a set of furniture items 
(tables, cham, etc.), and the available operations would include those for posi- 
tioning and removing different pieces of tcrniture within the fticility layout. And 
a circuit-design progranl might use electrical or logli t ~ l ~ m e n t s  for objects, with 
positic~ningoperations .I ,.adable for adding or drlctirg c~lc~nients within the o\.?r- 
all circuit design 



All information in the user dialogue is then presented in the language of the M i o n  6-1 

application. In an architectural design package, this means that all interactions The User Dialogue 

are described only in architectural terms, without reference to particular data 
structures or other concepts that may be unfamiliar to an architect. In the follow- 
ing sections, we discuss some of the general considerations in structuring a user 
dialogue. 

Windows and Icons 

Figure 8-1 shows examples of common window and icon graphical interfaces. Vi- 
sual representations are used both for obpds to be manipulated in an application 
and for the actions to be performed on the application objects. 

A window system provides a window-manager interface for the user and 
functions for handling the display and manipulation of the windows. Common 
functions for the window system are opening and closing windows, reposition- 
ing windows, resizing windows, and display routines that provide interior and 
exterior clipping and other graphics functions. Typically, windows are displayed 
with sliders, buttons, and menu icons for selecting various window options. 
Some general systems, such as X Widows and NeWS, are capable of supporting 
multiple window managers so that different window styles can be accommo- 
dated, each with its own window manager. The window managers can then be 
designed for particular applications. In other cases, a window system is designed 
for one specific application and window style. 

Icons representing objects such as furniture items and circuit elements are 
often referred to as application icons. The icons representing actions, such as 1-0- 
tate, magnlfy, scale, clip, and paste, are called control icons, or command icons. 

Accommodating ~ u l h l e  Skill Levels 

Usually, interactive graphical interfaces provide several methods for selecting ac- 
tions. For example, options could be selected by pointing at an icon and clicking 
different mouse buttons, or by accessing pull-down or pop-up menus, or by typ- 
ing keyboard commands. This allows a package to accommodate users that have 
different skill levels. 

For a less experienced user, an interface with a few easily understood oper- 
ations and detailed prompting is more effective than one with a large, compre- 

,"/ \Of ICl 

l i p r e  8-1 
Examples of screen layouts using window systems and icons. (Courtesyof(rr) lntergmph 
Corporalron. ( b )  V~slrnl Numencs. lnc , and (c) Sun Micrsysrems.)  



An important design cr~nwieration in ,In ~ntertacr i:. i o r ~ \ ~ > t t ~ n i \ -  For cx~niplc ,  '1 

particular icon shape s h ~ u l d  al\ \ .ay~ have a single me<lr:ing, mther than serving 
t c ~  represent different actions or objects depending on thc context. Sonie other ex- 
amples of consistency alt% alwavs placing menus in the >.inw sclat~\ e,positions so  
that a user does not 1lat.e to hunt for a particular option. ;~I\V,IY< uring a partlcu- 
lar cornhination o l  keyboard keys for the 3amc action, ii~l,.i a l \ ~ ~ , 1 \ ~  color coding so 
that the sanw color Jocr nc)t h a w  diii'ercwt nic.,inings in i ~ f i c r e ~ l t  situ,lt~ons 

Generall\; n conlylic.ltccl, incoiisistcnt model is clifttiult ior user to under- 
s t m d  and to work with 11: an cxttccti\.e M.I?\. The objects , ~ n d  opcr,ltions pro\.ided 
s l ~ n ~ l c l  be designed to 1.lrn1 a m ~ n ~ r n u m  .~nd  consistent -c,t so that the .;ystcni is 
casv to learn, hut not o\ a?rsirnpl~t~ed to the point \vhcre ~t IS d ~ t ( ~ c u l t  to apply. 

Operations i l l  an interl.~ce shot~lcl illso br  structured .;o -tiat thev are easy to un- 
derstand and to renicmxr.  Ohx-urc, compl~cated, incor5istent. and abbreviated 
command forrn'its Ir,ld . o  conlu*~on and reduct~on In tho' c~tlcvt~\,ent~ss ot the u w  
ol  the package. One ke! or  button used lor all delete operat~ons,  for example, is 
easier to remember than a nulnher of ditlerent kevs for different types of delete 
operations. 

Icons and windo\\ systems also aid in minimizing memor~zation. Diiferent 
kinds of information can he separated into d~fferent w~ndows ,  so that we d o  not 
have to rely on meniorization when different information displays overlap. We 
can simply retain the multiple information on the scretbn in different windows, 
and switch bark and forth between windoh areas. Icons .Ire used to reduce mem- 
orizing by displaying easily recognizable shapes for various objects and actions. 
To select a particular action, we simply select the icon thal rrsemhles that action. 



execution is completed, with the system restored to the state it was in before the section 8-1 

operation was started. With the ability to back up ;it any point, we can confi- The User D~alogue 

dently explore the capabilities of the system, knowing that the effects of a mis- 
take can be erased. 

Backup can be provided in many forms. A standard undo key or command 
is used to cancel a single operation. Sometimes a system can be backed u p  
through several operations, allowing us to reset the system to some specified 
point. In a system with extensive backup capabilities, all inputs could be saved 
so that we can back up and "replay" any part of a session. 

Sometimes operations cannot be undone. Once we have deleted the trash in 
the desktop wastebasket, for instance, we cannot recover the deleted files. In this 
case, the interface would ask us to verify the delete operation before proceeding. 

Good diagnostics and error messages are designed to help determine the 
cause of an error. Additionally, interfaces attempt to minimize error possibilities 
by anticipating certain actions that could lead to an error. Examples of this are 
not allowing us to transform an object position or to delete an object when no ob- 
ject has been selected, not allowing us to select a line attribute if the selected ob- 
ject is not a line, and not allowing us to select the pabte operation if nothing is in 
the clipboard. 

Feedback 

Interfaces are designed to carry on a continual interactive dialogue so that we are 
informed of actions in progreis at each step. This is particularly imporcant when 
the response time is high. Without feedback, we might begin to wonder what the 
system is doing and whether the input should be given again. 

As each input is received, the system normally provides some type of re- 
sponse. An object is highlighted, an icon appears, or ;I message is displayed. This 
not only informs us that the input has been received, but it also tells us what the 
system is doing. I f  processing cannot be completed within a few seconds, several 
feedback messages might be displayed to keep us informed of the progress of the 
system. In some cases, this could be a flashing message indicating that the system 
is still working on the input request. It may also be possible for the system to dis- 
play partial results as they are completed, so that the final display is built up  a 
piece at a time. The system might also allow us to input other commands or data 
while one instruction is being processed. 

Feedback messages are normally given clearly enough so that they have lit- 
tle chance of being overlooked, but not so overpowering that our concentration is 
interrupted. With function keys, feedback can be given as an audible click or by 
lighting up  the key that has been pressed. Audio feedback has the advantage that 
it does not use up  screen space, and we do not need to take attention from the 
work area to receive the message. When messages are displayed on the screen, a 
fixed message area can be used so that we always know where to look for mes- 
sages. In some cases, it may be advantageous to place feedback messages in the 
work area near the cursor. Feedback can also be displayed in different colors to 
distinguish it from other displayed objects. 

To speed system response, feedback techniques can be chosen to take ad- 
vantage of the operating characteristics of the type of devices in use. A typical 
raster feedback technique is to invert pixel intensities, particularly when making 
menu selections. Other feedback methods include highlighting, blinking, and 
color changes. 



Chapter 8 Special symbols are designed for different t y p s  of feedback. For example, a 
Graphical User Interfaces and cross, a frowning face, or a thumbs-down symbol is often used to indicate an 

l n t e r a c t l v e  Inputuethods error; and a blinking "at work" sign is us& to indicate that processing is in 
progress. This type of feedback can be very effective with a more experienced 
user, but the beginner may need more detailed feedback that not only clearly in- 
dicates what the system is doing but also what the user should input next. 

With some types of input, echo feedback is desirable. Typed characters can 
be displayed on the scrwn as they are input so that we can detect and correct er- 
rors immediately. Buttm and dial input can be echoed in the same way. Scalar 
values that are selected with dials or from displayed scales are usually echoed on 
the screen to let us check input values for accuracy. Selection of coordinate points 
can be echoed with a cursor or othersymbol that appears at the selected position. 
For more precise echolng of selected positions, the coordinate values can be dis- 
played on the screen. 

8-2 
INPUT OF GRAPHICAL DATA 

Graphics programs use several kinds of input data. I'iclure specifications 
need values for coordinate positions, values for the character-string parameters, 
scalar values for the transformat~on parameters, values specifying menu options, 
and values for identific.hon of picture parts. Any of tht. input devices discussed 
in Chapter 2 can be used to input the various graphical data types, but some de- 
vices are better suited f a x  certain data types than others. To make graphics pack- 
ages independent of the. particular hardware devices used, input functions can he 
shuctured according to the data description to be handled by each Function. This 
approach provides a logical input-device classificatior~ in terms of the kind of 
data to be input by the device. 

The various kinds of input data are summarlzed in the following six logical de- 
vice classifications used hv PHlGS and GKS: 

LOCATOR-a dcl.vce for sperltyinga coordinate posltlon ( x ,  y) 
STROKE-+ dtv1c.e for specifying a series of coordinate positions 
STRING-.. a drviie for specifying text input 
VALUATOR-'1 de\-ice for specifying scalar value: 
CHOICE-a deu~Le for selecting nwnu options 
PICK-a device tc%r selecting picturc components 

In some packages, a single logical device is used iclr both locator and stroke 
operations. Some other mechanism, such as a switch, can then be used to indicate 
whether one coordinntcb position or a "stream" of positions 1s to be input. 

Each of the six logical input device class~ficationh (an be i~nplemented with 
anv of the hardware dcwrrs, but some hardware deiicr., are lnore convenrent for 
certain kinds of data than others. A device that can hc, polnted at a screen posi- 
tion is more convenient tor enterlng coordinate data th.~n <I kevboard, for exam- 
ple. In the following wct~ans, \\.e d~scuss ho\v tlic \ . A ~ O L I S  p l~vs~ral  dewces arc 
uscd to pro\.ide lnput 1% ithin each oi thc logli.)l cIassiiii,!tions. 



Locator Devices Section 8-2 
Input of Graphical Data 

A standard method for interactive selection of a coordinate point is by position- 
ing the screen cursor. We can d o  this with a mouse, joystick, trackball, spaceball, 
thurnbwheels, dials, a digitizer stylus or hand cursor, or some other cursor-posi- 
tioning device. When the screen cursor is at the desired location, a button is acti- 
vated to store the coordinates of that screen point. 

Keyboards can be used for locator input in several ways. A general-purpose 
keyboard usually has four cursor-conhol keys that move the screen cursor up, 
down, left, and right. With an additional four keys, we can move the cursor diag- 
onally as well. Rapid cursor movement is accomplished by holding down the se- 
lected cursor key. Alternatively, a joystick, joydisk, trackball, or thumbwheels can 
be mounted on the keyboard for relative cursor movement. As a last resort, we 
could actually type in coordinate values, but this is a slower process that also re- 
quires us to know exact coordinate values. 

Light pens have also been used to input coordinate positions, but some spe- 
cial implementation considerations are necessary. Since light pens operate by de- 
tecting light emitted from the screen phosphors, some nonzero intensity level 
must be present at the coordinate position to be selected. With a raster system, 
we can paint a color background onto the screen. .4s long as no black areas are 
present, a light pen can be used to select any screen position. When it is not pos- 
sible to eliminate all black areas in a display (such as on a vector system, for ex- 
ample), a light pen can be used as a locator by creating a small Light pattern for 
the pen to detect. The pattern is moved around the screen until it finds the light 
pen. 

Stroke Dev~ces 

This class of logical devices is used to input a sequence of coordinate positions. 
Stroke-device input is equivalent to multiple calls to a locator device. The set of 
input points is often used to display line sections. 

Many of the physical devices used for generating locator input can be used 
as stroke devices. Continuous movement of a mouse, trackball, joystick, or tablet 
hand cursor is translated into a series of input coordinate values. The graphics 
tablet is one of the more common stroke devices. Button activation can be used to 
place the tablet intu "continuous" mode. As the cursor is moved across the tablet 
surface, a stream of coordinate values is generated. This process is used in paint- 
brush systems that allow art~sts to draw scenes on the screen and in engineering 
systems where layouts can be traced and digitized for storage. 

String Osvices 

The primary physical device used for string input is the keyboard. lnput charac- 
ter strings are typically used for picture or graph labels. 

Other physical devices can be used for generating character patterns in a 
"text-writing" mode. For this input, individual characters are drawn on the 
screen with a stroke or locator-type device. A pattern-recognition program then 
rnterprels the characters using a stored dicti~nary of predefined patterns. 

Valuator Devic ?s 

This log~cal class of devices IS employed in graph~cs systems to input scalar val- 
ues. Valuators are used for setting various graphics paramcten, such as rotation 



C h a w  8 angle and sd le  factors, afd for setting physical parameters associated with a par- 
CraphicarUser Intdaces and ticular application (temprature settings, voltage levels, shess factors, etc.). 

lntwact~w Input ~ e m o d s  A typical physical device used to provide valuator input is a set of control 
dials. Floating-point n h b e r s  within any predefined range are input by rotating 
the dials. Dial rotations in one direction increase the numeric input value, and 
opposite rotations decrease the numeric value. Rotary potentiometers convert 
dial rotation into a corresponding voltage. This voltage is then translated into a 
real h ~ b e r  within a defined scalar range, such as -10.5 to 25.5. Instead of dials, 
slide Ftentiometers am sometimes used to convert linear movements into scalar 
values. 

Anp keyboard with a set of numeric keys can be used as a valuator dev~ce. 
A user sihply types the numbers directly in floating-point format, although this 
is a slower hethod than using dials or slide potentiometers 

Joystick, trackbalk, tablets, and other interadive devices can be adapted 
for valuator input by interpreting pressure or movement of the device relative to 
a scalar range. For one direction of movement, say, let3 to right, increasing scalar 
values can be input. Movement in the opposite direction decreases the scalar . - 
input value. 

Another t d n i q u e  for providing valuator input is to display sliders, but- 
tons, rotating scales, and menus on the video monitor. Figure 8-2 illustrates some 
possibilities for scale representations. Locator input from a mouse, joystick, 
spaceball, or other device is used to select a coordinate position on the display, 
and the screen roordinate position is then converted to a numeric input value. As 
a feedback mechanism for the w r ,  the selected position on a scale can be 
marked with some symbol. Numeric values may also be echoed somewhere on 
the screen to confirm the selections. 

- - - - - - - 

Figure 8-2 
Scales displayed on a video monitor for interactive selection of 
parameter values. In this display, sliders are provided for selerting 
scalar values for superellipse parameters, sl and 52, and for individual 
R, G, and B color values. In addition, a small circle can be positioned on 
the color wheel for seleaion of a combined RGB color, and buttons can 
be activated to make small changes in color values. 



C h o ~ c e  Devices Section 8-2 
Input of Graphical Data 

Graphics packages use menus to select programming options, parameter values, 
and object shapes to be used in constructing a picture (Fig. 8-11. A choice device 
IS defined as  one that enters a selection from a list (menu) of alternatives. Com- 
monly used choice devices are a set of buttons; a cursor positioning device, such 
as a mouse, trackball, or keyboard cursor keys; and a touch panel. 

A function keyboard, or "button box", designed as a stand-alone unit, is 
often used to enter menu selections. Usually, each button is programmable, so 
that its function can be altered to suit different applications. Single-purpose but- 
tons have fixed, predefined functions. Programmable function keys and fixed- 
function buttons are often included with other standard keys on a keyboard. 

For screen selection of listed menu options, we can use cursor-contml de- 
vices. When a coordinate position ( x ,  y) is selected, it is compared to the coordi- 
nate extents of each listed menu item. A menu item with vertical and horizontal 
boundaries at the coordinate values xdn, x,, y,,,, and y,, is selected if the 
input coordinates (x, y) satisfy the inequalities 

For larger menus with a few options displayed at a timc, a touch panel is 
commonly used. As with a cursor-control device, such as a mouse, a selected 
screen position is compared to the area occupied by each menu choice. 

Alternate methods for choice input include keyboard and voice entry. A 
standard keyboard can be used to type in commands or menu options. For this 
method of choice input, some abbreviated format is useful. Menu listings can be 
numbered or  given short identifying names. Similar codings can be used with 
voice-input systems. Voice input is particularly useful when the number of op- 
tions is small (20 or less). 

Pick Devices 

Graphical object selection is the function of this logical class of devices. Pick de- 
vices are used to select parts of a scene that are to be transformed or edited in 
some way. 

Typical devices used for object selection are the same as those for menu se- 
lection: the cursor-positioning devices. With a mouse or joystick, we can position 
the cursor over the primitives in a displayed structure and press the selection 
button. The position of the cursor is then recorded, and several levels of search 
may be necessary to locate the particular o b p t  (if any) that is to be selected. 
First, the cursor position is compared to the coordinate extents of the various 
structures in the scene. If the bounding rectangle of a structure contains the cur- 
sor coordinates, the picked structure has been identified. But if two or more 
structure areas contain the cursor coordinates, further checks are necessary. The 
coordinate extents of individual lines in each structure can be checked next. If the 
cursor coordinates are determined to be inside the coordinate extents of only one 
line, for example, we have identified the picked object. Otherwise, we need addi- 
tional checks to determine the closest line to the cursor position. 

One way to find the closest line to the cursor position is to calculate the dis- 
tance squared from the cursor coordinates (x, y) to each line segment whose 
bounding rectangle contains the cursor position (Fig. 8-31. For a line with end- 
points ( x , ,  y,) and (x,, y,), distance squared from ( x ,  y) to the line is calculated as 



Figure 8-3 
Distances to line segments from the 
pick position. 

where Ax= x,-r,, and Ay=yz - y, Various approximations can be used to speed 
u p  this distance calculation, or other identification schemes can be used. 

Another method for finding the closest line to the cursor position is to spec- 
ify the size of a pick window. The cursor coordinates are centered on  this win- 
dbw and the candidate lines are clipped to the window, as shown in Fig. 8-4. By 
making the pick window small enough, we can ensure that a single line will 
cross the window. The method for selecting the size of a pick window is de- 
scribed in Section 8-4, where we consider the parameters associated with various 
input functions. 

A method for avoiding the calculation oi pick distances or window clipping 
intersections is to highlight the candidate structures and allow the user to resolve 
the pick ambiguity. One way to do this is to highlight [he structures that overlap 
the cursor position one bv one. The user then signals when the desired structure 
is highlighted. 

An alternative to cursor positioning is to use button input to highlight suc- 
cessive structures. A second button is used to stop the process when the desired 
structure is highlighted. I t  very many structures are to he searched in this way, 
the process can be speeded up  and an additional button is used to help identify 
the structure. The first button can initiate a rapid successive highlighting of struc- 
tures. A second button call again be used to stop the process, and a third button 
can be used to back up  more slowly if the desired structure passed before the o p  
erator pressed the stop button. 

Finally, we could use a keyboard to type in structure names. This is a 
straightforward, but less interactive, pick-selection method. Descriptive names 
can be used to help the user in the pick process, but the method has several 
drawbacks. It is generally slower than interactive picking on the screen, and a 
user will probably need prompts to remember the various structure names. In 
addition, picking structure subparts from the keyboard can be more difficult than 
picking the subparts on thescreen. 

I 
I - - - -- - - . - - . - . - - .- 1 1  I r ; , q t r r c ~ - ~  
: A p~ck w~ndow, centered on p d  
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w --I I pick object overlap 
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INPUT FUNCTIONS lnput Functions 

Graphical input functions , , I .  be set up  to allow users to specify the following 
options: 

Which physlcal devices are to provide input within a particular logical clas- 
sification (for example, a tablet used as a stroke device). 
How the graphics program and devices are to interact (input mode). Either 
the program or the devices can initiate dat.. entry, or both can operate si- 
multaneously. 
When the data are to be input and which device is to be used at that time to 
deliver a particular input type to the specified data variables. 

lnput Modes 

Functions to provide input can be structured to operate in various input modes, 
which specify how the program and input devices interact. Input could be initi- 
ated by the program, or the program and input devices both could be operating 
simultaneously, or data input could be initiated by the devices. These three input 
modes are referred to as request mode, sample mode, and event mode. 

In request mode, the application program initiates data entry. lnput values 
are requested and processing is suspended until the required values are received. 
This input mode corresponds to typical input operation in a general program- 
ming language. The program and the input devices operate alternately. Devices 
are put into a w?t state until an input request is made; then the program waits 
until the data are delivered. 

In sample mode, the application program and input devices operate inde- 
pendently. Input devices may be operating at the same time that the progtam is 
processing other data. New input values from the input devices are stored, re- 
placing previously input data values. When the program requires new data, it 
samples the current values from the input devices. 

In event mode, the input devices initiate datd input to the application pro- 
gram. The program and the input devices again operate concurrently, but now 
the input devices deliver data to an input queue, All input data are saved. When 
the program requires new data, it goes to the data queue. 

Any number of devices can be operating at the same time in sample and 
event modes. Some can be operating in sample mode, while others are operating 
in event mode. But only one device at a time can be providing input in request 
mode. 

An input mode within a logical class for a particular physical device operat- 
ing on a specified workstation is declared with one of six input-class functions of 
the form 

set . . .  Moce (us, devlceCode, inputMode. echoclag) 

where devicecode is a pos~tive integer; inputMode is assigned one of the val- 
ues: request, .;ample, or everrt; and parameter echoFlag is assigned either the 
value echo or the value noecho. How input data will be echoed on the display de- 
vice IS determined by parameters set in other input functions to be described 
later in this section. 
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TABLE 8-1 
ASSIGNMENT O F  INPUT-DtVICF 
CODES 

D e w e  Code Physical Devlce Type 

1 Keyboard 
2 Graph~cs Tablet 
3 Mouse 
4 lovsllch 

5 Trackball 
6 Button 

Device code assignment is installation-dependent. One possible assignment 
of device codes is shown in Table 8-1. Using the ass~gnments in this tahle, we 
could make the following declarations: 

s e t ~ o c a t o r M o d e  ( 1 ,  2 ,  sample, noecho)  
setTextMode ( 2 ,  1,  r e q u e s t .  echo)  
s e t ~ i c k M o d e  ( 4 ,  3 ,  e v e n t ,  e c h o )  

Thus, the graphics tablet is declared to be a locator device in sample mode on 
workstation 1 with no input data feedback echo; the keyboard IS a text device in 
request mode on workstation 2 with input echo; and the mouse is declared to be 
a pick device in event mode on workstation 1 with input echo. 

Request Mode 

Input commands used in this mode correspond to standard input functions in a 
high-level programming language. When we ask for an input in request mode, 
other processing is suspended until the input is received. After a device has been 
assigned to request mode. as discussed in the preceding section, input requests 
can be made to that device using one of the six logical-class functions represented 
by the following: 

r e q u e s t  . . .  ( w s ,  d e v i c e c o d e ,  s t a c u s .  . . .  1 

Values input with this function are the workstation code and the device code. Re- 
turned values are assigned to parameter status and to the data parameters cor- 
responding to the requested logical class. 

A value of ok or nonc is returned in parameter status, according to the va- 
lidity of the input data. A value of none indicates that the input device was acti- 
vated so as to produce invalid data. For locator input, this could mean that the 
coordinates were out of range. For pick input, the device could have been acti- 
vated while not pointing at a structure. Or a "break" button on the input device 
could have been pressed. A returned value of none can be used as an end-of-data 
signal to terminate a programming sequence. 

Locator and Stroke Input in Request Mode 

The request functions for these two logical input classes art. 

r e q u e s t L o c a t o r  (wi, devcode,  s t a t u s ,  viewIr;dex, p t )  
r e q u a s t s t r o k e  (ws, devCcde, nNax, s t a t u s ,  vlewTndex, n ,  p:s) 



For locator input, p t  is the world-coordinate position selected. For stroke input, w i o n 8 - 3  

pts is a list of n coordinate positions, where parameter *-ax gives the maxi- W u t  Functions 

mum number of points that can go in the input list. Parameter viewIndex is as- 
signed the two-dimensional view index number. 

Determination of a world-coordinate position is a two-step process: (1) The 
physical device selects a point in device coordinates (usually from the video-dis- 
play screen) and the inverse of the workstation transformation is performed to 
obtain the corresponding point in normalized device coordinctes. (2) Then, the 
inverse of the window-to-viewport mapping is carried out to get to viewing co- 
ordinates, then to world coordinates. 

Since two or more views may overlap on a device, the correct viewing 
transformation is identified according to the view-transformation input priority 
number. By default, this is the same as the view index number, and the lower the 
number, the higher the priority. View index 0 has the hghest priority. We can 
change the view priority relative to another (reference) viewing transformation 
with 

where viewIndex identifies the viewing transformation whose priority is to be 
changed, refViewIndex identifies the reference viewing transformation, and 
parameter p r i o r i t y  is assigned either the value lower or the value higher. For 
example, we can alter the priority of the first fnur viewing transformations on 
workstation 1, as shown in Fig. 8-5, with the sequence of functions: 

setVie~ransformationInputPriority :; 3, 1, higher) 
setVie\*rransformationInputPriority !l, 0, 2, lower) 

String Input in Request Mode 

Here, the request input function is 

requeststring (ws, devcode, status, nChars, s t r )  

Parameter s t r  in this function is assigned an input string. The number of charac- 
ters in the string is given in parameter nChars. 

Original 
Psiority Ordering 

Fmal 
Priority Ordering 

Figlrrr 8-5 
Rearranging viewing priorities 
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lrlreractive Input Methods A numerical value is input in request mode with 

requestvaluator (ws, devcode, status, value) 

Parameter value cal be assigned any real-number value. 

Choice lnput in Request Mode 

We make a menu selection with the following request function: 

requestchoice (ws, devCode, status, itemNum) 

Parameter itemNum is assigned a positive integer value corresponding to the 
menu item selected. 

Pick lnput in Request Mode 

For this mode, we obtain a structure identifier number with the function 

requestpick (ws, devCode, maxPathDepth, stacus. pathDepth, 
pickpath) 

Parameter pickpath is a list of information identifying the primitive selected. 
This list contains the structure name, pick identifier for the primitive, and the ele- 
ment sequence number. Parameter pickDepth is the number of levels returned 
in pickpath, and maxPathDepth is the specified maxlmum path depth that 
can be included in pickpath. 

Subparts of a structure can be labeled for pick input with the following 
function: 

An example of sublabeling during structure creation is given in the following 
programming sequence: 

openstructure (id); 
for (k = 0; k < n; k++) ( 

set~ickIdentifier (k); 

Picking of structures and subparts of structures is also contmlled by some work- 
station filters (Section 7-1) Objects cannot be picked if the); are invisible. Also, we 
can set the ability to pick objects mdependently of their visrbility. This is accom- 
plished with the pick filter: 

setplckFilter (ws, devcode, pickables, nonplckablesl 



where the set pi c k a b l e s  contains the names of objects (structures and primi- Sec'ione3 

tives) that we may want to select with the spec~fied p c k  devlce. Similarly, the set Input Functions 

n o n p i c k a b l e s  contains the names of objects that we do not want to be avail- 
able for picking with this input device. 

Sample Mode 

Once sample mode has been set for one or more physical devices, data input be- 
;ins without waiting for program direction. If a joystick has been designated as  a 
ocator device in sample mode, coordinate values for the current position of the 
activated joystick are immediately stored. As the activated stick position changes, 
the stored values are continually replaced with thtr coordinates of the current 
stick position. 

Samphng of the current values from a physical device in this mode begins 
when a sample command is encountered in the application program. A locator 
device is sampled with one of the six logical-class functions represented by the 
following: 

sample . . .  (ws, devicecode, . . .  

Some device classes have a status parameter in sample mode, and some d o  not. 
Other input parameters are the same as in request mode. 

As an example of sample input, suppose we want to translate and rotate a 
selected object. A final translation position for the object can be obtained with a 
locator, and the rotation angle can be supplied by a valuator device, as demon- 
strated in the following statements. 

samplelocacor (wsl, devl, viewIndex, p:) 
sampleval t~ator  (ws2. dev2, angle) 

Event Mode 

When an input device is placed in event mode, the program and device operate 
simultaneously. Data input from the device is accumulated in an event queue, or 
input queue. All input devices active in event mode can enter data (referred to as 
"events") into this single-event queue, with each device entering data values as 
they are generated. At any one time, the event queue can contain a mixture of 
data types, in the order they were input. Data entered into the queue are identi- 
fied according to logical class, workstation number, and physical-device code. 

An application program can be directed to check the event queue for any 
input with the function 

awaitEvent I t ime,  ws, devic.eClass, devicecode) 

Parameter t i m e  is used to set a maximum waiting time for the application pro- 
gram. I t  the queue happens to be empty, processing is suspended until either the 
number of seconds specified in time has elapsed or an input arrives. Should the 
waiting time nln out before data values are input, the parameter a e v i c e c l a s s  
is assign?d the value tlone. When t i m e  is given the value 0, the program checks 
the queue and immediately returns to other processing if thequeue is empty. 



Chapter 8 If processing is directed to the event queue with the awai tEvent  function 
Graphical User Interfaces and and the queue is not empty, the first event in the queue is transferred to a current 

Interactive Input Methods event record. The particular logical device class, such as locator or stroke, that 
made this input is stored in parameter d e v i c e c l a s s .  Codes, identifying the 
particular workstation and physical device that made the input, are stored in pa- 
rameters ws and devicecode,  respectively. 

To retrieve a data input from the current event record, an event-mode input 
function is used. The functions in event mode are similar to those in request and 
sample modes. However, no workstation and device-code parameters are neces- 
sary in the commands, since the values for these parameters are stored in the 
data record. A user retrieves data with 

get . . .  ( . . .  

For example, to ask for locator mput, we invoke the function 

In the following program section, we give an example of the use of the 
awaitEvent  and get functions. A set of points from a tablet (device code 2) on 
workstation 1 is input to plot a series of straight-line segments connecting the 
input coordinates: 

setStrokeMode (1, 2 ,  event, noecho); 

do ( 
awaitEvent (0, ws, deviceclass, devicecode) 

) while IdeviceClass ! =  stroke); 
getstroke (Max, viewIndex, n, pts); 
polyline (n, pts); 

The r e p e a t - u n t i l  loop bypasses any data from other devices that might be in 
the queue. If the tablet is the only active input device in event mode, this loop is 
not necessary. 

A number of devices can be used at the same time in event mode for rapid 
interactive processing of displays. The following statements plot input lines from 
a tablet with attributes specified by a button box: 

setPoly1;neIndex (1) ; 
/ *  set tablet to stroke device, event mode * /  
setStrokeMode (1, 2, event. noecho) ; 

I / *  set buttons to choice device. event mode * /  1 setChoiceMode (1, 6 .  event, noechol ; 

do ( 
awaitEvent (60, vs, deviceclass, devicecode): 
if (deviceclass == choice) { 
getchoice (status, option) ; 
setPolylineIndex (option); 

) 
else 

if (deviceclass == stroke) ( 
getstroke (Wax, viewIndex. n, pts); 
polyline (n, pts); 

) 
) while ldeviceclass ! =  none); 



Some additional housekeeping functions can be used in event mode. Func- Sectim8-4 

tions for clearing the event queue are useful when a process is terminated and a lnltlal Values for Input-Devlce 

new application is to begin. These functions can be set to clear the entire queue or 
to clear only data associated with specified input de\wes and workstations. 

Concurrent Use of Input Modes 

An example of the simultaneous use of mput devices in different modes is given 
in the following procedure. An object is dragged around the screen with a 
mouse. When a final position has been selected, a button is pressed to terminate 
any further movement of the ~bject.  The mouse positions are obtained in sample 
mode, and the button input is sent to theevent queue 

/ '  drags object in response to mouse Cnput ' /  
/ *  terminate processing by button press " 
setLocatorMode (1, 3, sample, echo) ; 
setChoiceMode (1, 6, event, noecho); 
do ( 

sanplelocator (1, 3, viewIndex, pt) ; 

/ '  translate object centroid to position pt and draw ' /  

awaitEvent (0, ws, class, code); 
) while (class ! =  choice); 

8-4 

INITIAL VALUES FOR INPUT-DEVICE PARAhlETERS 

Quite a number of parameters can be set for input devices using the i n i t i a l -  
i ze function for each logical class: 

initialize . . .  (ws, devicecode, . . .  , p e ,  coordExt, dataRec) 

Parameter pe is the prompt and echo type, parameter coordExt  is assigned a 
set of four coordinate values, and parameter dataRec is a record of various con- 
trol parameters. 

For locator input, some values that can be assigned to the prompt and echo 
parameter are 

pe = 1: installation defined 
pe = 2: crosshair cursor centered at current position 
pe = 3: line from initial pusition to current position 
pe = 4: rectangle defined by current and initial points 

Several other options are also available. 
For structure picking, we have the following options: 

pe = 1: highlight picked primitives 
pe = 2: highlight all primitives with value of pick id 
pe = 3: highlight entire structure 

as well as several others. 



Chapter 8 When an echo of the input data is requested, it is displayed within the 
Graphical User Interfaces and bounding rectangle specified by the four coordinates in parameter coordExt. 

lnteractive InpMMethods Additional options can also be set in parameter dataRec. For example, we can 
set any of the following: 

size of the pick window 
minimum pick distance 
type and size of cursor display 
type of structure highlighting during pick o p a t i o n s  
range (min and rnax) for valuator input 
resolution (scale) for valuator input 

plus a number of other options. 

8-5 
INTERACTIVE PICTURE-CONSTRUCTION TECHNIQUES 

There are several techniques that are incorporated into graphics packages to aid 
the interactive construction of pictures. Various input options can be provided, so 
that coordinate information entered with locator and stroke devices can be ad- 
justed or interpreted according to a selected option. For example, we  can restrict 
all lines to be either horizontal or vertical. Input coordinates can establish the po- 
sition or boundaries for o b ~  to be drawn, or they can be used to rearrange pre- 
viously displayed objects. 

Basic Positioning Methods 

Coordinate values supplied by locator input are often used with positioning 
methods to speclfy a location for displaying an object or a character string. We in- 
teractively select coordinate positions with a pointing device, usually by p s i -  
tioning the screen cursor. Just how the object or text-string positioning is pe- 
formed depends on the selected options. With a text string, for example, the 
screen p i n t  could be taken as the center string position, or the start or end p s i -  
tion of the string, or any of the other string-positioning options discussed in 
Chapter 4. For lines, straight line segments can be displayed between two se- 
lected screen positions. 

As an aid in positioning objects, numeric values for selected positions can 
be echoed on the screen. Using the echoed coordinate values as a guide, we can 
make adjustments in the selected location to obtain accurate positioning. 

Constraints 

With some applications, certain types of prescribed orientations or object align- 
ments are useful. A constraint is a rule for altering input-coordinate values to 
produce a specified orientation or alignment of the displayed cocmdinates. There 
are many kinds of constraint functions that can be specified, but the most com- 
mon constraint is a horizontal or vertical alignment of straight lines. This type of 
constraint, shown in Figs. 8-6 and 8-7, is useful in forming network layouts. With 
this constraint, we can create horizontal and vertical lines without worrying 
about precise specification of endpoint coordinates. 
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Figure 8-6 
Horizontal line constraint. 
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Fig~rr t  5-7 
Vertical line constraint. 

A horizontal or vertical constraint is implemented by determining whether 
any two input coordinate endpoints are more nearly horizontal or more nearly 
vertical. If the difference in the y values of the two endpoints is smaller than the 
difference in x values, a horizontal line is displayed. Otherwise, a vertical line is 
drawn. Other kinds of constraints can be applied to input coordinates to produce 
a variety of alignments. Lines could be constrained to have a particular slant, 
such as 45", and input coordinates could be constrained to lie along predefined 
paths, such as circular arcs. 

Grids 

Another kind of constraint is a grid of rectangular lines displayed in some part of 
the screen area. When a grid is used, any input coordinate position is rounded to 
the nearest intersecton of two grid lines. Figure 8-8 illustrates line drawing with a 
grid. Each of the two cursor positions is shiged to the nearest grid intersection 
point, and the line is drawn between these grid points. Grids facilitate object con- 
structions, because a new line can be joined easily to a previously drawn line by 
selecting any position near the endpoint grid intersection of one end of the dis- 
played line. . 
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Line drawing using a grid. 
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Interactive Input Methods tial grids and grids of different sizes in different screen areas. 

1.. Gravity Field 
In the construction of figures, we sometimes need to connect lines at pos~t~ons  be- 
tween endpoints. Since exact positioning of the screen cursor at the connecting 
point can be difficult, graphics packages can be des~gned to convert any mput 
position near a line to a position on the line. 

This conversion of input position is accomplished by creating a gravity field 
Figure 8-9 area around the line. Any selected position within the gravity field of a line is 
Gravib' fieldaroundaline. moved ("gravitated") to the nearest position on the line. A gravity field area 
Any point in the around a line is illustrated with the shaded boundary shown in Fig. &9. Areas 
shaded area to a around the endpoints are enlarged to make it easler lor us to connect lines at 
position on the line. their endpoints. Selected positions in one of the circular areas of the gravity field 

are attracted to the endpoint in that area. The size oi gravity fields is chosen large 
enough to aid positioning, but small enough to reduce chances of overlap with 
other lines. If many lines are displayed, gravity areas can overlap, and it may be 
difficult to speclfy points correctly. Normally, the boundary for the gravity field is 
not displayed. 

Kubber-Band Method. 

Straight lines can be constructed and positioned using rrtbbcr-band methods, 
which stretch out a line from a starting position as the screen cursor is moved. 
Figure 8-10 demonstrates the rubber-band method. We first select a screen posi- 
tion for one endpoint of the line. Then, as the cursor moves around, the line is 
displayed from the start position to the current position of the cursor. When we 
finally select a second screen position, the other line endpoint IS set. 

Rubber-band methods are used to construct and position other objects bc- 
sides straight lines. Figure 8-11 demonstrates rubber-band construction of a rec- 
tangle, and Fig. 8-12 shows a rubber-band circle construction. 
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Figure 8-10 
Rubber-band method for drawing and posit~oning a straight line 
segment. 
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Figure 8-11 
Rubber-band method for conslructing a rectangle. 

Dragging 

A technique that is often used in interactive picture construction is to move ob- 
jects into position by dragging them with the screen cursor. We first select an ob- 
ject, then move the cursor in the d i~c t ion  we want the object to move, and the se- 
lected object follows the cursor path. Dragging obpcts to various positions in a 
scene is useful in applications where we might want to explore different possibil- 
ities before selecting a final location. 

Painting and Drawing 

Options for sketching, drawing, and painting come in a variety of forms. Straight 
lines, polygons, and circles can be generated with methods discussed in the pre- 
vious sections. Curvedrawing options can be p v i d e d  using standard curve 
shapes, such as circular arcs and splines, or with freehand sketching procedures. 
Splines are interactively constmcted by specifying a set of discrete screen points 
that give the general shape of the curve. Then the system fits the set of points 
with a polynomial curve. In freehand drawing, curves are generated by follow- 
ing the path of a stylus on a graphics tablet or the path of the screen cursor on a 
video monitor. Once a curve is displayed, the designer can alter the curve shape 
by adjusting the positions of selected points along the curve path. 
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Figure 8-12 
Constructing a circle using a rubber-band method. 
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" 
A screen layout showing one type 
of interface to an artist's painting 

Line widths, line styles, and other attribute options are also commonly 
found in -painting and drawing packages. These options are implemented with 
the methods discussed in Chapter 4. Various brush styles, brush patterns, color 
combinations, objed shapes, and surface-texture pattern.; are also available on 
many systems, particularly those designed as artist's H orkstations. Some paint 
systems vary the line width and brush strokes according to the pressure of the 
artist's hand ,on the stylus. Fimre 8-13 shows a window and menu system used 
with a painting padage that k o w s  an artist to select variations of a specified ob- 
ject shape, different surface texhrres, and a variety of lighting conditions for a 
scene. 

8-6 
VIRTUAL-REALITY ENVIRONMENTS 

A typical virtual-reality environment is illustrated in Fig. 8-14. lnteractive input 
is accomplished in this environment with a data glove (Section 2-5), which is ca- 
pable of grasping and moving objects displayed in a virtual scene. The computer- 
generated scene is displayed through a head-mounted viewing system (Section 
2-1) as a stereoscopic projection. Tracking devices compute the position and ori- 
entation of the headset and data glove relative to the object positions in the scene. 
With this system, a user can move through the scene and rearrange object posi- 
tions with the data glove. 

Another method for generating virtual scenes is to display stereoscopic pro- 
jections on a raster monitor, with the two stereoscopic views displayed on alter- 
nate refresh cycles. The scene is then viewed through stereoscopic glasses. Inter- 
active object manipulations can again be accomplished with a data glove and a 
tracking device to monitor the glove position and orientation relative to the p s i -  
tion of objects in the scene. 
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Figurn 8-14 
Using a head-tracking stereo 
display, called the BOOM (Fake 
Space Labs, Inc.), and a Dataglove 
(VPL, lnc.), a researcher 
interactively manipulates 
exploratory probes in the unsteady 
flow around a Harrier jet airplane. 
Software dwebped by Steve 
Bryson; data from Harrier. (Courfrjy 
of E m  Uselfon, NASA Ames Rexnrch 
Ccnler.) 

SUMMARY 

A dialogue for an applications package can be designed from the user's model, 
which describes the tifictions of the applications package. A11 elements of the di- 
alogue are presented in the language of the applications. Examples are electrical 
and arrhitectural design packages. 

Graphical interfaces are typically designed using windows and icons. A 
window system provides a window-manager interface with menus and icons 
that allows users to open, close, reposition, and resize windows. The window 
system then contains routines to carry out these operations, as well as the various 
graphics operations. General window systems are designed to support multiple 
window managers. Icons are graphical symbols that are designed for quick iden- 
tification of application processes or control processes. 

Considerations in user-dialogue design are ease of use, clarity, and flexibil- 
ity. Specifically, graphical interfaces are designed to maintain consistency in user 
interaction and to provide for different user skill levels. In addition, interfaces are 
designed to minimize user memorization, to provide sufficient feedback, and to 
provide adequate backup and errorhandling capabilities. 

Input to graphics programs can come fropl many different hardware de- 
vices, with more than one device providing the same general class of input data. 
Graphics input functions can be designed to be independent of the particular 
input hardware in use, by adopting a logical classification for input devices. That 
is, devices are classified according to the type of graphics input, rather than a 



~ ~ ~ a r ) ~ e r  8 hardware des~gnation, such as mouse or tablet. The six logical devices in com- 
Gr . lph~td  I : w  irl~rrfdte> and mon use are locator, stroke, string, valuator, choice, and pck.  Locator devices are 

I n t e r a i l i V e  Inpu' Me'hodS any devices used by a program to input a single coordinate position. Stroke de- 
vices input a stream of coordinates. String devices are used to input text. Valuator 
devices are any input devices used to enter a scalar value. Choice devices enter 
menu selections. And pick devices input a structure name. 

Input functions available in a graphics package can be defined In three 
input modes. Request mode places input under the control of the application 
program. Sample mode allows the input devices and program to operate concur- 
rently. Event mode allows input devices to initiate data entry and control pro- 
cessing of data. Once a mode has been chosen for a logical device class and the 
particular physical devicc to be used to enter this class of data, Input functions in 
the program are used to enter data values into the progrilm. An application pro- 
gram can make simultaneous use of several physical input devices operating in 
different modes. 

Interactive picture-construction methods are commcinly used in a variety of 
applications, including design and painting packages. These methods provide 
users with the capability to position objects, to constrain figures to predefined 
orientations or alignments, to sketch figures, and to drag objects around the 
screen. Grids, gravity fields, and rubber-band methods ,Ire used to did in posi- 
tioning and other picture.construction operations. 
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EXERCISES 

8-1 Select smir g~apti~c* ,tppl~cation with which you drc lainil~,ir ,ant1 set up a user model 
that will serve as thcal),~sis k ~ r  the design of a user inlericire tor grdphi~s applications in 
that ,>red. 

8-2.  L~st ~ O S S ~ D ~  help facillrie that can be probided i n  a user ~ntrrface and discuss which 
types of help would hr appropriate ior different level5 ct user\. 

8-3 Summar~ze the ~wssibl'r ways oi handling backup and error< 5tar \vhich approaches 
are more suitatde ior the beginner and whicli are better wrt(~1 to the experienced user. 

8-4. L~st the possible iorm,ir5 ior presenting menus to a user ,ird explain uder what cir- 
cumstances each mi$t be appropriate. 

8-5. Disc~~ss dltcwu~ivrs 'or fepdbac-k in term5 of the variou5 le\c,I5 ot users 
8-6. List the tunctlons that  iiust bc periormed b) a windo.\ m:!nager in handling scwen 

idyout9 wth niultiplv t>.,erldppng \vindows. 



t%7. Set up a deslgn for a window-manager package. 

8-8. Design d user ~nleriace for a painting program. 

8-9. Design a user interface for a two-level hierarchical model~n): package. 

8-1 0. For any area with which you are familiar, design a c umplete user interiace to a  graph^ 
ics package providing capabilities to any users in that area. 

0-1 I .  Develop a program that allows objects to be positicmed on the screen uslng a locator 
device. An object menu of geometric shapes is to be presented to a user who is to se- 
lect an object and a placement position. The program should allow any number of ob- 
jects to be positioned until a "terminate" signal is givt.ri. 

8-1 2. Extend the program of the previous exercise so that wlected objects can be scaled and 
rotated before positioning. The transformation chc& cts and transformation parameters 
are to be presented to the user as menu options. 

8-1 3 Writp a program that allows a user to interactlvelv sketch pictures using a stroke de- 
vice. 

8-14. Discuss the methods that could be employed in a panern-recognition procedure to 
match input characters against a stored library of shapes. 

8-15. Write a routine that displays a linear scale and a sllder on the screen and allows nu- 
meric values to be selected by positioning the slider along the scale line. The number 
value selected is to be echoed in a box displayed near the linear scale. 

8-16. Write a routine that displays a circular scale and d pointer or a slider that can be 
moved around the circle to select angles (in degrees). The angular value selected is to 
be echoed in a box displayed near the circular scale. 

8-1 7. Write a drawing program that allows users to create a picture as a set of line segments 
drawn between specified endpoints. The coordinates of the individual line segments 
are to be selected with a locator device. 

0-1 0. Write a drawing package that allows pictures to be created with straight line segments 
drawn between specified endpoints. Set up a gravity field around each line in a pic- 
ture, as an aid in connecting new lines to existing lines. 

8-19. Moddy the drawing package in the previous exercise that allows lines to be con- 
strained horizontally or vertically. 

8-20. Develop a draming package that can display an optlonal grid pattern so that selected 
screen positions are rounded to grid intersections. The package is to provide line- 
drawing capabilities, wjlh line endpoinb selected with a locator device. 

8-2 1. Write a routine that allows a designer to create a picture by sketching straight lines 
with a rubber-band method. 

8 - 2 2 .  Writp a drawing package that allows straight lines, rectangles, and circles to be con- 
structed with rubber-band methods. 

8-23. Write a program that allows a user to design a picture from a menu of bas~c shapes bv 
dragging each selected shape into position with a plck device. 

8-24. Design an implementation of the inpu: functions for request mode 

8-25. Design an implementation of the sample,mode input functions. 

8-26. Design an implementation of the input functions for event mode. 

8-27. Set up a general implementation of the input functions for request, sample, and event 
modes. 




